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METEOROLOGICAL.
1HB

FOR

INDICATIONS

NEXT

HOURS.

Capital

warmer, geneially fair weather,
light variable winds, lower barometer.

mOJV’T YOU li f> O \\ THAT A TP A
SPOONFUL OF TARRANT’* NEI.TZEK
A**
KIINT TAKEN IN A GLASS OF HOT
WATER • AI.F AN HOUR B FORE BHEaK
FAST WAS NOT ONLY TH* BEST STOMACHIC. BUT EXCEEDINGLY HEAL IHFUL WITHAL. FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
mchlsn—cod lw

Puuifhment

With

Fair weather prevails in all districts.
The
temperature has risen slowly in all districts
east of the Rocky Mountains, with
southerly
to wes erly winds.
The Mississippi has fallen
three inches at Cairo and risen one inch at
Memphis and two inches at Helena and Vicksburg The Ohio, Cumberland, Tennessee and
Arkansas rivers have fallen at all stations.

Impoitsnt

A Blow at the

At

SALE

Great

a

The

F

Bargain

!

Entire Stock of the late

A

SMITH,

MERCHANT TAILOR,
Will be sold

231 Federal Sf.,

great bargain, either iu
lots or i ieces hy measurement, or Entire
S ock, Fixtures and good wil of stand to
purchaser, bale to commence on
at a

Monday,

F©fc>. 20.

__

thorizing

feb2G

Wextbrook.
The Republicans of Westbrook sre requested to
meet at .selectmens office on Thursday March
1st,
at 7

Vlockp.
in

m

to nominate candidates lor town

ensuing year.

Per order Republican Town
i4th 1883.

Westbiook, Feb.

Committee.

l>eer*ng.
The Republicans of Deering are requested to meet
at Lewie Hall Woodfoid’s on Thur-day
evening
March i. at 7.3» to >o in*te candidates 10 fill
vacancies in the municipal ticket
Pe» order Town Committee.

Deering, Ftb. 27,1883.
SPECTACLES MADE TO SUIT ALL
DEFECTS OF VISION. Artificial
JEte* Fitted. F. II. FAKI.EY,
4 Exchange St
no7eodsnGm

Cure Your Corns
BY

To

USING

SCHLOTTEEBEOK’S

Corn, Wart k Runinu Solfent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blea ish.
Brut-h for applying in each bottle.
GCURE IS GUARANTEED.,^
Pi ice 25 cents.
For Male b) all Drnggivta'Fry it ai d you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now tesiify to its value.
A*k for Ncblotierbech’n Corn and If art
Solvent ouil take no other,
nov23
Hidtf

legislation is invoked

Nurombega

He Finally Succeeded.
Feb 28 —Solomou A. Siedliuip carpeuter, who has made two at-

from his house.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

®ITTEPS

Invalids who are recovering vital stamina, dec’are
in grateful terms their appreciation 01 the merits as
atonic of Posteitei’s Stomach Bitters
N* t only
does it impart strength to the weak but it also
corrects an irregular arid state of the s omnch,
makes the bowels act at pioper interva s, gives ea e
to tl ose vho suffer from rheumatic and Kidney
troub es. and conquers as well as prevents fever a».d
ague.

For sale
inch*

by all Druggists

and Dealers generally.
eod&wlm9

WASHINGTOM.
The Mexican Treaty.
Washington. Feb. 28.—There will be no
action on the Mexican treaty this session. In
spite of Gen. Grant’s vigorous efforts the majority of ihe Senate is disposed to think that
this reciprocity can he delayed until next winter. In October the Mexican Congress meets.
It is not likely tb«tthe tieaty will be ratified
by ib t body until after it receives tbe approval of our Congress.
Tbe Civil Service Commission.
Mr. Dorman B. Eatou has arrived. He hesitated to expr* ss any opinion as to the purpose
of the civil service commission until after t lie
commissioners shall have been confirmed. He
said, however, in get eral terms, that their
rets were specifically defined by the law, and
that while ihere was nothing unreasonable in
the old eet of questions, in bis judgment, probably the new questions would be somewhat
Darrowed in their scope aud simplified.
Tbe
object would be to tecure tbe employment of
men fitted, morally and
mentally and iD point
of training, for their places.
$
Butler Calls on the President.
Gov Butler called on President Arthur yesterday aud was received with marked cord alny. Later in the day he visited tbe Capitol.
His appearance on the House floor
stirred up the Democratic side, who flocked
around him with great ardor.
The General
walked over aud disappeared in the cloak room
on tbe Republican side,
where be was joined
by Messrs. Jay Hubbell and Robeson, with
whom he had a long communication.
Mr.
Norcr< ss was the only Massachusetts member
who went in to pay his respects.

Possibility

of

a

Trap.

A Boston Journal dispatch says it is very
possible that the Republicans have fallen into
a trap aud that they
will be compelled to accept the Senate bill without amendment, or
else defeat all tariff legislation. If the Senate
Bhall recede from the conference it will be in
order to move in the House to recede.
That
motion will be highest question of privilege,
and can be decided by a majority vote.
A
vote in favor of receding in the House, parliamentarians say, will also pass the Senate bill.
This is tbe result which the House members
fear. Such a motion could be defeated oi ly
Mr. Morrill,
Ly Republican filibustering.
chairman of the Senate branch of the conference, made the significant statement that if
there was any jugglery or any attempt to defeat the tariff and report only the iuterual
revenue featuresjof the bill,
lie should wiilidraw from the conference.
Mr. Randall expresses the opnion that there
He thinks that there will
will be a tariff bill.
be several changes in the metal schedule, and
that with these modifications the Senate bill
will become a law.
1 no

ounary uivu

sill.

Tbe sundry civil appropriation bill asameod•d by tbe Senate committee of appropriations
and
was resported to tbe Senate this evening
Tbe bill as it paBseil the
ordered primed.
House appropriated $23,119,232. This has been
increased by the Senate committee to $24,437,285. Among tbe items added by tbe Senate
c.uumittee are tbe follow.ng:
For,dry dock at Mare Island $150,000.
For life saving service and for new life sav-

ing stations $150,040.
Completion oi the Washington monument
$100,000.
Public printing and binding $400,000.
New naval cb e vatory $200,000.
f

The committee have stricken out those
provisions of the House bill
authorizing tbe sale
of government property at Wallabout
Bay, also sale of Chelsea (Mass.) naval
hospital. They
also strusk out an item of
$324,000 for construction and repairs at military posts- $200000 for execution oi tbe treaty with the Sioux
Indians and the section repealing the preemp1
tion laws.
Mr. Jewell’s Successor on the National
committee.
Baetfobd, Feb 28.—The Republican Stale
C'lUimi'iss to-night, elected Senator OrvilleU.
pialt, member of Hie Republican National
Committte in placo of Hon. Marshall Jewell,
d-_ ceased.
__

Steamer Abandoned and Thirteen

of

the

Crew Cost.

Milta,

has

Feb. 28.—Sieamer Wm. Dickinson
Thirteen ol tbe ciew are
unuuned.
and fourteen were saved.

oeeu a

misdng

TAXATION

keeping

which proposition alter an extended discussion, was voted down—74 to 58. This was regarded as a lest vote. Mr. Heath of Augusta
then submitted several
important amendments, which were adopted.
Jndge Hall of
Rockland closed the debate in a masterly and
eloquent speech, after which the bill was
passed to be engrossed. It goes to the Senate
tomorrow for its first reading and it will probably pass that body and become a law. The
bill as amended provides that if the jury find
the respondent guilty of murder in the first
degree they may accompany their verdict with
a
recommendation
of clemency, in which
case the judges shall commute the sentence to
imprisonment tor life. The trial of a person

a passenger on
steamship
from Brazil, was arrested to-day
on
ihai
arrival
of
the
steamer, charged with absconding with $57,000 from the bank of Brazil.
No Pool Selling1 on Race Tracks.
Albany, Feb. 28 —A bill allowing pool selling on race tracks was defeated in the Aspembly at Albany to-day, aud a bill was favorably
reported, reducing Saudy Hook pilotage fees
33 per cent.
A Stowaway Sulner for Damages.
In the suit of Thomas Doss, a stowaway on
the wrecked streamer Glamorgan, who was
kept in duress by Capt. Irving aud first officer
Barrett of the steamer Republic, on suspicion
of being implicated in the Phoenix Park murders, for $1,000 damages, Judge Donohue tonight granted orders of arrest against the officers and they will be taken into custody in the

indicted for murder shall be held before two
or more justices of the Supreme Judicial
Court and the prisoner shall be entitled to

twenty peremptory challenges instead of ten
and to challenge two of the jurors from the
panel when made up, and the closing argu-

TRAGEDY.

Unsuccessful Attempt at Murder but
Successful Suicide.
Lawrence, Mass., Feb. 28.—About 9 o’clock
this evening the occupants of the Pemberton
bank building,on Essex street, were 8 artled by
reports of a pistol in a room iu the second story
of the block, followed by cries of murder. Admission being demanded to the room from
which the cries proceeded by parties outside,
they were sternly commanded by the man on
the inside to leave the premises. A police
officer burst into the room and there discovered
Charles H. Cate lying upon a lounge brandishing h revolver, while from a ghastly wound iu
his head blood poured copiously. The officer
disarmed the wouuded mao, who fell to the
floor insensible. Hearing moans proceeding
from a closet iu the roofn, the officer found
therein lying iu a pool of blood Mrs. M. S. Anderson, a milliner, doing business on Essex
Medical aid was summoned aud her
stieet.
injuries fouud to consist of a bullet wound iu
the calf of the right leg. Her head also bore
Caie lingered about
many scalp wounds.
forty-five minutes atid died from his self-iullicted wound, the ball penetrating ihe brain.
Cate and Mrs. Audeisoa formerly kept company until she la6t summer caused his arrest
for blackmail but the case never came to trial,
lie pacing a large sum of money to Btop legal
proceedings. Since then they have been frequently seen together and last week visited the
theatre iu Boston together.
Mrs. Anderson says that having a headache
she left her store earlier than usual, going to
her room, and was bathing her head when
Cate came to the door and demanded admission. She opened the door partially and he
burst in. He appeared to have been driuking.
He struck her with some iron substance and
bhe then ran to the closet, aud as she was entering he fired one shot from the revolver
which took effect in her right leg and she fell.
Thinking he had killed her he then shot himself.
Cate was a married man and leaves a widow
aud family iu Boston, with whom he has not
fie was 37 years old.
lived for three years
Mrs. Anderson is a widow with no children.
She has a mother residing at Manchester, N.
H. She will probably recover.

sentatives.
Sagadahoc county claims that she
is entitled to five Representatives and asks
that one be taken from Kennebec and assigned
her. On the other hand Kennebec claims
that she carries a large Senatorial fraction,
which faot should be taken into consideration
in making np the Representative apportion-inent.
Some compromise will probably be
Two Senators will
adopted in committee.
probably be assigned to Somerset and one of
the Representatives awarded her in the apportionment which has been recommitted will go

u
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THE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.

school

for the maintenance of
enable tbe
boys

a

THE PUBLIC DEBT.
Over

mechanical
to
be
in-

87, MO,000.

Railroad Riot at Chicago.
—A riotous demonstration
was made upon the Chicago and
Evanstown
railroad in Chicago last night.
About midnight 300 men, well organized, marched up
Sontbport avenue to Fullerton avenue,
equipped with crowbars, jimmies and pickaxes.
Under the direction of chosen leaders they
proceeded to tear up the track. Five hundred
feet of rails wire torn up and twisted out of
shape, and the roadbed completely destroyed
for that distance. The police bad expected a
riot hnt ih" uioli by a sirategem had deceived
tlie > flic rs as to the time and place
When
the police arrived ihe rioters formed in line,
marched some distance in an orderly mauner
and dispersed
No arrests have oeen made.

Chicago, Feb. 28

inflicted which shall be open to publio
It also provides for the classifying
of boys for outdoor exercise, and that each
boy shal have his own clothing. Solitary confineuv nt is prohibited except under the rubs
of the trustees, and when iufl cted it shall be
in suitable rooms with plenty of food. A
boaid of visitors is provided for, consisting of
two I rdies and two gentlemen, who shall rements

inspection.

Miautouomi

!

port to the Governor and Couuoll. Tbe committee appear to be favorably inclined toward

$7,000,000 Reduction In

February.
Washington, Feb. 28.—It is estimated that
the decrease of the public debt for Febrnarv is

structed in mechanical trades; requires trustees to establish new rules for the direction of
officers and the government of the inmates,
specifying the punishment to be inflicted on
boys, which rules shall be approved by the
Governor and Council. The bill requires the
surerintendent to keep a n cord of all punish-

stove-pipe was
Stone bridge ai d on

morning.

It is expected that Senators Bayard and Beck
report to the Senate to-morrow to the effect
that under the condition of the Ingalls resolution the Seuate conferees could not remain,
thus hoping to secure a recall of the Senate
conferees. This report is not likely to prevail
and the conference will doubtless
go on and
the consideration of the bill be
completed.

MR. HASKELL’S REFORM SCHOOL BILL.
The committee considered the bill presented
by Thomas H Haskell, Esq., of Portland,
which prevents the sending ef boyB to the Reform School who have committed high crimes;

the lsiauu wt-re o;uil> ntiaken up.
At the torpe !>>-latum '.Le shock was so great that the

the shotk.

morrow

School for Girls at Hallowell, to be expended
io the erection of new buildings, provided
tbe trustees raise a similar sum.

the

officers thought the mag. z ue had blown up.
The JNurw ich men or Lao been obb« ved by a
large number ot person* three minutes before

Sagadahoc.

The committee on relorm schools, at their
meeting this evening, voted to recommend an
appropriation of $5000 for the Iudnstrial

Bhode Island'd Earthquake.
Providence, R. I., Feb. 28.— The earthquake snook at Newpari last evening wiisvery
generally ieir. A number o! panes of glass
hou-e

Washington, Feb. 28.—Senators Bayard and
Beck withdrew from the conference committee
on the Senate tariff bill after
sitting two hours
and vainly endeavoring to have the House resolution reported to the Senate with the explanation that it limited the action of the
House conferees, and therefore, under Mr. Ingalls’ resolution, the Seuate conferees must
withdraw.
Senators Morrill. Sherman and
Aldrich did not agree wth Messrs. Bayard and
Beck as to the necessity of withdrawal and
proceeded to consider the schedules. The two
Democratic Senators going out left Mr. Carlisle
alone as free trade member, and he soon left
the committee room and went home, not, however, withdrawing. The matter of the constitutional prerogative of the House was left for
the present, the fair presumption being that it
will not be raised if the bill can be made to
suit the protectionists.
Iron was reached in the metal schedule and
the committee ad.iorned until 9.30 o’clock to-

ed

|

A lire in Paris. Kentucky, Tuesday, destroya
whole tl ck exoeiit the Presbyterian

church.

Loss 875,000.

28.—The

State Central Committee
Hotel North this evening.

Fusion Greenback
held a meeting at

Every county was
represented.
Prominent lusion politicians
were in attendance from every section of the
State.
Among them was ex-Gov. Plaisted.
The meeting was held for the purpose of discussing important issues to and mark out the
course for the future. It was decided that they
would act with the Democratic party in 1884
and that the
Solon
Chase Greenbaokers
should be totally ignored in the future. They
also decided that at present they
belonged to
the Union
party and that any one calling himself a Democrat or Greenbacker should receive the cold shoulder. It was also agreed
that a big fight should be made against the
Republicans in the spring elections. The committee believe that in assessing duties 6ncb
incidental protection should be
regarded
as shall promote the
greatest good to the
greatest number of the people with special
privileges to none; that the prohibitory
amendment as proposed by the Republicans
is not worthy of support.
A committee of
three
appointed to formulate the action
the State committee.

XLVII C0NGRESS~2d Session
SENATE.
Washington, Feb. 28.
Hr. Edmunds from the committee ou judicithe
House bill to proary reported adversely
vide for the restoration of the citizenship of

such citizens of the United States as become
naturalized citiiens of Great Britain.
A message was received and read announcing the names of the House conferees on the
internal revenne and tariff bill.
Mr. Garland asked to have read from the
Congressional Recotd the resolution of the
House instructing its conferees to consider the
constitutional objections to the internal revenue bill as amended
by the Senate, and to
bring the same, together with the opinion of
the House in regard thereto, before the committee on conference.
Mr. Garland moved to reconsider the motion by which the Senate had agreed to the
conference.
Mr. Ingalls raised the point of order that it
was not ir order to read or refer to particular
words or acts of the other House upon pending
measures.

The president said he saw no objection to
reading the resolution and overruled the point
of order.
Alter debate Mr. Edmunds moved to lay Mr.
Garland’s motion on the table. Lost.
The President rated that it was not in order
to read the section of the House,resolution from
tbe Record as Mr. Garland had proposed.
Mr. IugallB offered a resolution declaring it
the opinion of tbe Senate that the conference
should be full and free, and instructing tbe
Senate conferees that if they found that any
limitation was placed by tbe House on tbe action of its committee, to retire and report that
fact to tbe Senate for its consideration. Agreed
to without division.
The Senate resumed consideration of the
bill to give increased pensions to one armed
and one legged soldiers.
The Senate resumed consideration of the
bill to give increased pensions ($40 a month)
to one armed and one legged so'dters and others suffering from equivalent disabilities. The
pending question was ou a motion of Mr. Vest
to strike out the words ‘'Or shall have suffered
disability equal thereto.”
Mr. Mitchell discussed four different reports
ou this bill made by members of the committee ou pensions and advocated the substitute
presented in the report signed by Senator Blair
and himself.
Mr. Williams thought it would be as well to
ameud the bill so as to declare that everybody
ou the pension roll should draw $40 per month
pension, for that was what it would amount to
if passed.
Mr. Blair of New Hampshire said there conld
be no question that public sentiment favored
an increase of pensions to the class of soldiers
provided for in this bill.
Mr Saulsbury of Delaware asked Mr. Blair
how much money would be taken out of the
treasury by the House bill and how much by
his (Blair’s) substitute.
Mr. Blair replied that the increased outlay
uuder the house hill as estimated by the commissioner of pensions on the basis of the existing roll would be $5,787,564 and under the
substitute prepared by the chairman of the
committee and himself it would be $5,429,000.
The House bill has been as vigorously opposed
by some soldiers as it has been supported by
others, but tbis substitute has been examined
and approved by a committee of the Grand
Army and he believed it would giye general
eud to
sain taction to the soldiers and put au
all demands for increase of peusiona.
in
favor of indefinite
Mr. Saulsbury arguing
postponement of the bill said that when that
committee admitted its inability to form any
estimate of the effect of the b 11 on the treasury after 12 mouths consideration it would be
nell to adopt the motion to postpone indefinite
After considerable debate the mo tion to post
pone indefinitely was lost.
Mr. Vest’s amendment strikiugjout the “equi
•
valent disability clause” was lost.
Mr. Blair offered tbe substitute reported
from the committee on pensions and it was re-

jected.

Mr. Platt offered the substitute of which he
Two amendgave notice some days since.
ments to this substitute were voted down, Mr.
Ingalls and Mr. Voorbees giving notice they
wished to reach a vote on tbe bill.
The question was theu taken on Mr. Platt’s
substitute which was adopted.
Mr. Call offered an amendment providing
for a pension of $8 ner mouth to all survivors
of the Mexican war or of Indian wars before
1856.
Mr. Hoar opposed the amendment for several reasons, one being that it would place on
tbe pension roll some men who had fought
against the government and who contemptuonslv refused to ask for the removal.of their

disabilities.

pensioning of Mexican
was opposed now as on former ocNew
casions by
England because she had opposed that war and had had little or no part
in it.
Mr. Hoar in roply said that Mr. Voorbees
kuew.uo more aboutjthe history of New England
in connection with the Mexican war than au
Hindoo baby on the banks of the Gauges. The
controversy between Mr. Hoar and Mr. Voor
bees as to New England’s part in the Mexican
war continued for nearly an hour.
Finally Mr. Call’s amendment was reMr. Voorbees said tbe

war veterans

jected.
a

Mr. George offered an amendment granting
pension to the destitute survivors of the

Mexican

THE LEGISLATIVE APPORTIONMENT.

to

THE

Senators Bayard and Beclc Withdraw—
The Important Schedules Not yet Considered.

The Senate today, after a protracted discussion, voted to recommitt the resolves to
apportion the State for Senators and Repre-

provides

ON

TARIFF.

passed.

to

CONFERENCE

THE

shall be for defence.
The date of execution of a capital senteuce shall not be less
than one year nor more than fifteen months
from
the day on
which the sentence is
ment

morning.

the

an

THE CAPITAL PUNISHMENT BILL PASSED.

Ptolemy

one

OF DOGS.

In Ma ne, after a week of fierce debate, the
bill was today passed to be engrossed in the
House, but in such a modified form as to be
denuded of its most objectionable features.
Tbe bill came up |as unfinished business after
the morning hour.
Mr. Horr o! Lewiston
moved to refer it to the next Legislature

A Brazilian Criminal Arrested.

n.

thau five

by dogs.

Antonio Medeiro,

«:ii

Merrick consented and Wilson examined
wittiess. He said ho had seeu Brady but a few
timeCnee witness discovered there was a
duplication ot the] service on the Ouray-LosP'tios route and reported it to Brady.
Wilson
endeavored to bring out the conversation upou
that occasiou asserting that it would show
Brady’s perfect integrity and ihat he had rescinded the order immediately. The prosecutiou
resisted this attempt aud the court held that it
was nut a matter ior cross examinations.
The
witues- might be called for defence at the
time.
proper
Mr. Wilson noted an exception and crossexamination closed.
Merrick conducted the
re-direct examination. Witness first learned
the go'erumeut was willing to accept him as a
witness on the night when he went to Merrick’s house. That gentleman had rfed from
the statutes to show what Kerdell’s punishment would be.
He had told him that, he had
from the mernothing to expect except
cy oi the court.
Bliss explained that the government had
been ldr a long lime aware of Kerdell’s desire
to appear as a government witness, influenced
The proseby regard for his personal safety.
cution had steadily refused to accept his offer
uutil the night lie came to Merrick’s house aud
hai then g Ten him to nistincily understand he
mu»t plead guilty aud had no favor to expect.
Merrick asked witness his reasou for becoming a government witness. The witness said
the first one was the argument of his counsel
iu the last trial; then Dorsey as if suspecting
him came to the jail aud threatened |hiin with
thyse letters; again his wife told him of
the condition’of his office and upon his inspection he saw that some one had “gone through”
it. Convinced that be had been deserted aud
that it was Dorsey’s purpose to get him out of
th: way he then and there resolved to go over
to the government aud in
pursuance of that
resolve went to see Woodworth.
Although
witness did not see Brady go into Chamberlain's he knew he was there from conversations with Dorsey before aDd after the meeting. Dorsey caused him to prepare a list of tines
aud deductions taking it with him to Chamberlain's. Coming out Dorsey told him Brady
had gone ov r the statement, fines and deductions aud instructed witness to prepare applications for remissions.
The Court said tne question had been more
far reaching than it had expected. “The Court
will uoi listen to us” said Nelson reproachfully.
Mr. |Oarpeuter—I move to strike out tLe
answer aud withdiaw it from the
jury.
Mr. Wilson wanted it retained so that he
might have his exception, but the Court, finally directed the omissions of the answer from
the record.

unlicensed
liab'e
dog is
to a line of $10, and the dog is to oe killed.
The penalty for stealing a licensed dog or his
Cnhar is $20. Towns are made liable for the
loss of sheep or other domestic animals killed

■

LToken in

more

companies.

ness.

The law at present allows towns to vote
whether they shall tax dogs or not.
The dog
tax hill before the Legts'ature imposes an annu ■! tax of $1 20 on each dog.
Auy person

NEW YORK

H
th.’uw

not

en-

examination of Kerdell.
The handwriting of different pagers had
been the subject ol a long inquiry during the
direct examination, and the same ground was
again covered in the cross examination. An
angry passage occurred over some offensive remarks made to the witness by Iugersoll. After
being reprimanded by the court aud after
withdrawal of offensiqe wolds by both Merrick
and iDgersoll, the affair was amicably settled
and the eutire passage stricken oat of the record at the suggestion ot Bliss. Ingersoll also
consented that any offensive remarks he might
have made in this or the previous trial be
stricken off the record.
Cross examintion was then resumed. Ingersoil endeavored to show that while Kerdell was
working for the government he had been soliciting and receiving funds from Dorsey for alj
leged legal expenses.
The court refused to go into subject.
After recess Iugersoll requested the Court to
allow Messrs Wilson and Heukle to ask witness a few question about a matter concerning
their clients, Brady, Visle and Miner Bo far as
he was concerned he had finished with the wit-

by fine not exceeding $1000.

or

to be

Cross-Examination Completed
Washington, Feb. 28.—In the. Star route
trial this morning Iugersoll resumod the cross

a

puuished by imprisonmeui

passed

Berdell’a

SALE OF UNWHOLESOME FOOD.

years,

were

THE STAR ROUTES.

A bill has been reported which punishes the
selliug of the meat of calves uuder four weeks
old with imprisonment for thirty days or fine
of $50, or both. It also provides that whoever
sells any diseased, corrupted or uuwholesome
provision for food or drink, knowing it to be
such, without informing the buyer, or fraudulently adulterates for the purpose of sale, any
substance intended for
food, or any wine,
spirits or other liquors iuteuded for driuk, so
as to render them injurious to health, shall be

Custom House Inspectors in Collusion
with Smugglers.
New York. Feb. 28.—Captains Brackett and
eeizeu
over $25,000 worth ol fine made
Adams,
op clothing that had been smuggled in o thi>city by recent arrivals from Englai d ibn ogh
collusion with Cnstona House inspectors. Other seizures are expected shortly.
Mrs. Langtry to Take t p a Permanent
Abode In New York.
It is reported that Mrs Langtry, at the end
of her theatrical engagement, intends to take
She has
up her permanent alsid in this city.
recently been the purchaser of real estate here,
and the purp se of her present visit is to complete be leg >1 forms ol the transfer of the
property.
Refusal of an Injunction Against the Western Union.
Judge Ingraham this afternooD denied amotiou for an injunction restraining the Western
Union Telegraph Company from transferring
$15,000,000 of its stock iBSUtd January l9tb,
1881.

w. re

MAr INe. NEWS.

ance

their behalf at C per cent. If these two bills
become law it will lift a burden from the little froutier towns too heavy for them to carry.

Lawrence says no doubt is entertained there
• hat
John Goodwin, the Chicopee contractor,
has absconded. A sou of Goodwin’s wrote to
tiie cashier of a local bank that his father was
ill. Late In the day ihe c 'Shier of a Chicopee
bank notified the cashier here that Goodwin
Had absconded. He has left a large number of
credi'ors here for amounts varying from $6500
to $500
He lias for several years been largely
employed on contracts in this city. Several
trustee writs have beeu served upon ihe Pacific
mills which tie built, but it is reported that
Nait Head and brother, who furnished the
brick, b ve a lieu upon the mills to cover their
claim. His trouble probably arises from a
business enterprise at Baltimore, he and three
others having procured a charter for a railroad
from Baltimore to Annapolis and being engaged in building it.

A LAWRENCE

the

grand-children have cost the town $75,000,
computing interest on the money expended on

Steps Out Leaving Large

bills

To extend the time for the organization of
the Union Accident Insurance Company.
To authorize county commissioners to cause
repairs to bridges in incorporated townships
and tracts of lauds in case of Budden injuries.
To amend section 2, chapter 2, of the public
laws of 1878.
To amend section 17, chapter 58, of the Revised Statutes, relating to the employment of
constables at meetings of county and local agricultural societies.
To a meed section 3, chapter 29, of the Revised Statutes of 1871, relating to bowling alleys and billiard rooms.
To amend sectious 1 and 2, chapter 50, of the
public 1. ws of 1878.
To amend an act relating to foreign insur-

an

still

following

grossed :

outlyiDg plantation, where they
burden upon the town for years. In
the case of LexiDgton referred to (whose peculiar experience I hare already given in a
previous letter in the Press) one family of
paupers, who gained a settlement soon after
the town was incorporated, their children and
are

Debts Behind

_

tioned,

move to

Bobton, Feb 28.—A Herald despatch from

STOMACH

The

Pauper families not infrequently obtain a settlement in some border town, and then re-

Brakeman Badly Crushed.
(Special Despatch to he Press.]
Gorham, N. H., Feb. 2S.—James Judge,
brakemau on No. 26, J. McArdle conductor,
was severely, if not fatally, injured this morning in the yard here while attempting to
shackle his train, being crushed through the
breast badly between the burners. He is from
A

MASSACHUSETTS.

_

the support of

to

reimburse the
The other bill
was reported by Senator Stubbs of
Franklin,
from the committee on 1-gal affairs.
It provides that whenever any person, having a pauper settlement in a town, has lived or shall
have lived five years in any unincorporated
place iu the State, such perBODS and those
wh o derive their settlement from him shall be
deemed to have lost theii settlemeut in such
town.
This bill also strikes at a great evil.

the Provinces and unmarried. He is now at
the Eagle Hotel, where everything possible is
being done for him.

Ifesw

prisoner shall have the closing argument to the
jury.
The bill restoring the full death penalty was
then passed to be engrossed.
The test vote was on the question of refer*
ring to the next Legislature, which was defeated by a vote of 58 to 74.

State shall
towns for the relief furnished.
met

tempts to commit suicide within the last three
months, disappeared from his home Monday
night and this afternoon was found dead under
the ice in the Madomak river, a short distance

Contractor

An amendment was adopted that the jury in
rendering a verdict for murder may recommend the prisoner to the mercy of the court.
Also an amendment that the counsel for the

town for aid, which is furnished, and
the town is reimbursed by the State; bat if
said pauper becomes ill in an incorporated
town, the authorities are obliged to make provisions for his support, aud receive no remuneration from the Slate.
Senator Lebroke's
bill provides that in an instance like that last

Waldoboro,

A

The capital punishment bill was finally debated.

porated

8th.

a s

HOUSE.

persons having no pauper settlement and removing from unincorporated places into
towns. Under the preseut law, if one of these
alien paupers falls sick in an unincorporated
plantation, he applies to the adjacent iucor

Hall, in this city, Thursday afternoon, March

ger,

Wesleyan Seminary.
To amend the city charter of Biddeford.

to

judiciary committee relating

The Governor’s Reception at Bangor.
Invitations have been sent by m»il tc-day to
the reception to be given to Gov. Robie and
and staffs at

had occasion to inves-

check it, and two
bills have been introduced this session for that
purpose, which are now on their passage.
Senator Lebroke has reported a bill from the

Pastoral Call Extended.
Bangor, Feb. 28.—The Uni versalist Society
have extended a call to Rev. E. E. Peck, of
Victor, N. Y.

Chamberlain

never

the pauper bills are upon some of the hack
towns in the State, especially those surrounded by plantations.
Lexington in Somerset
county and Chester in Penobscot county have
been so crushed under the weight of their pauper expenses that they are anxious to relinquish their charters and revert into plantations again. The evil has grown so groat that

Fort Fairfeld, Feb. 28 —This morning a
house, belonging to G. A. Gross, was burnedCause, defective chimney. Loss $800.
Mayor Gregory of Rockland Renominated
Rockland, Feb. 28.—The mechanics and laborers tc-night renominated Mayor Gregory.
The Democrats will ratify his nomination.

Gen.

who has

one

To make valid the organization of the Lewiston Horse Railroad Company.
Amendatory of the act relating to the Maine

Press.]
Augusta, Feb. 28.
to the

tigate the matter, it is surprising what burdens

Fire in Fort Fairfield.

sndlw

CAITUSES]

officers for

grossed :
[Special Despatch

municipalities.

MARY M. SMITH, Administratrix.

Apportionment

a temporary loan of 55300,000.
A bill was reported to change the insolvent
laws so that a debtor after his discharge shall
not be liable to arrest.
The apportionment bill was recommitted.
The following bills were passed to be en-

Biil

Recommitted.

question of sale or lease. Resolutions were
unanimously adopted that it is advisable to sell
or
lease if it can be done favorably to the
towns.
Each city and town was requested to
send representatives to a meeting here next
Wednesday, such representatives to constitute
a committee to make a provisional contract if
possible for sale or lease, subject to ratification
the

not to

SENATE.
Augusta, Feb. 28.
pass was reported on the bill to

amend the insolvent laws.
The same report was made on revision of
the laws concerning elections.
The report of the committee on legislative
apportionment was amended by taking one
representative from Kennebec county and givThe report was then
ing him to Sagadahoc.
laid on the table.
The committee on finance reported a bill au-

MAINE.

In Favor of Selling or Leasing the Knox
& Lincoln Road
Damariscotta, Feb. 28.—A meeting was
held here u>da> of the municipal officers and
Citizens of the various cities and towns owning
the Knox & Lincoln railroad to consider the

by

Ought

Favorably Regarded.

Legislative

WHAT THEIR STATE COMMITTEE DECIDED TO DO YESTERDAY.

Augusta, Feb.

Mr. Haskell's Reform School Bill

□

Men Who Don’t Want to be Called
Democrats or Greenbackers.

LEGISLATURE.

MAINE

Consolidation

1883

■“UNIONISTS.'’

Amendments.

Proposed

MARCH 1,

proposition

Bill Passed

ot the Boston Roads.

The

FOR

The committee on railroads have considered
to allow the consolidation of the
Boston and Maine and Eastern railroads and

a

leave to withdraw.
The committee
have abont finished their work.

Slightly

WATER.

CON-

reported

special bulletin.

IIV HOT

MAINE

SOLIDATION SCHEME.

Designed to Lighten
Pauper Burdens.

TWENTY FOUR

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal (
Officer, Washington, D C.
i
March 1,1 A. M.
For New England,

Atdrees all communications to
POKTUAKI) PUBLISHING OO.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

the bill and will probably report it with some
modification.
(To the Associated Press)

AUGUSTA.

THURSDAY MORNISG, MARCH. 1.

AT 97 Exchange St.,

THURSDAY MORNING.

_PORTLAND.

war.

Mr. Hoar moved to amend by providing that
such pension should be granted to any person resting under the diabilitieslimposed by the
fourteenth amendment.
After a'prolonged discussion both Mr. Hoar’s
and Mr. George’s amendments were rejtcted.
The
The bill was reported to the Senate.
amendments made in committee were concurrthe
bill
as
amended
was
and
The
edjiu
passed.
bill is S8 follows:
“That from and after the passage ot this act
all persons on the pension roll and all persons
hereafter granted a pension who while m the
military or naval service of the United States
aud in line of duty shall have lost oue hand or
one foot or have been totally
or
permanently
disabled as to render them incompetent to perform manual labor, equivalent to the loss of a
baud or a foot, shall receive a pension of §24
per mouth; that all persons now on the pension roll aud all persons hereafter grauted a
pension who in like manner shall have lost
either au arm, at or below the elbow, or a leg,
at or below the knee, or shall have beeu otherwise so disabled as to he incapacitated for performing any manual labor, but not so much as
to requite
regular pei6onal aid and atteudance,
shall receive a peusiou of §30 per month, pro
vided that uolhiDg contained iu this act shall
be construed to repeal seetiou4699|of the He vised Statutes ot the United Stales or to change
the rate of §18 per month therein mentioned
to be proportionally divided for any degree of
disability established for which section 5605
makes no provision.”
A few minutes after 10 o’clock the Senate
went into executive session, aud at 10.30 adno

journed.
HOUSE.
Representative Kaudell declined service on
the t riff conference committee, as did Messrs.
Morrison and Tucker who were afterwards apThe speaker then took the matter
pointed.
uuder further consideration.
Subsequently Mr. Speer consented to serve.
Mr. Page risiug to a question of privilege
called attention to some sharp words which
passed between Mr. Cox and himself last evening, aud expressed his hope that the geutlemen would
see fit to offer au apology for his
persoual remarks.
Mr. Cox expressed high regard for the geutletuau from California aud said:
My friend is going home to California, and I
would not have him take away a siugle feeling
ot reseuiinent against me. Therefore in the
presence of the House I make the amplest
aitol gy. (Applause.)
The House went into committee on the state
of the Union, aud after a brief contest iu rega d to the respective claims for procedure of
the deficiency and river anil harbor bills, consideration of the latter measure was resumed.
Mr. McLuue spoke in favor of the bill.
Mr. Rurrows ot Michigan, chairman of the

select committee

on

improvement of the Mis-

PRICE THREE CENTAL
sissippi river, and Mr. Robinson of Massachusetts, quoted briefly from the report of the com-

mittee explaining its recommendations.
After some debate during which Mr. White
expressed opposition to
the passage of the
river and harbor bill this session the bill
was read by
for
amendment.
paragraphs
On motion of Mr. Page an iiem was added
appropriating $20,000 for continuing the improvements at Rockland. Me.
The committee rose informally and after appointment by the speaker of Mr. Speer of
Georgia as conferee on the tax bill In place of
Mr. Randall resumed its session.
On motion of Mr. Aldrioh of Illinois an item
was inserted appropriating §35,000 for the improvement of Oalnmet river
Mr- Van Voorbees offered a proviso covering
into the treasury unexpended moneys appropriated by former river and habor bilis. Lost.
After votiDg down a number of amendments
the committee rose and Mr.Page said he would
ask the House to sit the bill out to-night.
Mr. Bingham, chairman of the committee
on post offices, reported
a bill
to adjust the
salaries of postmasters of the House. Calendared.
At 5.30 the House look a recess until 7.30.
boon after as-embling the House resumed in
committee the consideration of the river and
harbor bill.
Up to 11 o’clock but little progress was made and no amendments.
Every
small item proved a stumbling block, for the
opponents of the bill took advantage of it to
make a motion to striko out, followed by a demand for a quorum in each case.
As there
was barely a quorum present much time was
wasted in each instance and the consideration
of the bill was further delayed by the great
disorder whioh characterized the deliberations
of the committee.
At 12.15 the Committee found itself without
a quorum and rose and House
adjourned.

THE

FLOODS.

The Losses at Lawreuceburg—Progress
of the Relief Movement,
Cincinnati, Feb. 28 —The relief committee
received upwards of §2000 Moudav, making the
total reotip s to date §150,000. The committee
sent §1000 to Shawne town, 111.
It is probable that the §50,000 appropriated by the City
Council will be returned to the Treasury.
The Commercial Gazette gives a detailed report of the damages and losses in Lawrenceburg, Iod., made by the relief committee of
the city, which Mayor Roberts is chairman of.
It places the total damages to dwellings at
$51,125, and to factories at §90,000. The total
losses of all kinds are placed at $133,000. The
report is approved by A. A. Teller, of Indianapolis Board of Trade, who spent two days in
examining the losses.
Gov. Porter has written to Mr. Halsted that
he haB apportioned to Lawrencebnrg all that
he could spare from the state fund, but it was
wholly inadequate to the needs of the people.
Indianapolis, Feb. 28.—Letters received
from Rosillare, Hardin county, 111., represent
the affects of the floods as very disastrous.
Destitute people are gathered in school houses
and churches suffering from want of food,
clothing aud medicine. The sufferers in that
region have received no aid whatever.
Terrible Devastation in Shawneetown.
Shawneetown, 111., Feb. 28 —The worst is
over, but the town is an awful scene of desolation.
Great gaps are left by houses being
swept away. In one locality fonr solid blocks
of dwellings have entirely disappeared.
The
Presbyterian church floated away a mile and
several mills and business houses are entiielv
The villages of Blackburn and Raleigh,
gone.
Ky., have been nearly destroyed.

FOREIGN.
Land Leaguers Excited Over the

Extradition Case.

ALARMING

DISTRESS

IN

SOME

PARTS OF IRELAND.
Silver Wedding of

Germany’s Crown

Prince.
Dublin, Fob. 28.—It is believed here that
the Uuited States government will refuse the
demand for the extradition of P.' J. Sheiidan
London, Feb. 28.—The Times says: The
report regarding the extradition of Sheridan
has caused a commotion in Land League circles. Irish members of Parliament, however,
declared that if Sheridan is brought to Ireland
he will be able to upset Carey's testimony.
The Kilmainham Treaty Inquiry.
The Times says it is probable, if Sir Stafford
Northcote’a motion in regard to the “Kilmainham treaty” is delayed, that a similar proposal
will be introduced iu the House o( Lords. It
is, however, the opinion of Conservatives in
both houses, that in view of the state of affairs
iu Ireland, no useful purpose would be served
by an inquiry iuto the subjec afier the lapse
of a year siu<« the release of Messrs. Parnell,
Dillon and O’Kelly from Kilmainham jail.
Death of the Brazilian Minister at Rome.
Rome, Fib. 28.—Baron De Javarv, the Bra
zilian minister here, is dead.
Byrne Again Examined.
Paris, Feb. 28.—Frank Byrue appeared before the public prosecutor to-day for examination.
Ho reiterated his declarations of innocence.
He refused to reply to further quesHe is kept a close prisoner. A
tioning.
council of ministers will finally decide whether
be shall be surrendered or not.
Byrne was arrested on a direct charge of assassination.
Preparing an Expedition to the Congo.
Paris, Feb, 28.—A bill has been introduced
in the Chamber of Deputies having for its object the furnishing of Lieutenant De Brazza
108.000 fire-arms, 200 tents, 1000 axes, 2J,000
swords, 100 tous of guupowder, and a company
of Algerian sharpshooters for the Congo expe-

dition.
The Gladstone-Grevy Interview.
It is stated that Mr. Gladstone in his interviews yesterday with President Grevy and M.
Challetnel LaCour, Minister of Foreign Affairs, appeared to be desirous to bring about an
end of the present tension between France and

England.

It is believed that fresh negotiations relative
Egypt are impending, not as hitherto, on the
basis of a con-dominium, but ou an arrangement that will place France iu a more favorable position thau she now occupies.
Silver Wedding of Germany's
Crown
Prince.
Berlin, Feb. 28 —Silver wedding festivities
of the Crown Prince and Crown Princess of
Germany took place tc-day. The streets were
thronged with people. The city was illuminated to-night.
Alarming Distress in Lotighrea.
Loughrea, Feb. 28.—The distress among
the people here is olarming. Crowds of persons are besieging the houses of the priests,
clamoring for food.
sonseryative Successes in Parliamentary
Elections.
Dublin, Feb. 28.—The electiou in Coanty
Dublin to HU the seat in the Commons made
vacaut by the death of Col. Taylor (Conservative) resulted iu the return of Col. King Harmon (Conservative) who reeeived
2514 votes
against 1428 cast for McMahon, the Nationalist
candidate.
Thomas Guinness, second conservative candidate, received 18 votes.
The eleotion to-day for member of Parliament for Port Arlington to succeed Hon. Bernard Fitzpatrick (Liberal Conservative) resulted iu the return of Mr. R. A. French
Brewster (Conservative) who received 70 votes.
Fifty-seven vott s were polled for the National st
candidate, Mr. Wayne.
An Irish Landlord Assaulted..
Mr. Taylor, a-prominent landlord of Hollywell Park, coanty Limerick, has been waylaid and beaten. It is feared his injuries will
prove fata).
Murder and Rapine in Spain.
Madrid, Fob. 28.—A baud of masked and
armeu men supposed to be
members of a secret society entered a farm at Puerto Zrrano
Andalusia and murdered men, outraged women and destroyed everything on the place. Several plantations iu Andalusia have beou partially destroyed by similar bauds. Some emissaries of a secret society wbo have been ar
rested were found furnished with fresh orders
from their chief.
A schoolmaster has also
been arrested. Thirty-eight arrests have been
made iu Malago including that of an ex-mayor
of the city.
Aid for the Distressed Districts in Ireland.
London, Fob. 28.—Mr. Childers, Chancellor
of the Exchequer, discussing iu the House of
Commons this afternoon the distress iu Ireland, said the government would not shrink
from taking strong meaaaies if they were likely to have permanent effect. He pointed out
that wages were high and the distress only affected over-crowded districts. Ho hoped that
the Irish members would do what they could
to restore confidence iu Ireland, so that promoters of public works would bo able to obtain
loans from private sources instead of from the
Government.
to

THE DOMINION.
Liberal Victory In Ontario.
Ottawa, Feb. 28.—Tbo result of the elections iu Ontario, so far as heard from, returns
43 Liberals and 30 Conservatives, with 7 constituencies to hear from. The probabilities are
that the Mowat Government will be sustained
by 4 majority. All the ministers were re-elected. The cities of jToronto, Ottawa, Kingston,
and London returned Onnosiiiunists, and Hamilton a Miuisteriulisi. Of five places y. t to
hear trom, three will probably return Oppcsionists and two Ministerialists.
Ex-President Diaz in NTow Orleans.
New Orleans, L
Feb. 28.—The steamer
Yucatan from Vera Cruz, today brought Gen.
Porlirio Diaz, ox-president of Mexico and par
ty, They will be tendered a reception.

ANOTHER DEFAULTER.
The Manhattan Fire Insurance Company
$30,uOO Out.
New York, Feb. 28.—An investigation of
tbe Manhattan Fire Insurance Co.’s Association today showed a deficiency of between
There seems to be no
@30,000 and @40,000.
doubt that the author of the deficiency is the
missing ex-secretary Louis P. Carman.
A Short Lumber Crop in 'Wisconsin.
Wausau, Feb. 28.—Seven inches of snow

have fallen here since Saturday. The roads are
blockaded and business of all kinds is at a
standstill, even logging and lumbering. Several camps have already been broken up and
others will follow. The snow is three feet deep
The estimated shortage in the log
on a level.
crop is 40 per cent.
An Embezzler Sent to Prison.
Jersey City, Feb. 28—Robert Cook, a plerk
who embezzled @9,780 of the funds of the fifth
ward savings bank, was arraigned in court this
morning. He entered a plea of guilty, waiving
indictment, and Judge Garretsnn promptly
sentenced him to State Prison for five years.
Killed on tbe Rail.
Chicago, Feb. 28.—A Palatine dispatch says
three cars of the Dakota train on the Chicago
& Northwestern road were ditched near here at
noon.
One child was killed and fifty passengers wounded.
MINOR TELGRAMS.
The Supreme Court of Massachusetts has decided that the action of the legislature and
Governor in removing Judge Day from the
office of jadge of probate in Barnstable county is constitutional.
Jacob Hall aged 37 was found dead in tbe
paper mill of Hollingsworth & Co.,in|Brockton
yesterday with the back of his head broken and
clothing torn. It is supposed he was caught in
the shafting.
A three story woollen mill in Winsor Locks,
Conn., belonging to Dwi ht 8. Renter & Co.,
was burned yesterday.
Loss @25,000.
8. H. Fox & Co
glass manufacturers of
Durnbamville, Ooeida county, N. Y., have
failed
Liabilities $150,000.
The largest audience that ever witnessed an
opera in Boston Theatre listened to “Linda di
Chamouni” last night notwithstanding the
high price of tickets.
Hickman, one of the convicts who killed
Gant at Helena, Arkansas, was shot by his
pursuers, and another of the gang has been

captured.

An Insolvent Insurance Company.
A New York despatch says it is reported in
financial associations in that city that the Manhattan Fire Insurance Company has been
found by an investigating committee of directors and stockholders, "rotten to the core."
During the closing days of last year all the
outstanding risks of this company were reinsured by the Pbenix F/re Insurance Company
of Brooklyn. At that time two of the parties

the reinsurance contract stated to a reporter
that the stockholders of the Manhattan wonld
receive after all its liabilities bad been disto

of the par value
then quoted at 50

charged seventy-five per
of their shares, which were
on January 1, 1882.
“The losses were exceedingly heavy last year, and after the announce,
ment of our retirement from business was
made we found it impossible to collect precent

miums due tbe company by several agents.
The stockholders will get a bad shake, bat
every other liability of the company will be
Tbe president of the Phenix
paid in full.”
said his company had already received, under
the reinsurance contract, $200,000 from the
Manhattan, and the balance doe was well
secured. A large stockholder, who requested
that his name be withheld for the present, said
tbe investigating committee found the concern
“rotten to the core.”
When the
company
made its last annual statement to tbe insurance department,
its officers set forth under
oath the following figures: Assets, $642,931liabilities. $337,631; surplus as regards policy-

holders, $355,300; capital stock, $250,000- net
surplus, $55,300. Its stock, which sold Tuesday at four cents on the dollar, was quoted
one

year ago

above

par.

Andrew J.

Smith,

president of the Manhattan, when asked
plain the depreciation in the stock, and

to exto acthe as-

for the reported disappearance of
“The matter is entirely in the
sets, Baid:
hands of a committee of directors." “There
is nothing there,” said another stockholder,
“bur. cats and does, and I am anxiously waiting to see what the insurance superintendent
and the attorney-general are going to do about
it.” Tbe idea that almost the entire capital
stock, and over $50,000 of surplus besides, were
loBt by the company daring tbe paBt year is not
credited by insurance men, many of whom are
as anxious as the stockholders for a
thorough
investigation of the company’s books by the
proper authorities.
count

Maine Wesleyan Seminary.
There was a special meeting of the trustees
of the Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female
Cellege at the Augusta House, Tuesday afterconsider the disposition of the property in Lewiston bequeathed to the school by the
late S. E. Bearce, E3q., valued at Borne
$13,000. The matter was put in the hands of a
noon, to

committee

consisting

of Hon.

J. A. Locke of
Portland, Hon. J. J. Perry, Portland, and Rev.
Stephen Allen, Augusta, with instruction to
dispose of the property to the best advantage,
and invest the proceeds for the benefit of the
Seminary. The trusteas chose Rev. H. P.
Torsey, D. D., agent, to collect funds for the
institution, with esoecial reference to securing
a building fund for the erection of a
dwellinghouse for the President.
Rev. H. P. Torsey,
D. D., President E. M. Smith, Kent's Hill, H.
M Blake, Monmouth, K. A. Dunn, Water-

ville, and D. R. Sampson, Kent’s Hill, were
appointed a building committee with instructions to receive plans and specifications and
commence the work of building as soon as
three-fourths of the necessary amount is
pledged,—estimated at $4000. It was voted to
establish
a
new course
of study, to be
known as the Semioary classical course, to be
the same as the college preparatory course, except that other- studies are substituted for
Greek. The trustees voted to adopt the amend
ed charter granted by the present Legislature.
The Maino Wesleyan Seminary and Female

College

in a more flourishing condiThe institution has an endowment fund of about $75,000, and the value
of its buildings and real estate is over $100,000.
Last year some 500 pupiis availed themselves
of the privileges of he school.
was never

tion than

today.

Railroad Notes.
The Boston Advertiser says there appears to
be
nothing to justify the recent minors
of the completion of the negotiations for a
lease of the Eastern by the Boston and Maine
except the fact that the committee of conference, chosen by the directors of the two roads,
has been in consultation frequently, and the
impression that “where there is so much
smoke there must be some fire’’; or, in
other
words, that so much consultation must lead to
But President George C. Lord of
some result.
the committee of conference, said Tuesday afternoon that the committee was not prepared
to report, even to the board of directors, aud
that he had no information to give any one regarding the reported agreement.
The gross earnings of the Ea»tern railroad
were, for the month of January, 1883, 8247,033.71; for January, 1882, 8224,625.34; increase,

822,408.37.

The Medical Bill.
To the Editor of the Press:
I fully agree with “R” that a “fair bill for
the suppression of quackery is needed,” eto
To that end, in my opinion a carefully drawn,

fair, just and liberal bill bas boen introduced
As regards the majority
into the Legislature.
of Allepothic physicians who will compose the
board of examiners, I would say that as there
are about 800 Allapothic, 100 Homoeopathic and
100 Eclectic physicians in the State, it is no
than right and fair that they should have
the number proposed, and the "superior power” thus vested in the majority, will 1 think
hard'y be feared by any well educated physician of ei'her school.
Tho “hostility” which “R' so greatly fears
I believe to lie wholly in the
imagination.
I am not aware that it exists.
The medical
ineu who are interested in the
passage of this
bill aro gentlemen, and their purpose is most
honorable, and it is not reasonable to suppose
that any unfair advantage will be attempted by
any who may compose tne examining board.
Any legislation to regulate the practice of medciue would probably meet with opposition from
some source. I am in favor of the bill.
Homceopath.
more

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Poriloud WMciala market.
ENDING Feb. 28.
There is very little change to report the paat week
in the wholesale market. In Produce, Eggs are 3c
off. Sugar s quoted at 9V4c lor granulated and
8%o for Extra C, a drop of Vic from the first of tho
week. There has teen a very light stock of Grain
on the market,and Sacked Bran and
.Middling- have
advanced. In Naval St res, Oakum has an outsiu*
price of 9c. Nails are 10c off. Cedar Shingles have
an outside price 25c less than former
quotations.
Other quotations are unchanged,
Review of

FOB THE WEEK

Chicago Grata Quolnliou..
Portland, Feb. 28.
The following quotations of Groin were received
by telegraph to day by Bigelow & Co., 157 Commercial street, Portland:
—
Oats.
.-Corn
Chicago -WheatFeb. Mar.
time.
Mar.
May. May.
May.
eit*
42%
9.an...io7% 11314 r.ijOi
—

10 3°

107%

•107 74

108%
J200
12.30.. 108Vs
1.03.. 107%
Call ....107%

11334
113%
113%
114

114
113%
113%

611 a
61%
61%
61%

6(5%
66%
66%
66%
66%
™

4*#

42%

42%
43

42%

61%

43

61%
61%

67

43

Railroad Receipt*.
PfKTLXKD. Feb. 27.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, f >r roruand
41 cars miscelaneon* merchandise, for oonneeting
roads 92 <*r»* miscellaneous
c >%iidi*e.
«

..

Miscellaneous merchandise received
land & Ogdons burg Railroad. 26 cars.

by the Port-

Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL,ENG. Steamship Toronto—12 crates
oarthern ware to Burbank. Douglass ft Co.
CARDENAS.
heads.

and

Foreign Exports.
Brig M C Marriner—3674 shook*
Stock Market.

The following quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daily by Woodbury ft Moulton (members of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange streets.
new York stocks.
Central Taclflc.
80%
Missouri Pacific,
99% Texas Pacific,
88%
Wabash preferred 46%
boston stock*.
Boston land,
Buf. Pit.ft W com
Water Power,
St. L ft Frisco 1st
Omaha common,
47% Flint ft Pere MarIleaver ft R. G,
43%
queue common, 25
Hartford*Erie 7*
Frisco preferrred
A. T. ft S. F..
78%
Omaha preferred. 107
152
Boston ft Maine,
Nor. Pac prefer'd 83
i;
Flint & Pere Marcommon 48
P&oific Mail,
98%
quette pref’d,
32
L. K ft Ft Smith,
St. .Joseph pref,
O. & M.,
Marquette, Hugh30* a
ton ft Ont. com.
MoK. ft Texas,
66%
Nor. ft West's prf 89% Summit Branch,
Louis ft Nash.
53% Mexican Coni'1 7s, j,73
Rich ft Dan.
62%
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

Sale* at the Boston Brokers’ Board.JFeb 28
Bates Manufacturing Co.193%
.do.193
Hill Manufacturing Co .97
PeDDerell Manufacturing Co.1130C^U35
Bath City 6s, 1887. 101%
Douglas Mining Company. 75
Eastern Railroad 6s.109%

IVew Vork Slock au<l .VIoner Unrkel.

(By Telegraph.)

New York, Feb. 28.—Money on call loaned down
from 5% to 3%; closod easy offered —; prime mercantile paper 6@6%. Exchange heavy at 4.81%
Governments %
f »r long and 4.84% for short.
State
lower for 4s coup otherwise unchanged
Railroad
bonds fairly active but without feature.
bonds active and generally strong.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 286,000 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s.104
do
do
Cs. ext. 103%
do
do
do
do
4%s, reg.112%
do
do
do
4%s, coup.113%
do
do
do
4s, reg.119%
do
do
do
4s, coup.119%
128
Pacific 6s. ’95.
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:

Chicago & Alton. 132
Chicago & Alton pref.
Chicago, Bur. & Quincy*. .118%
Erie..
37%
Erie pref
Illinois Central.144
Lake Shore.
108%
Michigan Central. 93 %
New Jersey Central. 71%
132
Northwestern.
145%
Northwestern pref..
126%
New York Central.
Rock Island.122
St. Paul.101%
.-.,..119%
St. Paul pref
Union Pacific Stock. 94%
Western Union Tel..... 82%
*Ex-div.
—

..

—

______

California Hiniug Stocks.
San

(By Telegraph.)

Francisco, Feb. 28. -The following

are

the

closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:

Belcher. 4Vs
1%
Eureka. ?%
Gould A Curry.
1%
3%
Hale & Norcross
Best A
Bodie

Mexican.
Northern Belle.

Ophir.

3

9%

3%

Sierra Nevada. 3%
Union Con. 4%
1%
Yellow Jacket
Brighton Cattle Tlarkei.
ending Wednesday, Feb. 28.
Amount of stock at market 1735; Sheep and
Swine
Lambs 8,707;
15,080; Veals 66; horses 80.
Prices of Beef Cattle IP 100 tb. live weight-Kxat6
kra an lity
75@7 12%; first quality at « 00
®662%; second quality at 6 26 @5 87%; third
4
at
25®5 00; poorest grades of coarse
quality
Oxen Bulls, etc., o 0O®3 87%.
tb; Brighton TaHow at
Hides
8%(®9o
Brighton
lb; Country Hides, light.at 6@0%;heavy
7%® 4c
Tahow
19
8®8%
tb; Country
4@4%o p tb.
Calf Skins 12@l2%c ^ tb;Sheep and Lamb Skins
at $1 25@1 5< ► each.
Working Oxen—The demand is improving each
Those in market
week as the season advances.
range in pricesyfrom *85@*175 per pair.
Milch Cows—Extra $55 a$80 ordinary $2<\g50.
springers 318a$*'5 %> head, farrow cows $—®*—;
Good Milch Cows and Springers in demand at fair
For tho week

prices.

Veal Calves—sell quiek 3®7%c ^ tb live weight.
Store Cattle—Yearlings $8® 13; 2-year olds $14
@$26; 3-year olds *24@ft4* Jp head.
Sheep and IAmbs—Western Sheep cost at 6Va@
6%c. and Lambs 6%@8c |p ft live weight.
Swine -Western Fat Hogs at 7@8c IP lb lJvo
weight; Store Pigs at G@9c |> ft.

Chicago Live Slack .Vlarkei.
(By Telegraph.)
Chicago. Feb. 28.—Hogs Receipts 18,000 head;
shipments 4300 head; 5cTower; mixed 8 37®7 00;
heavy at 7 00@7 65; light at 6 23a7 10; skips at
4 60® 6

25.

Cattle—Receipts 8,000 head; shipments 2,000;
weaker; good to choice shipping at 5 30(®
.@5 95; common to med at 4 60@5 20; Stockers ana
market

feeders 3 3U@4 80.

Dome.iic (Market..

(By Telegraph.)

Vyw Yobk, Feb. 38.—Flour market—R.eei»t»
16.5H8 bbls; exports 1880 bbls; rather more steady
and prices without decided change with little more
doing both for export and home use; sales 10,900
bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 3 7051 00; Superflno
Western and State at 3 70ab 90; common to good
extra Western aud Stato 3 »6®4 60; good to choioa
do at 4 60@7 nO; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25@7 OO; fancy do 7 10of7 25;
s a 7 25; commou
common to good extra Ohio at 4
to choice extra St. Louis at 4 0057 26: Patent
G* 56 60: choice
5
to
Minnesota extra good
prime
to double extra do at 6 G0@8 00; City Mill extra
for W I at 5 45®5 80; 75'' No 2 at 2 763.3 85: 1,2' 0 Superfine atTS 70@4 00} 1300 low extra » 98
@4 SO; 4700 bbls Winter Wheat extra 4 00@7 25;
530:) bbls Minnesota extra at3 95a8 00 Southern
flour about steaay; oommon to fair at 4 60@5 30;
good to ohoioeat at 5 40a7 15. Wheat-receipts
87 000 bush; exports 127,092 bush; cash lots Vi 3
Vk and options
higher; speculation fairly active with only moderate export demand, closing
bush;
steady at shade above inside rates exports
sales 2,904,000bush.iucluding 192,Odd busk on the
3 Ked at 1 20 51 20V4 .No 2 Ked at 1 23
spot;
1 24V4 al 246a delivered; No 1 at
a*L 23X4 cert
I 28Va al 29)4 ; No 2 Whitest 1 OsVkigl 08; No 1
Bye Is
White for March, G4,000 «t 114@t 16V4.
unchanged; State at 79c; Western 73 « 79c. BarS'uru—cash
lots
93o.
at
6-rowed
State
ley steady.
*k@l V4 and options V,r«vVk higher wi U fair speculative trade aud a moderate cxuort demand, dosing
ttrrn with a reaction of Vki^Vk; receipts >41320
bush; exports 123,382 hush sales 2,743.000 hush,
including 223,' OO bush on the spot No 3 at t'.4<y*ja
65 Vac:No 2 at72a72»4c elev,73ff'3' a delivered;
White Southern 73@T4c; Yellow do 69c No 2 for
February at 71645:72V4e; March at7l64<£72VsO,
olosing 711'se; April at 72V4®72>y8C, closing 71%;
May at 71%72s/S0, closing1 71%o; dune at 71Vk®
Owls t@6se higher and fair71
72
—

N;o

Vs.closing

-.

ly active; receipts 21»60O bush; experts— bush;
sales l ,4 'O.UUO bush; No 3 at 51c; White at 63%c:
No 2 at 51*4 ®52c, White 53% ®54c; No 4‘at 52c;
White at 55c Mixed WesterD 61 u 52* jo; White afe
is steady;
52®55%c; Wbite^State 55@57o. *M«ar
refining at 7@7Vsc; refined weak off A 8%®8%:
Yellow Extra C at 7%: Yellow at 7®7*4c; samiard
A 8%c; Confectioners A 8 916c; powdered at 9®
9%c; granulated at 8%c; crushea 9%c; Cubes 9.
Molasses unchanged. Petr®It-urn—united 98%c.
Pork Is
Tallow steady sales 46.00O tbs at 8 %
higher; sales 127o bbls new mcts on spot at 19 26®
19 76; 6u bbls family mesa at 19 OO 250 bbls new
i.ard opened shade better aud
mess May 19 60
closed dull at a trifle lower* prime steam on spot at
II 65® 11 70. 145 tes city steam at 11 2o®l l 25;
reflned for continent at 1 1 06® 1 70; 11 85® 11 90
for 8 A. Butter unchanged. State 20@31c We
tern 1«®88. Cheese steady; State fac;ory 8® 13% ;
Western flat7@ 3*4
steam 5%d.
Freights firm Wheat
Chicago, Feb. 28.—Flour unchanged; commos te
choice spriug 3 6(X*5 00; Minnesota at 3 60®4 *6;
Wimer at
bakers 4 26 a6 76; patents 0 (JO a 7 OO
4 00®6 00, low grades 2 00®3 50. Wheat unsettled regular 1 07% for February; 1 0 % Match;
109%® 109% for April, 1 13% for May, No 2
Chicago Spritg at 1 07%ial 08. No 3 at 94c. No 2
Ked Winter at 1 10. Corn generally higher at 56%
®67*/4C cash, 5b%c lor February; 66%c March;
o7%c for April. 6i %c May; 60%o June. Oats are
higher at 4LVs®4lV4C cash, 4lc tor February aud
March; 40%®4o%c for April; 43c for May. 42%
®42* ac. Bye arm 66c. barley steady at 8u®sle.
Dressed Hogs Arm at 7 96®8 O. Fork stronger at
13 2«*a.TH 2o cash and February; • 8 25® 18 27%
Match; 18 46®Lo 47% April. 18 65®18«>7% for
May. Lard higher at 11 45 for cash and February;
.1 45®li 47*/* March; 11 57%®ll 60 for April;
11 7*%i&ll 75 lor May; 11 76®il 77 V» fot June.
Bulk Meats in fair demand, shouldeis 7 45; short
rib at 10 oo; short clear at lo 15.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat declined Vs. except for May, which was un
changed. Corn irregular at 66% for March; 67%
for April; 61 %(^61%c for May; 00%® lc June,
Fork ie lower at l* 17% March;
uats unchanged.
18 36(® 18 37% for April; 18 60®18 62% May;
18 76® 18 77 % June. Lard is unchanged.

ST. Louis, Feb. 28.—Flour market steady; fancy
5 30®6 60; choice 6 10®5 26; family 6 o6®5 76.
Wheat is higher; No 2 Ked Fall 1 flat 11% cash,
110%®l 11% for March; 1 L2%&1 12% April;
1 14® l 16 for May; 1 12% June. No 3 at 1 06%.
Fork Arm at 18 3/ % cash. Lard nomiually 11 26.
Detroit Feb. 28.—Wheat Is Arm; No 1 White
fall, spot atl 09%; March and April 1 1 %; May
at l lo%; No 2 White at 96% c; No 2 Red Winter
1 13%.

Receipts 62,000 bushjshipments 00,000 bush.
New Orleans, Feb. 28.— Cotton easy; Middling
uplands 9%o.
Mobile, Fob. 28.—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands 9%C.
Savannah,Feb. 28.—Cotton is stoady; Middling
uplands 9 9-16c.
Memphis, Jfeo. 28.-Cotton quiet, Middling uplands 9%c.
Fiaropt au flmkete.
(By Telegraph >
Lon don, Feb. 28.— U. 8. 4n, 12J% |1%*. 115%.
Liverpool, Feb. 28-12.Su F.M.-Cottou market
duii auu easier; uplands at ;>%d; urlaans a 1-Did,
•alee 8,0ou bale., »p«)ul«llou and export
Vales, fntnrvs weak,

tk:e_
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REFORM CLIJISS OF MAINE.
QUARTERLY CO VENTION.

Under the picturesque title
“A New
Knock at an Old Door” Lucia Gilbert Runkle writes in the March Century Magazine
of the educational privileges now extended
These are not as

wide as

they

ought to be, but they have greatly broadened
within very recent years. The very periodical publication in which the article appears
contains papers by five other women. The
in

both

of

young

of lib-

misses came

all, but the Century writer gives some interesting notes of the opening of colleges to
girls in England.
“It is, perhaps, 25 years,” she says, “since
the English advocates of the higher education of women began to feel that their educational advantages could never equal those
of men, until not only the subjec’s taught
and

the

earn

In

teachings, a position anaiagous
to that occupied by the universities toward
the public schools for boys,” anrl, “to obtain
for the students of the college, admission to
the examinations fordegrees of the universi
ty of Cambridge, and generally to place the
college in connection with that university,”
with the understanding that the immediate
instruction should he given daily by the professors, lecturers and fellows of the colleges
of the university proper.
Girton college went into operation with
six students, in a hired building, in October,
1860. It now has a building of its own, and
and to home

told that with

were

the

departure

A Typographical error

made.by one of
city contemporaries is not really an er_
ror as applied to some
Maine towns. The
sentence reads “The Legislature decided
that the valuation for the last decay should
our

in the first 10

years of its existence it readmission of 86 candidates, of

graduated and 11 passed the examinations which qualify for the degree of
bachelor of arts. These examinations, how
atanAard of honor for
ever, simply
Use-women, and it was not until 1881 that
whom 10

be the valuation for 1830.”
tunate

towns

In some unfor-

decay and decade

New York Mail au'd Express.
Sir

Harry Verney’s political jubilee was
celebrated on January 30th hv a dinner giv
en him by his
Buckingham constituents.
Mr. Gladstone wrote from Cannes a letter
of congratulation in which he said: “A.mon
my own recollections of the year 1833 are
some, and those perfectly distinct, of your
peronal kindness to me at that epoch,
which has never since been intermitted.”
Letters were also re td from Floreuce
Night
ingale, John Bright, the Duke of Argyll,
■

Lords

Granville, Spencer and Northbrook,
Sir Henry Bra'd, Messrs. Forster, Fawcett
and Chamberlain, and many others.
A gentleman in Lincoln, Nebraska, owns
an
autograph letter written by Abraham
Lincoln from Springfield, Illinois, April 16,
1859, to Mr. T. J. Picketts, a personal friend
pi Rock Island, in which he said:
“As to
the other matter you kindly mention, I must
in candor say I do not think mvseif fit f.,r
the presidency. 1 certainly am flattered and
gra'ified that some partial friends think of
me in that
connection, but I really think it
best for our cause that no concerted effort
such as you suggest should be made. Let
this be considered confidential.”

In reply to-a request to play in Paris for
the benefit of the sufferers from the floods in
Alsace-Lorraine, Abbe Franz Liszt wrote
from Budapest, Jan. 28th: “In my dispatch
of this morning I have told you with
regret
that I cannot take part in your concert. It
would be pleasant to play, and I cannot forget whafri wwe to Paris, where I have passed

are synonym

mous.

«

The bill for Ihe restoration of the death
the House by a decisive
in the Senate is problematical.
The amendment giving juries power
to recommend the prisoner to the mercy of
the couit will probably make the law a dead

penalty has passed
majority. Its fate

the liberal action of the senate of the university placed the women students of Cambridge for ail practical purposes on an equal
footing with the men. Newnbam Hall was
erected for the accomodation of young women coming to Cambridge to avail themselves
of the new opportunities in 1875, and Newnhatn hostel was afterwards added. The two
constitute Newnham college, which
“to-day
overflows witli studems.”

letter.
The Democrats evidently intend to balk
any plan by which the tariff bill can be gotten into a conference committee. As each one

appointed on the committee be declines
They are afraid that a good bill will be
passed and that the Republicans will get the

is

“Following the Cambridge success came
opening of Lady Margaret hall and Somerville college at Oxford, the free admission
the

credit for it.

of women to the examinations of tne univer-

sity of London, and the granting of liberal
opportunities on the part of Edinburgh,
Dublin, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Durham and
St. Andrews.” For several years the university of London tried the experiment of a
special examination for women, with a curriculum framed in supposed deference to
The successes
special feminine needs.
which were won by women in the examinatfons, however, turned out to be all in the
old line of classics, science, mathematics
and literature, whith belong to an ordinary
coarse of liberal education, and not to
any
of the selected studies which were presumed
to be especially appropriate for them. A distinctly feminine examinat ion was just the
thing the women did not want, for they desired to have their knowledge and intellectual cultivation tested by precisely the same
standards that were applied to men, without
any particular tenderness or favor by reason

The extent of Western flour

In

judged from the fact that the Wasburn
Crosby mills of Minneapolis have turned out
within the last six months *25,000 barrels of
flour—enough to supply each inhabitant Of
Maine with bread for

The bill providing punishment for those

they profess to extend, with
absolute inflexibility, and that neither the
far

as

President nor any other officer should be
empowered to suspend them. “It will be
vastly better,” the Times adds, “for the

thoroughly a small field than
to spread loosely and Indefinitely over a
large: territory.'’

rules to

cover

Cincinnati
there

is

popular

Gazette

animoeity

witnesses in the Irish assassin and
star route trials than there is against the
parties on trial.

A Sick man at Minala telegraphed to a
physician at Hong Kong, 655 miles awayj
for a prescription. It was sent by return
message and the man got well. That comes
of keeping the doctors at a safe distance.
CURIOUSLY enough the name of the Secretary of the American Peace Society is
Clubb. He intends to have peace if he has
to

fight

Passion

To

Play

to

it

Tuesday.

ihe State will become

A Cable despatch says the United States
intends to establish a consular agency at
Essen.
On account of the steal works
there?

Local option ought to prevail
the dog tax is concerned.

so

far

as

The Legislature is devoting some of its
attention to the subject of “bob-veal.”

Caps and Bells.
letter says that Mies Bayard
is not only very pretty, but extremely brightShe was the yoang lady who astonished Oscar

Washington

hiB patronizing
Wilde by her keen repartee
remark, "Are yon going to the German, Mr.
Wilde?” she asked, the night of his lecture
there. “Yes,” drawled the anthete, “if iny
Are you
lecture doesn’t fatigue mo too much
going, Miss Bayard?” “Yes, if your leciure
doesn’t fatigue me too much.”—New \ork
to

|

Graphic.

Not long ago a new member of Congress was
invited to a dinner.
He describes it thus:
"There was nothing on the table when I got
there but some forks and spoons and brick}*brae. Presently they brought in some soup.
As 1 didn't see nothing tlse, I thought I’d eat
all the soup I could, though soup is mighty
So I was
poor dinner to invite a (ellow to.
helped four times, and then come on the fin.
est dinner I ever saw, and ibare I sot,”
groaned
he, “shock full of soup!”—New Haven Regis
tsr.

a

perfect

model—

It is no uncommon

the

most

exacting palate could demand,

with his own hands. He is not one of the
gushing kind, but it is not in human nature
for a man to be more devotedly attentive to
a wife and daughter than Senator Edmunds
is to his. And that is not all,” she said,
“for he is one of the best neighbors in the
city of Burlington. I never saw a man so
ready or one who would put himself out so
much to accommodate another as Mr. EdHe had a couple of Metb> diet
munds.
clergymen visiting him, and requested his
man of-all-work to black their boots in the
morning, which he declined to do Mr.
Edmunds promptly discharged the fellow,
went up stairs, got the boots, and polished
them himself. I could tell you any number
of such anecdotes about him.”—Burlington
Letter to the Chicago News.
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and those who
another
but the

are

have

always
beloved people who
cause,

their home

aud the

smoke

a

one or

good time;
the

light of
of society, are

are

those who bauut the hostess’s

Mothers, Xijr«S-

for Sour-Stouiiil®
Flatulency, Diarrhcca, and Constipation,
nothing is so prompt as old Dr. Piueheri:
Castoria, By assimilating the food.
Castoria gives robust health and natural sloop,

An infallible rare for Rheumatism, Seiat ic.i. Neuralgia, Woi-..ds, Burns,
Sprains,
Stiff Joints, Spavin, And Lameness from
any cause.

P.T. Baruusi, the great Showman, says
‘Among icy vast troupe of Equestrians, Teamsters, Ilorsos, Camels, and Elephants, some are
always strained, bruised, or wounded. My Sur
gcono and Vcterinarios all say, that for casualities to men and animals, nothing is se
eSoacious as Centaur Juiuiment.”
433 Fifth Av., New York, May 9th, 1E75.

Gentle
Women
Who want glossy, luxuriant
and wavy tresses of abundant,
beautiful Hair must use
LYON’S KATHA1R0N. Ibis
elegant, cheap article a ways
makes Hi Hair crow freely
and fast, keeps it from falling
out, arrests and cures grayness, removes dandruff and
itching, makes the Hair
strong, giving it a curling
tend ncy and keeping it in
any desired posilion. Beautiful, healthy Hair is the sure
■

THE IVIU

We call special atlrutiou to this lot of goods, being the best selection
la ihis market.

Millett &

it*

eTer

are

amine
good stylfrh, solid, durable Boot* which we a o selling at ROCK BOTTO
PRICES.
our

The feather

Tke Female Club Swinger.

LadLles’
stylish,
anu

FF.

selling the

Little,

iug act

Best Boot that

be

can

told for the

money—only $2.00.

holts.

fray and Evening,
Complete Stock of Wall Papnsand Decorations, Curtain MaterCurtains, &e., &<•., to which we cordially invite the PubOil” store has been made E-pecially Attractive, and our
lic
aim to demons rate what can he accomplished with our
Wall Decorations. Our Lace Tidy Department we propose to close out entirely, and shall offer an>thing
in this iiue at prices much below their value.
a

1 ace

Woodmansee & Garside's
on

*

BOYD’8
FineN. Y Boots, sold only at Sign of Gold Boot.
Boyd’s French kid, bu ton; Hold’s cloth lop
button; Boyd’s French oiled goat,
button. v\ friths. AA, A, B, C
& D. Sizes 2 Va to 10.

Ladies’
Limit,
purchaser.

pairs

3

will be

delivered in

—

to

cacli

ON

FRIDAY EVENING, War. 2, at 7 1-2 o’clk
—

BY'

f©b27

GRAND REMNANT SALE.
Thursday, March 1st,
We shall open our annua' closing out sale of Remnants, consisting of
Dress Coods-, Diess Flannels, Table Linen, Cretonnes, Cloaking, Brown
and Bleached Cm tons, Omaha ns. Prints etc.
All of the above remnants will positively be sold at a great discount

from

BROWN,

d3t—tcod2m

regular prices
Sale will

commence

—

subject

SOIIOOLS

COOK

499

421

RINKL!
Tuesday Eve’ng:, Mar. 6,
EXHIBITION
—OF—

Fancy Skating
feb28dtf

OYSTERS

Congress St.

SIGN OF THG GOLD BOOT.

Q. II.

eodtf

PA.

eod70t

BALL’S

f

An invaluable and palatable tonic in all
and debility.

HEALTHCORSET

CITY HAIL,

Tl

■

EVENING, Mar. 6.

Lecture by the world renouned orator,

JOH> B.

digestion

ls

sale

a:

Stockbridg^’s Music Store Half fare
q7T. and M. C. K R.

A

I
CITY
HALL,
SAIXTROAY. Mar. 3, Afternoon & krening
Engagement of the Lyric and Dramatic Wonder

good assortment of

LITTLE

(OUIWE!

in their New

“BIJOC.

KENDALL

or,

AND

—

“THE UI4GIE *LIPPEH.”

Valentine Cards.
May be found at the

CAUTION.—Genuine ONLY with

fac-simile of Baron Litbig’s Signa-

BOOKSTORE
—OF—

S®* Efll O B

1*' 1 !

&WHITNEY,

BAILEY & VOTES.

Grand Olio The Entire Company in songs, dances
im ta lons, etc., among which most,
are
pr* n Tuent
*
Coiiune, in her wonderful
Belle
penalties.
of the period.” “Little sergeant,” etc. M. W F-ske
( har'es Osborne, in thrir great s ecialtle*
Miss
Susie Parker, Miss Dickie De aro, the charming lyrolean war»» ers, Miss Dora Bra- scorn be, the celebrated lady bariton •, Mr. Many Mill*, iu his laugh
ab'e German -prcialiies,
Har-y Woodbury, in terpsichorean evolutions. .Jennie Kimha l, the
charming
vocalist and c nn dienne* New n.asM, new songs,
new specialties, gorgeous costumes.
See the
‘telephone scene,” you can’t »o it any t*o s« on. Oh! so
Funny! Prices of admission, evening 35c. and Oe;
matiuee chi dren 2oc, atiu t» f-Uc
No extra charge
ior reserved seats.
lor tale at Stockbiidge’s Wednesday morning.
feb*«dtd

f

B

feb2+

Exchange Street
feb3dtf

Adyertlsing Agency,
I
I 37 Park Kow,
I
i
NUT VORK
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising In
Vewsfaners in the United Stater and British Pro,

Wholesale and Retail

Several

Yo. 470

lots s’io.iin: out at about

Bargains

CU RIES (MIS k CO.

HALLET, DAVIS & CO/S
Upright,

an

For Sale and to Let.

493 Congress Street.

riANO COVERS

r% janlA

an

O. G

EXPRESS

A

Notice.
hip heretofore existing under the

Copartner
of Hod d
Sturgis, undertakers
firm
THE
iseolved by mutual consent, a.l b lls
is this da
name

wile be settled
th.
lmsin.se.
tbsbusln.se.

n

<v

bj W. I'. Hodsdou, wb,, will continue
"

H'"RloN,

L. B. 8TCKCH8.
Saeoarspps. M*. Monday, FvV. ge, a»»».

febS7

NOTICE.

Tickets for sale by members and at «he door.

Haskell,

daily, 8.25

in., 8 p
J. F. RI A,
a

Agent
dim

to

commence

ai Stockfet>27did

STW’KBRIDfiE COURSE!
March 7th. -Tohn B. Gough—Subject: “Platform
Personal Experience*.” 14th, The Ideals. 21st,
Longfel ow. 28th Extra, Symphony Orchestra.
Tickets now on sale.
feb28d l w
an-i

H. L. Jojtes.

quality, workmanship and
is

GRAIVD

w

done at my store,

HEWES, 51)3 Congress St.
eodtf
__nov25_
NEW BILLIARD HAIL
So. 84 Union Street.
Four New

Briggs’ Tables anil
thing in perfect order.

fob

ever

WALTER A. MACDONALD
dim

JERSEY Mil K.

and lVatriTord.

H.S. OSGOOD,
Supt rin tendon t.
M19

F.

seats

St.

taste,

anil after Monday. F-b. 12, the
American Express t o. will run their Ext„
press
bii.igmn by t*ie new Railroad
from Hiram. They will take packages
for Br dglon. JNo. Brldgton, Harrison
m

B.

In

On

Two Expresses

—

The Best Framing CALICO BALL

derail___dtf

LIMITED amount of money, in sums ranging
fr om ®=i0<' to $5,'< 0 can be invested at the
Boson.
The
above rate hy addressing 11 X 1612,
and reference can be bail to busso urlty is perfect,
iness men oi capacity, judgment and character.
*dtf
feblb

Congress

H. 0.

WM. P. HASTINGS’,
$ Per Cent. Interest. 144 1-2 Exchange St.

12th, 1883,

AID OF

COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS:
Capt Woodman,
Priv.C E. Carney,
Sergt. Eastman,
c. R. Pbinney.
Qmr. Higgins,
c. D. V. Musans.

feb2___dBm

I FIASO S1001S

AT—

IN

Lieut. Fox,

8al«« f reserved

PqrtlanD.
diiBjt,

Square Piano-Fortes.

Also Several other good manufacturers make, and
several New Style Organs.

—

March

bridge’s March th.

LANCASTF.B BLILDINtt.

linlf price.

Great

GRAND DRILL AND BALL

CLOTHIERo.

Winter Cloves.

gpg

THE LONGFELLOW SIAIUE ASSOCIATION.

ALLEY & COMPANY

MEN’S

ooee

JJ

—

A CO.’S

nnsTOW.

o

City Hall,

Square Portland, Me. dtf

IO State St.,

TF3

AT

Bmlt-rs lu Timothy, Clover, Flax, Hungarian, Millet,
Red lop, Blue Grass Lawn Grass,
Orctard Grass, Garden, Flower, Bird Seeds, &c.

Market Hall. Market

ESTABLISHED IJJ 1849.

■

Musical Opera,

01 R tost PANT,”

-AND

..

fee kk* sJI

ITCHim PILES

famous

MERRtE- MAKERS,

VALENTINES

being

^

Symptoms are moisture, b* 'ping, itching, worse at
night; seems as if pin-wor. wore crawling about
the rectum; the private parte arsfrften affected. As a

on

feb28dlw

my4

& CO.
OWEN, MOORE d&wdm7
PETTElioil.t

o' weak

!

GOU^GH
on

a sueeess and a boon for which Nations should feel grateful.”
tnre in Blue Ink across Label, Tbi3
—See MedUal Pre**, Lancet, Br tish Medical Journal, etc.
n
C&UtlOH is HeC68Sary
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocery, and Chemii-ts.
Owing to
Sole Agents for the United States (wholesale only) C. David & Co., Vaiious cheap and il feriOT
snb9, Fenohuroh Avenue, London, England.
StitUtBS
in the Market.

Is increasing iu popular!
tv every day, as ladie> find
it the most c«*mfor>abl«*
and perfect riicuy corset
ever worn.
Merchants say
it gives the best satisfac
tion of any corset they ever
8>>ld. For sale by all leadWarranted
king dealers
wsatisfactory or money refunded.

S. 71.

cases

WHITNEY.

P. & K., P.40,

FINEST AND CHEAPEST MEATFLAVOURING STOCK FOR SOUPS,
MADE DISHES & SAUCES.

WAN.iIAGTOIV BnTCHEH’IDtONR,

given in

Tickets, including reserved seats, 60 cents. Now

a* $ o'clock.

EXTRACT
OF MEAT

pUctiun.

ever

Subject: <'CIRt l«8TM< KB.”

GO M PA NY’S

LIEBIG

BOOKS,

PHILADELPHIA,

LIVESEY,

GOUGH!

TIIB-

feb24

°

■

no23

”

Nathaniel Walker, Geo. C. Littlefield T
D. Merrill, Committee.
feb28dtd

This Exhibition will surpass any
this city.

SHOE DEALER

G-A"5T dh CO.,
Congress St., Corner Brown. TTb&S3t

valuable recipes and instructions bow to
LIVE KUTl'KKb>‘the Principal of the Philadelphia C.,okiug School. M a ILKD FREE upon apuse

—

Dr. C, O. FILES.

Prof. WM E.

0.1. BOS WORTH & CO., 501 Congress St

is more
and economical
free from the pungent odor usual

containing

—

The EngMsIi < luiinpion.

OLIVE BUTTER
equal. It
wholesome

has no
than lard, and is
to cooking oils.

HIKE

THE

Mechanics’ Free Course

ougress Street, in all the

cer ts.

IN

—

leading styles.

Rubbers, only 30

C._MTaT.

Mechanics’ Hall, cor. congress & Casco Sts

selling

Fine N. Y. Boots,

feb26dlw

HIE ELEmTI

telling the Best Boot that can be sold for tbe money-only $2.60. Low vamp, box toe, quarter
over vam«». Fr
kid, button, nice,

tbe Best Boot that can be sold for the
money only $3.00. We have several styles
which we are selling for $3. 0
We
agree t * give you the worth
of your m<>nev and several styles from which to select.
We keep all widths, from the narrowo t
to the widest. Your difficult feet perfectly fitted.

is

Admission 16, 25 and 36c

M.

BROWN
is

of

nciDoomREkm or.
Watson the Senator Family matinee Saturday

Burt
at 2.30.

BROWN

PUREY.

elastic song and dance artist.
Bari Whinoo. Harry Jrllrr.ou, Harry.
Ca lias and tbe regular » ock company in theroarTbe

M, B, C, D

A, 8,

eight ban joist.

AZALIA,

JAMB-*

exhibited

THURSDA1T, Mar. 1st
ials,

.Manager.

Monday, Peto 130.
CUS WALLACE,
LOTT

medium price Boots, from $2.00 to $3.00, a special
ty, with low vamp, box toe, quarter over
from $2.00 to
vami>. very
$3 00. All wi.itha AA, 8S,

WE SH4LL OPEN ON-

With

Mortimer.

and ber

SNO

NORMANDY.

Tickets 6»‘. 75 and $ 00.
Social scenery. Klegjuit Cost uies The Ideal
Grand Chorus, at d Ideal Orchestra of 14 Boston
Instrument ists. s. I.. Studley. Musical Director.
Tickets a< d I ibre to for al the Ot eras i.ow <n sale
at Stockbr dge’s Mns c Store
Dali fare on P. & O.,
P. & K., G. x. and M. C. R R.
in arid I w

AHOTKIEB CARNIVAL.
F<»r the week commencing

SPRING OPENING

febSO

FISH

Opera

1

143 Pearl Street.

is

GEO.

FRVNG

ad-

KETEERS.

THE CHIMES »*F

COLCORU,

result of using Karhairon.

FOB

cUtta

Tickets 60, 75 aud $1.00.
31arch Id, Planquette’s
ThurNday B-veni
Beautiful Opera,

pupils t>y the «uh»crlhei

EnOXVKT

The Great Healing Remedy.

dreams with

ty purposes
good rule to subtract three women from
the list for every belle that Is invited. Not so

a

to ornate

worked button

that she had left something
undone, aud who are haunted themselves
by nebulous theories of why they are not
successful. A littie girl went to bed very
tired after giving a party for the first time.
“O, mamma,” she said, “I nevei want to
have another party, only to be invited. Luts
of the girls bad horrid times, and I couldu’t
helDit;audI had a horrid time, aud they
“Why did vou
are horrid aud I am horrid.”
have a horrid time?” asked her nr ther,
“Because you told me I had got to make
them happy aud I couldn’t.”
People who can not enjoy themselves unless they have attention should stay at home,
says some oue. Not so; they should go into
society and forget themselves. Nevertheless, uuless married men are more willing

rn'ay

dtf

Bdion.

m

W'rdnendsty Fveniun- 31 rch It at 8.00,
«in the Stockbridge Course) L«<uis Varney’s

Class-

]au4/4

...

the reflection

to attend parties (if married, they will understand aud obey all the minor points of
courtesy), or bachelors to present themselves
living sacrifices, or ladies te enjoy each
other’s socieiy,to which they are accustomed
throughout the day, average people will not
have a vtry good time. Parties depend on
A stupid mau is still a man; a wommen.
an, be she ever so elderly, enjoys the throb
that is caused by battling wuh a man. A
gifted authoress raqks uext to a mau; that
is, in making out a list of invitations she
be counted as a mau; but if she is ouly
all parone of the many women writers, for
she is but a woman. It is also

ana

2.30,

H. M. S. PINA-ORE.
Tickets reduced to 60 cents reserved; 25

.

We offer Tuesday. Feb. 27th, 100 pcs. French Sateens, In all the new designs and colors, elegant
patterns for evening wear.

superior to any biown remedy."
Dr. II. A. Archer, t Portland Av.,
Brooklyn
as

Parties.

favorites from

Wednr* ay After-«nu. Ylnrrh I t at
Gilbert & Su livan’s Nautical« pera,

New C mic

English

in

J. W.

MILLETT&LITTLE

Dr. A. J. Green, Royerton, Jnd.

and Doctors agree ths

in«$hain, W II McDonald, .I. II. *fur*«’•*» aud F. J. 3Ir arihy

who lab >r by tbe day or week for small wages
Invited to call at Sian of Gold Boot at d ex-

to children."

">e.

when tbe following celebrated artists will
appear:
3Inrie Ntonc. 3Inry Biebf. Grralilinr 1713Inlhil«lit
mar,
FhillipM, Liu«c Burton,
31ay NhucliforU, Fannie Bice, Hu (tie

Krovvn. Zephid Diu-mort.
FI reurc
Bred, IW. W. Whitney. Tom Karl. fl. C.
Buruabee. Herndon .TlorrclI, bro Fro»h-

e

reu

g

Grand Perform*nct s of the famous Boston

LYCEUM THEATRE.

Robertson, 1057 2d Av., N. Y
‘Pleasan t, Harmless and
Wonderfully Efficacious."

n.irc

d3t

IDEAL OPERA 10.

jul2dlf

executed.

Three

Fred

Dr. Alex.

not

—

feb24

01|1 Dr. ritcher’s r
jcdy for
Children's Complaints.

Castoria is

or

d t—teod3t

rASTORIA
Iprescribe it

Church,

THURSDAY', MARCH 1st at 7.45

Opera Reason, 1883, at City Hall

Briggs,

RDUCATIONAU

ELDER,
Congress Street.

f®h27

‘Especially adapted

faithfully

G. M.

eod&w8ir9

LECTURE™

St.

Vaughan

feb27dtd

il3m

fub»

ical Studies.

FRENCH

Introducing at eaeh performance the greatest animal act- re on earth, roan
II arcfR,
and
KAI ■»ER,» former y tbe
bay
property of the
dead outlaw an the identical horses with which he
mad* all m« famous raid-.
The most successful play of the century.
Hundreds turned aw«y in every large city in the Union.

Subject ;-*•€ .»u*ihu tinoplc.’’
ieb27

Exchange St.,

liiHtraclion

LEWANDO'S

BOSTON, U. S A.

THE BAIYDIT Kno.

PORTLAND.

Mi*>* Helen L. Coe Is now prepared to
at-coiiiiih.dale a IVw more pupil* in elocution, ami voice building. I'or terms, &c.
apply at 211 Cumberland St.

STJJFLES.

JESSE JAMES,

BY

RLOCXJTIOtfT

A'iir.

Sensation,

Hon. G. W. Goddard.

No. OH Exchange St, Portland Me.

equal

wi niouT

Price by mail $1.60

difficult to be ubiquitous, or to make average
people happier as a consequence of coming.
The unconscious beings of happy temperament, and humorous powers of observation,

511-2

—

To he sold in the next 15 days without
fail, as repairs are to be made which
compel this sale.

1.

march

Tbo Great Original Melo Drama anti Equestrian

AGENCY,

ATTOKSEY AT LAW AM) SOLUITOK

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS

(an

combined

AND

DRESSESl
DYED |

[Boston Gazette.]
Even on small occasions a hostess finds it

entire

the sum of

A

model—yes,

make her a cup of tea or coffee or broil her
a steak, and prepare her as dainty a repast

Special Sessions

richer by
§385,000, as that amount of bonds
is to be paid. The annual reduction in the
interest charge will be over §23,000.
day

a

Successful

country.
Salmi Morse read his manuscript of the

Plaster,

Battery

witl\ at Bordu* Plaster) and
pain. ’.Me. everywhere.
laugh
a

useful hands and

thing for him, if Mrs. Edmunds is sick,
which she is a good deal of the time, to

for it.

The New York Court of
deserves the pity of the

Eteuiric

±

“Do you know,” said a lady, whom I asked
about the senator’s home life, “that Mr. Edmunds is

Heal Estate aud Insurance

Herbert G.

OF

STOCK

Tlimsday,

POPULAR

FESSENDEN,

B3P~A11 business relating to Patents promptly and

l6b2uMTh&w2w9

poet’s daughter, to a Boston hospital: “Unassuming in manner and unostentatious in
dress, few knew that she who wore the
‘quiet gray,’ was the daughter of our distinguished American poet. So it was with
the utmost satisfaction I used to point her
out or describe her to my compatriots as the
young girl in the soft gray dress flecked with
red, moving out and iu among us with her
quief words of greeting as being really Miss
Longfellow. This was her charge, her hospital work; thus one day she came to our
‘Kaiser worth’ to give it her time, her
voice,
and her presence. When once making h»r
rounds, a patient with a fearful Yankee
drawl asked, upon discovering who Miss
Longfellow was: ‘Be you 'he one in the fotygraf without enny arms?” (A common
delusion at tho time the photographs were
issued, from the arrangement of the group,
that one was born without arms). At which
Miss Alice made laughing reply as she

as

Commercial

more

'H\*'

MASTERS

any country.
One who knew her there writes as follows
of the visits of Miss Alice Longfellow, the

showed her two good
arms.”

H. M.

American A Soicign Paie.iis,

my earlier days. But seventy-two years of'
age disable me as a pianist. For years I
have not practised, and I could not try my
ten fingers in public without suffering a defeat. On this there is no doubt, and in consequence of my advanced age I have decided
not to appear as a public concert
player in

husband and father?

against

for examinations.
The conservative English church even
looks approvingly upon the new departure
In favor of giving women a university education, and at a recent distribution of prises
at the Oxford higher local examination, the
arebbishop of Canterbury expressed his
great satisfaction that opportunities for the
highest instruction were so rapidly opening
to young women. The battle for
equal education ef the sexes, if not for co-education,
seams to have been fought and won.
Co-educatlon, the Century wri'er insists, is simply
a question of methods.

so

trying.

Thu

as a room

apply,

enforce.

thinks

studies as the metaphysics of Aristotle and
the philosophy of Plato, and the question of
their physical ability to compete with their
brethren ie settled by the fact that the apartment thoughtfully set apart at Girton as a
hospital for the delicate women who were to
breakdown under the strain of constant
brain-work, has never yet been used except

the reform remains to be done. The Times’s
notion is that the commission’s rules should

to

praiseworthy in
the law will be found difficult
However the experiment is

and very auxious to stay.

with the men in such non-effeminate

preliminary step—indispensable indeed
bat preliminary. The work of carrying out

object, but

The Boston Herald thinks “there is not
much to induce young men of real merit to
rem-in in the American navy.” Yet men
of that kind are very anxious for admission

work, while many of the young
men go through the undergraduate course
in a perfunctory sort of way, merely as a
preparation for professional studies. At
Cambridge, also, the women have held their

a

its

worth

for their

ly

year.

who sell adul terated food is

after much

The New Turk Times reminds the country that the passage of the reform bill is on-

a

Senator David Davis acts patriotically
and wins the thanks of the entire oountry
in resigning the Presidency of the Senate before the close of the session. Thus the possible danger of a disputed succession in case
of the death of the President is obviated.

The number of women who have come up
each year for matriculation and graduation
has constantly increased, and some of their
successes have been remarkable.
The gold
medal in anatomy was won last year by a
woman, and another came out first in mental and moral philosophy. The proportion
of women who pass well in examination is
much greater than of men, but this is accounted for by the fact that the %omen are
select students who have a real enthusiasm

own

may

be

1877, therefore,
discussion, a new charter was procured admitting women on exactly the same footing
as men to all the degrees in all the faculties
of arts, laws, medicine, science and music.

of their sex.

milling

Collin.’

use

a,'

her way as if she dared not
trust her rapidly failing
sight. The empress
I
am
is,
assured, growing blind, her sight
been
having
irretrievably injured by incessant weeping.—K.
Davey’s London letter in

carpet-bagger white-winged piaee would
return to Louisiana.
The prophecy appears
to be false. The New Orleans
Picayune,
speaking of the ballot-box stuffers and
fraudulent election statisticians, makes the
following significant assertion, emphasized
by italics; “ll’e are drif ing rapidly towards
more blood letting o)i a large scale,” and
adds: “Beneath the apparently calm exterior of the people there is deep wrath and
indignation.’’
v-.-,

BUSIN KSb C’AK1»>.

Bio*gi,ni8, etc/PotCo., Boston.

MY WHOLF

illfiBTa, COaiRKCINO

Til It EE

USUAL PRlfEN.

_endtf

CHANGE IN BUSINESS.

Prank Curtis.Proprietor ami Manager

Sale of Seats Wednesday, Feb. 28.

over

parently feeling

the

for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qua ill
cation of voters wh *e uames have not been entered
the lists of qua ifled vote*s in and for tho several
Wards, aud for c rrectiug s*id lists.
Per order,
H. I ROBINSON, City Clerk.
f «bl 9dtd
February 19,1883.

on

"

Prevention
i* applied of
Kheumati-m, Neuralgia, Sciatica, Coughs. Colds, Weak Bank

IHEATRE.

PORTLAND

be closed
You are also required to give notice to said inhabitant*. that the Aldermen or said city will be in op**n
session at ibo aldermen’s Room in
City Building
from » to 12 o’clock in the forenoon and from two
t" live o'clock in the afternoon on ea<h of the four
secnlia days next preceding such d*y of election,

J. M. DYER & CO., 511 Congress St.

and
Bowels, shooting
Pains, Nurntn688, Hysteria, F«S
Pains. Palpitati n, Dys.
pepsia, Liver O nip Hint, Billious
heveiy, Malaria and Endemics

I was informed by a leading Bonapartist
that Eugenie when in Paris signed a certain
document acknowledging Prince Victor as
her heir, and that it was in order to do this
that she went to Paris. I saw her on her return to Charing Cross.
She looked wretchedly ill, pale as death, and seemed almost
blind, leaning upon a stick wearilv, and ap-

of

MARKED DOWN: Wo d Shawls tl ter ClAhs Cassimeres. Silks, PlnsliesVelvet-, w inter D e«s Roads, Blankets. Wool Yarn. Odd Napkins, Odd Merluo Cm
derwear, Rent’s Under war, much below value, to s II ihem olf.
White Quilts, *1.00 and $1.26, worth $1 25 and $1.50.
Hemstitched Handkerchiefs 12 1-2 c uts, worlii 25 rents..
Rubber Circulars, $1.25. $1.50 and $2 00, worih $2 00, $2.50 and $3.00
Buck Jersey Cloth, $1 5o, worth $2.00.
Black Lasting. 15 cents, wo>th 25 cents.
Ladies’ and^Misses’ t'olor U Cashmere llose, 37 1-2 rents, worlii 50 cents.
Size 5 and 5 1-2 Misses’ Colored Cashmere Hose, 25 cents, worth 50 cents.
Mamiard Prints 5 cent-.
Fiue Black Alpaeca D>ess Braid, 4 cents per piece,
hale will continue until the goods are all sold.

male

where she left her in safety, and
then walked up Washington stree' witli her
former companion as if nothing had happened. Three rich and handsome bachelors of thirty-five, to whom an
eye witness
related this story, are now eagerly
seeking
to obtain that
young lady’s address.

man.

REMNANTS in each Department, consisting of Silks, Velvets
Hushfi*. Dre^s Ooou’s, Fiannelii, G oghams, Cheviots, Crash, Linen
Dani'Sk, White Goods, Linen Lawn, Veiling, Ditchings and Cottons, to
be Sold regai (Hess of cost.

febl°

OF^ MAINE.

e’ectors of *atd city are hereby notified to meet in
their respective Ward Rooms on Man »ay, the fifth
day of March next, at It) o’clock in the forenoon,
then and there to give in their votes for Mayor, one
Alderman, three Common Coun»*ilmen, a Warden,
Clerk and two City Cons'able** also for fou members of the S uperintending School Committee to
serve for two years.
The potls on such day of election to remain open
unti> four o'clock in the afternoon, when they stall

Stomach

sidewalk,

was

TUESDAY, FEB. 13.

J°Vbe reU!f
«

ikl gs

,"'1 T'"-

team, when one of these same pretty girls
darted to the crossing, took the beggar woman by the arm, and hurried her over to the

capable educator and
He knew many things, and
knew them well.
When Garfield was at
Williams college Dr. Chadbourne was a
professor there. Student and teacher were intimate friends, and many of the strong lines
jU the late President’s character were traced
by this instructor’s hand.
We

D :<ug and Chemical

«AI I

from Summer street, and was in great danger of being run over by an approaching

in the world as a

learned

ter

AND-

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

To the Electors of the City of Portland:
PURsU a NT to warrants from the Mayor and Aldermen of the city of Portland, the «.iuly qualified

Mark Down Sale !

UTHh

Pme, Ca. Fir, Mariyold. C

peculiar to the roseate period of youth, and
they seemed the very last persons who
would be interested in suffering
humanity.
A dirty and ragged beggar woman, evidently nearly blind, was crossing Washington

money

—-

Wasting

Portland girl visiting Boston: Two pretty
girls were walking down Winter street ; they
were handsomely dressed and were
chatting
and laughing with the delightful abandon

the great difficulties which surrounded
him later enabled him to obtain a prominent

place

It must have an element of
of cordiality, and of power, even
if it says there were three Raphaels—Ra
phael, Sanzio and Uibino. To be popular
or to be the fashion creates a complete
upheaval of all former requisites, and leads
one to think that the indefinable charm of
goodness, sympathy and tact has much to
do with the awards of society,
What is it?

frankness,

CITY

STATE

SRAND RE M N A NT

Head Colds. W atery Discharges from the Nose
and E>es, t inging Noise* in ihe Head, Nervous
Headache and » ever instantly relieved.
Choking mucus dislodged, memb ane cleansed and
healed, breath sweetened, smell, ta-te, and hearing
restored, and ravages checked
Cou.h, Bronch’tis, Droppings into the Throat.
Pains in the Chest. Dysi epsia.
of Strength
and Fiesh. Loss of Slccu, etc cured.
One bottle UH4:ical Cuie, one box Catarrhal Solvent and one Dr Sanford's D haler, in one
package
Ask for Sanford^s K adiof all druggists. f->r
cal Core, a pure distilla'ion of Witch
azel Am.

The Boston Journal relates a
pretty incident. The young lady must have been a

come

a

MISCELLANEOUS-_

SANFQRD’S RADIO L CURE.

Waite.

daily a double
and
daily bread. The same traits of character
which then helped Dr. Chadbourne to over-

the course of 10 years this feeling brough.
about the opening to women of the Cambridge local examinations, which are simply
for standing or grade in scholarship, wilhoul
reference to a degree. A little later the fa
molts Girton college was founded, its object
being “to hold in relation to girls’ schools

corded the

class.” It was more in sorrow than in anger that the Chief Justice replied:
“The
court is loo familiar with ;he statute in
quesMr
tion,
Moulton, to be ihistaken about
it.” Just at this point, Associate Justice
Stephen J Field, who sits on Waite’s left,
and who had been takl g a glance a
the
statute, nudged the Chief Justice, and, leaning over, whispered something iu his ear.
Waite’s face was hot as he turned toward
the bar ami said: “Go on, Mr.
Moulton,
the court will hear you.” Mr. Moulton was
not interruptad again by
Chief Justice

The New York Tribune says of the late
Professor Paul Chadbourne that he was ed
ucated in the days when it was not so easy
as it is now to acquire an education.
Being

training. His
struggle—for learning

who has grown great since
he
when he used to practice with Moulton

Cincinnati, bar, startled him by saying: “Mr. Moulton, the statute does not allow an appeal to the class of cases to which
your case belongs.” When Moulton, who
saw that if Waite was right he had no sta dlug in court, had recovered from his surprise, he said deferentially: “I think your
honor must have forgotten that the statute
makes an exception in favor of cases of this

_____

without means, he had to
paid lor bis coliege

Waite,

at the

of two ladies and two gentlemen, who shall
report to the Governor and council.
Mr.
Farrington, the Superintendent, opposes the
bill.

which

teachers of

equally acknowleged ability.”

day

rules of trustees, and when inflicted shall be
A
jn suitable rooms with plenty of food.
board of visitors is provided for, consisting

for admission that the city fathers
terrified and incontinently turned the
girls and their teachers out and locked the
doors of the school building. Since that day
the multiplication of American high schools
and colleges for young women is familiar to

equal

trustees to

couucil; and requires the superintendent to
keep a record of all punishments inflicted,
which shall be open to public inspection. It
also provides for the classifying of the boys
for out-door exercise and that each boy shall
have his own clothing.
Solitary confinement is prohibited, excepting under the

were

the

Augusta,

establish rules for the direction of the
officers and government of inmates, specifying the punishment on the boys, which
rules shall be approved by the Governor and

knocking

should be the same, but

in committee at

trades; requires the

mechanical

erality as to permit their presence all day
long in summer, when the big hoys would
be working at home. In 1826, after a discussion of three years, the city of Boston
established a high school for girls on the
model of its admirable Latin school for boys
array

School, now

regarding

tice

Re-

the

vides for the maintenance of a mechanical
school to enable the boys to be instructed in

education of women, lo day women take
prizes at Oxford and Cambridge, and have
flourishing universities of their own.
On this side of the water great progress
has also been made. It was one of the first
cares of the Pilgrim Fathers to establish
schools, and girls were allowed to attend
them two hours a day, though afterwards

but such an

was

rlug of his personal ad.
herents; that his vocabulary which had no
word but man-stealer and
pirate for the legal guardian of a decrepit negro, or for one
holding a fondly of slaves In transit for a
free State with Intent to emancipate them,

form

years ago that the first serious demand was made in England for the higher

spirit

sin,

a

has many sensible provisions.
It prevents
the sending of boys for high crimes; pro-

an

ninety

the rule was so far relaxed in a

was

The Washington correspondent of the
Philadelphia Record tells the following story:
Last week Col. Moulton, the Cincinnati
lawyer who married a sister of General and
Senator Sherman, was making an argument
before the supreme court, when Chief Jus-

outside of the little

Mb. Haskell’s bill

paper
particular question
historical sketch and a statement of the present facilities for educaiing girls.
It is but
is

slavery

became part of the American dictionary; that the sophistry with which he spent
a life time in trying to confuse plain distinctions had little effect except to give acrimony
and plausibility to the defense of slavery;
and that the final extinction of slavery was
accomtdished in pursuance of principles
which he abhorred, by measures which he
denounced, and under the leadership of
men like Leonard Bacon in literature and
the church, and Abraham Lincoln In politics, who had been the objects of his incessant and calumnious vituperation.
The
younger Bacon has wasted his time. The
name of William Lloyd Garrison will be
held in honorable memory centuries after
the name of Leonard Bacon has been wholly forgotten.

A New Knock at an Old Door.

About Men and Women.

to any considerable extent

never

TJhe Quarterly Convention of [the Reform Clubs
»f Maine will be held at Lisbon, on Wednesday and
Thursday, March 7 and 8. 1883.
It is ear- estlv hoped that every Club in the State
will be represemed.
The usual reduction of fares on the Maine Central
and Sraad Trunk may be expected
Per order of STATE COMMITTEE.

to woineu.

that

a popular man or woman. Such an one
virtually a zero as far as any responsibility of the hostess is concerned, for a popular person has a good time out of
nothing.
What constitutes popularity is still unsettled. It is not solely wealth, nor
position,
nor beauty, nor fascination, nor
knowledge!

is

He declares that Mr. Garrison
society never succeeded in anything;

dogma
accepted

never

with

Gossip

his father in

on

America.
and his

but as a guaranty of good faitb.
We cannot undeitaks. to return or preserve
tflUnic&tions that are not used.

has in the current

son

article

which he decries the work of Win. Lloyd
Garrison in behalf of universal liberty in

THURSDAY MORNING. MARCH. 1.

o

an

Under

the auspioes of the

SAMARITAN SOCIETY
CITY HALL.

Monday
Evening,
Tickets 3^c.,
s
''handler
door

3 for
music store,

0

to

Mar. 5.
be

obtained

at

177 Middle St. and at the

Wn«'« by C'h»;edict ’«• <}uii<lrillf Rand.
Refresh m nts Solicited.
feb23dtd

Walfzi

g: 2

The Last Class for the Season
COMMENCES-

FAMILIES supplied with good Jersey Milk e,-ry
morning, Sundays included.
Kxtia p.itfc
furnished wlieti desired. Address

*

V. H. SOLLH, Woodford’-.

dBm

EEB.
O.
Lcmohs at Reduced Rates:
■ ndit-»,
Cmilroien, 94.30
91.dO
TUESDAY

FVBSIWO.

Six

feb!4dtf

Respectfully,

B, GILBERT.

»

pt?FRR.

tt

Municipal Election March

Attention

5.

Tlie Aldermen will be in open session at the

THURSDAY MORJilNW, MARCH. 1.
THE f' tESB.
f
Depots of N. G.
May be obtained at r.be enodical
Andrews, ArmFenmenden, Marquis, Brui*>il & C
Hods, on, Robert Coetelio, ForWeir,
ortb,
strong,
ewett, Bose, Hitcbings
stand,
est City News
A McFarland, Watson, strange, Stinson, Boston
A Maine «»epot, and Chisholm Bros., o* all trains
that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & OoJ
Augusta, L F. Pierce.
Bang >r, Bangor News Go.
Bar Harbor. F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shat*.
Blddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Brunswick, B G, Dennis n.
Cumberland MUlsJF. A. VerrtlL
Damartisctta, E. w. Dunbar.:
Freeport. W A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowlto*.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & 0©.
Hallow ell, C.
paulding.
Lewiston, Chandier A Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. 1).
Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway S. L. Crockett A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard Geo. E Fugg, A. L Jellison,

Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, 0. 8. Andrews,

Sabattus E. H. Johnson.
Saccarai pa, F. E. Webb
Saco, H. K. Kendrick A Co.,

Spring vale, C

REPUBLICAN CITY TICKET:

Delano.

Vinalhaveu, H. M, Robert*.

Waldoboro. G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. S. Carter.
Yarmouth. W. E Smith.

FOE MAYOR.

see

First Page.]

Marld&wlt

their business. James H. Wallick impersonated the leader of the cut-throats, Jesse. The
two horses of the outlaws received a
large share
of the interest manifested, especially the fatuous roan, which is tbe
identical horse last
tiddeit and curried by Jesse James on the
morniug of his taking’off. The applause was
loud and frequent,”

Samuel B.

Mer-

BUeFALO BILL.

Speaking of Buffalo Bill who will
Portland March 9tb and 10th, an
say: “The story of Monday night at
d my was repeated last night.
A

crowded that hundreds failed
tance, and an audience wholly captured by he
remarkably elite ivo performance of Mr. Cody
aud his company, attested the hold he has ac-

BEFORE

JUDGE

Councilmen—Sylvester Marr, Thomas Shaw, Elias
B.
Denison.
Warden—Frank S. Waterhouse.
Clerk—John S' Barrett.
Constables—William E. Hanson, Samuel W. Joy.

Ward 7.
Alderman—Holman s. Melcher.
Councihuen—Alvin Jordan, Edward A. Noyes,
Stephen B. Winchester.
Warden—W. H. Plummer?
Clerk—H. G. Briggs.
Constables—Beujamin Burnham, B. W. Stover,

WEBB.

Wednesday —Zac lieu. Sherman, libellant,

Clergue

Frank H.

Libel

for

demurrage. Argu-

made; held und r advisement,
John Lothrop of Boston and Strout & Holmes
for libellant.
N. & H. B. Cleaves for respondent.
Samuel H. Walke- et al, libellant, v. Frank H
Decree by
Cle*gue. 1Abel for balance of freight
comment for $4o0, but if not paid
during the coming
week, judgment to be entered for full amount
claimed (viz.: for $547.50) without appeal.
Jt bn Lothrop of Boston and Strout & Holmes
for libellants.
N. & II B. C eaves for respondent.
U. S. Commissioner’s Court.
BEFORE

COMMISSIONER

RAND.

Wednesday.—John Whitty,purser,and Dr. Cook,
of the si earner Nova Scotia, were before
Commissioner Rand this morning charged with
smuggling morphia. They waived ezau.ii ation.and
were required to furnish
security n the sum of $5<>0
each. Dr Cook deposited securities for Mr. Whitty.
but f«i ed to find securities for himself. They were
bo ’h bound over to the next term of the Circuit
Court.
Geo. H. Townshend for Whitty and Gtn. C. P.

physician,

Mattocks for Cook.

Diet Att’y Lunt for government.

Municipal Court
BEFORE

RECORDER GOULD.

Wednesday Thomas C. Freeman. Search and
seizure. Fin^d $1- >D and costs.
Alexander McKay and Wm. Ross. Intoxication.
Fined $6 and costs.
Michael O’Brion and Thomas Murray.
Affray.
Fined $5 and costs.
Leslie F. Sherwood.
Breaking* and entering.
Bound over to the grand jury n ay term in $5 >0.
Brief Jottings.
coid day yesterday, with snow
squads during the nigbt aud early morning.
Mel cur\ 8° at sunrise, 12° at 8 a. m., 24° at
noon, 20° at sunset; wind north.
The Deering Republicans will meet at Lewis Hall, Woodford’s, touigbt at 7 30, to fill vacancies iu the municipal ticket.
Rev. Mt. Bellows of Waterviile will preach
at Park Street Cbnrcb, Sunday.
The managers of the Board of Trade will
meet at 11 a. m., today.
A boreo owned by W. C. Constable, the
Another

baker, fell dead on the corner of Pearl and
Commercial streets, yesterday.
The ladies of the CongreSB Street M. E.
Church held a very successsul fair at their
vestry last evening.
The Maine Marine Eugineers’ Association
have received a hue photograph of the delegates recently assembled at Detroit.
There was a pleasant family reunion at the
residence of Mr. S. H. Jose, No. 22 Bramhal^

Tuesday evening. Fonr generations
represented, the oldest present leing seventy-six years of age, and the youngest oue

street,
were

and one-half years.
A Society of Christian Endeavor has been
orgeuizsd in the First B tptist Church, with 27
active members aud 16 associate members. A.
B. Hall is presideut, aud H. H. Mathews see'
retary.
The Women's Christian Temperance Union
of Bmgor will give a reception to Mrs. L. M
N. Stevens of this city, this evening.
Mrs.
Bent will be present and play her comet.

Among the graduates of the Americtn Vetof Philadelphia, Penn., is
erinary College
Mr. F. W. Huntington of Deering.
Two million feet of pine lumber will be
sawed this-eason at Brackett’s mill on the
"Dump,” all cut in Deeriug aud neighboring
towns.

The heirs of the poet Longfellow have given
strip of laud to the Memorial Association
reaching from Br.ltle street, Cambridge, to
Ml. Auburn street.
It, is iu front of the Longfeliow mansion and extends to the river.
Some of the hoys at Woodford’s have en-

a

gaged in

amusement, the manuf cture
and use of skees; these are loug narrow strips
of thin w <od, bout upward at oue eud, with
a new

them into which the feet ale instraps
serted, when the hoys go skimming over the
snow and coasting down the hillsides.
The revenue steamer Woodbury having received additional iresh wutor tanks juBt comacross

pleted for her by Quinn & Co., stilel
a. m. today for an eastward cruise.
There will he

at

6.30
s

lecture aud prayer meeting
combined in Plymouth Church vestry on Fri
day evening, at 7 30 o’clock, preparatory to the
communion on the next Sabbath.
We are informed the men engaged to hoist
the safe into the upper story of the Mutual
a

lusaranca Company’s building came from
Bostou. They have had a hard time with it,
while we have men iu Portland who have always been very successful iu the business.
The ladies of Gak Lodge, I. O. G. T., of
WoodfuTi.’s Corner, will give an entertainment

Friday evening, March 2d.
Uulty Lodge, No. 3,1 O. O. F., makes a fraternal visit to Ancient Brothers Lodge this
evening, and will meet at Odd Fellows’ Hall

at

Lewis Hall,

on

8.15 o'clock.
The Ferry Village Band gave a concert at
Union Hall last evening, which was very
Well attended, The concert was under the direction of Mr. Collins aud was followed by a
dance, The baud is composed of about twenty

at

members aud is making flue progress.
The youth's gospel temperance meeting will
be held at the Mission this evening at 7 30
o’clock. All are invited.
Brown Light Artillery.
Elmer H. Waterhouse wag elected first lieutenant and James A. Marwick second lieutenant of the Brown Light Artillery last
night.
The choice made was excellent.
The Lewiftou platoon, under command of Lieut.

Guptill

arrived on the 5.40 train over the Milne CenTbe> weTe met at the station by a deleg.tion from the Portland platoon, and escorted
t» Fl*«cher’s restaurant ou Exchange stree*,
where supper was served. They left on the
Pj ltnan train last night, highly pleased with
t'-,eir v.sit and the r c-p'ion extended them.
tral.

blues’ Reception.
company last evening
a mteiii g of the
the committee on the reception to the GoverAt

n

r

reported

tot'd

ext e

as

Total receipts.
h et 1

fes

Little

her company of "Merrie
Coriuue,
Makers” will appear at City Hall, Saturday afteriiooii and evening in the new musical
opera
“Bijou” and “The Magic Slipper.” The Bi«
ton Globe says: ‘'Coriuue, who has
enjoyed
since her last season in Boston, a series of tri-

GOVERNMENT.

$1,0'6.21

and Aldermen.

A special meeting of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen waB held yesterday afternoon.
A person was declared to be insane and ordered to be sent to the Insane Asylum at Au-

oerformauce full of dainty bits of acting, and
her singing is remarkable for its sustained
power and the command ol tone, wbiob many
a singer much older would be
glad to possess.”
Coriuue is supported by a company who are
all gifted in their specialties.
Seats are for

gusta.

Petitions of W. & C. R. Milliken, D. W.
True & Co., and Smith, Gage & Co., to
keep
and sell petroleum oil were referred to the chie f
engineer of the Fire Department to report.
Adjourned.

sale at

Steckbrioge’s.

THE LYCEUM.

Another fine andience was presont
theatre last evening. One of the most

at

this

pleasing

features of the evening’s entertainment was
the quartette Jefferson, Hatch, Mortimer and
Wallace. Luitie Zalia still pleases in her club

Personal.
Chief Engineer John
R. Dally, of
the
revenue steamer Woodbury, having suffered
much from bronchitis contracted during the
arduous wint- r work of that vessel, has been
detached and ordered to the revenue steamer
McCulloch at .Charleston, S. C. He leaves a

swinging.
NOTES.

Miss Margaret Mather has made a decided
Improvement within the past twen’y-four
hours, and her condition is so much easier that
it is expected she will be strong enough to
go
to New York on
Saturday. Nothing has been
de ermined upon in regard to her immediate
future, but the hope is entertained that site

large circle of friends and acquaintances who
greatly regret losing him. It is not known
who his successor will be.
Mr. Abijah H. Purington, overseer of the
yard of the Portland Company, who was o
seriously injured about a week ago, recovered
consciousness Tuesday for the first time since
the accideut and was able to tell how the accident occurred. His physician says he will

in

recover.

ing.

Rev. A. P. Tinker of Auburn is in poor
health and his parish has offered to give him
an indefi.iite furlough,
continuing his salary
and paying the expenses of a vacation trip.

T he meeting was called to order by the secretary, Adjutant Roberts, and Gen. John
Marshall Brown was called to the chair.
The aci of incorporation was read. It provides that the assoeiat on may hold property to
the amount of §100,000 iu shares of oue dollar
each and that the stock shall forever be untenable.
The charter was accepted and a code of bylaws adopted which [rovideB for au annual
meeting on the second Monday of January
and a monthly meeting on the second Wednes-

may be able to return to Boston at the close of
Denman Thompson’s engagement at the Park
and give the promised performance.

Soldiers’ Monument Association.
An adjourned mealing of the association for
the erection of a soldiers monument was held

(Bangor Whig.)
Mr. Pullen’s Retirement.
We share the surprise and the regret of our
contemporaries at the retirement of Mr. Pulleu from the editorial relations which he has
miiutaiued with so much ability aud with such
cordial esteem of his brethren of the press. A
uote from Mr, Puileu informs us that he has
sold his interest to Mr. Baxter, who has long
been associated with him in the owuersbip of
the paper, aud who now acquires control of it.
Mr. Puileu retires from a prosperous connection with the paper to obtaiu a respite from the
exacting cares of journalism and will take with
him the best wishes ol the entire fraternity.
Assurance is given the public that the passing of the cout.olliug ownership will involve
no change iu the settled policy of the
paper,
but that the Press will continue to
a
staunch and earnest champion of Republican
principles, and a steadfast expouent of the interests of the Republican party.
We extend a
cordial greeting to its new management, while
we express our sincere personal regret at the
severance of the journalistic relations which
we have so long aud pleasantly held with Mr

dajs

ago the

political belief, will wish to own it.
history of the twenty years of Congress

each month.

Vice Presidei tt—Isrtel Washburn, Jr., Dr.
S. C. Gordon, W. S. Dam*, E>o
R<circling Secretary— H S. M-icbcr.
Treasurei—Henry W. Hersey.
Fit at ce Committee—A. A. Strout, W. H.
Gleet-, C. P. Matlocks.
C< mmiilee on Di sign—J. P. Baxter, Francis Fessenden, P. II Brown.
Iu accepting the duties of the President of
the association Gen. Brown made some re.
maiks of a quibt character which came with
peculiar fitness from so brave and modest asol.
dier. He thought that the city had delayed
too long for its honor in this matter, but
perhaps that delay might be all for the best, as it
would suable Portland to build perhaps the
best monument that has been erected.
Other
cities have fine monuments and they did not

Blaine’s Book.
Press gave a detailed account of Mr. Blaine’s work now in the hands
of the publishers and said it was sure to have
a large and rapid sale.
Since then the canvass
has begun. Mr. John Russell, a veteran in
the trade, has taken the agency for Portland,
and in ie-s thin a day has secured a large
number of names. It is unnecessary to speak
for ibe book. The curiosity to see it is universal, and all intelligent men, whatever thoir
me

of

last even-

Gen. Brown, by ballot, was unanimously
elected president.
The other officers were then chosen in lega
form as follows:

Mr.

S

Receptiou Hal), City Building,

day

Puileu._

have to wail for the veterans to erect them.
The city of Portlaud, with its 35,000 to 40,000
people, was unpleasantly conspicuous in this
matter.

By the report of the secretary it appeared
that 76 new names were added to the association, making 650 iu all.
It was voted that certificates of the unassessable stock to the amount of §100,000 be issued
in sltareB of §1 each.
As to the ways and means of raising funds
the chair was given power to appoint a com-

The
from

Lincoln to Garfield covers one of #he most important epochs of the nation’s life, and no man
is more intimate with it than is Mr. Blaine.
Portland Rolling Mills.
The Portland Rolliug Mills are doing a line
business. They are making four kinds of bariron. Extra, Standard, Forest City,Refined and
Common. These irons are branded ou every

mittee of seven, one from each ward, and time
was given the chair for consideration as to the
selection of such committee.

bar, and

are of superior quality.
For this reathe iron of these mills is in great demand,
and every bar turns out just as guaranteed.
During the mouth of January and February

Mr Snmerby, in behalf of the Army and
Navy Union, presented the Association with

son

au

order for ordnauce

to

be

purpose as contemplated.
Mr. Somerby also offered

the Rolling Mills made more bar-iron than
ever before in two monthss, viz: 1,907 net tons.
They have sold and delivered in the same
time 1,812 net tons.

condemning

au

article

a

used

for such

a

foolish resolution

published signed

“Veteran.”
The meeting was fairly ettended, harmonious and the most business-like since the
inception of the movement.

Balls.
The Calico ball to be given uuder the auspices of the Samaritan Association will draw a
large and fashionable audience to City Hall on

Democratic Nominations.
At a Democratic caucus inWard One last
Friday evening. While some of the costumes
night David Biruie was nominated for candi
will be very elegant, showing what can be done j date for alderman.
with the fabric in the mautua-in iking line,
The committee appointed by the caucus in
Ward Five last week to select a warn ticket
there will also be many quaiut aud droll
dresses. Excellent music will be provided by
reported at an adjourned caucus last night the
Chaudler. It is hoped a liberal supply of re.
following:
fr^shments will be furnished. Tickets at W.
Alderman—Augustus L. Dnnnison.
Councilman—James W. Plaisted, William
E. Chandler’s, 177 Middle street, near ExH. Moulton, William H Anderson.
change.
Warden—Charles H. Green.
The High School Cadet ball and drill, in aid
Cteik—Charles F. Plummer.
Constables—Oriaudo L. Edwards, Barney P.
of the Longfellow statue, is exciting much
comment.
mence

Cummings.
At a meeting of the proper committee las*
eveuing Frederic Fox and Col. Charles B.

The sale of reserved seats will com-

at Stockbridge'8 next

Thursday.

Associated Chanties.
The rooms devoted to the Associated Charities in City B. ilding presented an animated

yesterday with

were
Merrill
nominated
candioates
for
school committee to fill vacancies caused by
the declinations of Dr. Bray and Dr. Merrill.

ladies at work.
Parlies desiring neat and excell-nt articles of
underwear, either ladies or gentlemen, should
apply at the room daily, from 11 a. m. to 1 p.
in., and they w ll fiud a most obliging saleswoman on hand.

scene

so

man.

Cape Elizabeth.
The Republicans of Cape Elizabeth have
made the following nominations:
Moderator—Jabez Marriner.
Selec men—A. C.

.superintending

profits

of the

School

F. Hen-

Committee—J. S.

Fickett.

Clerk—Jabez Marriner.
Town Agent—Charles H. Waterhouse.
Auditor—R. M. Cole.

musical societies which took part in the concert, their books of music. It was a most gen.
erous act and was fully apprtciated by the association.
It is understood the

Chapin, George

ley, C. E. Staples
Treasurer—R, M. Cole.
Collector—C. D. Trickey.

The Longfellow Concert.
The well known inuaic firm of Oliver Ditson
& Co. of Boston, kindly furnished gratis to the

Lectures.

The lecture to be delivered in the Mechanics
to-morrow night by Dr. C. O.
Files
will attract a large audience from the nature

concert

course

will be about 8500'
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate have
been recorded:
Cape E ■/»beih—Albeit \V. Kelsey to Sarah
A. Knapp, bn of laud.
Falmouth—Jphu K. Wa ts to B. U. Swetr,
lot of laud.
Scarhoro—Freedom Meserve to Annie Burnhum, laud ai d buildings.

of his subject “Our Schools” and the fact that
he is a member of the school committee.
Judge Goddard's lecture on “Constantinopie” will give great pleasure to the audience

The State I iquor Agency.
Me tr... Hoc!*, S'a izey and Cori.ish of the
Executive Cuaucil have been appointed a committee to enquire, into the management ot the

Arrival of the 'ioronto.
The Toronto, Captain Gibson, of the DomiuioQ line, arrived from Liverpool yesterday
morniug at 9 o’clock.
She brought 3 cabiu
and 39 steerage passengers
H* r • xperieuce
resembled in great degree that of the Montreal. She suffered no damage from the storm
but she was iced up to the
She
bridge.

Liquor Agency

the 1)0 ts of the

* Oof .85
.86

Ad bijia are paid. This report reflects credit
on tht management and show* the company is
in g’ood standing.

and

umphs which would turn the head of aDy
youne lady other years less self-possessed, was
we corned to the Globe
Theatre by a very
large and friendly assemblage. In “The Mag19 Slipper” the wonderful child-actress gives a

Special Meeting of the Board of Mayor

state

follows:

..

CORINNE MERHE-MAKERS

v.

ments

upon tbe affections of Chicago
Today he gives a ma inee, as

theatregoers.
well as
aa evening
per'ormance, and it may go without saying that both will draw crowded audiences.
It. is folly to moralize upon Mr. Cody’s
plays and his playing. Ht has captured the
popular heart, kuows how to keep it, and if
that is not an actor’s 'business’ we know Dot
what that business is”.

Ward 6.
Alderman—Albion Little.

CITY

appear in

exchange

the Aoahouse so
to gain
admit-

quited

United States District Court.

Tbe

the outlaws and the sheriff; and the fifth, the
home of Jesse James and his assassination by
the Fords. Tbe performers were well up to

Trickey.

No female should attempt the toil aud drudgery of washday, when itcau be obviated by
the use of James Pyle's unrivalled Pearline.

an

bus-

representing
happy home; the Second, the plains of
the
a
horse
race and a robbery;
Kansas;
third,
the fourth, the lair of the outlaws on the Missouri river, introducing an encounter between

Ward 5.
Alderman—James F. H«wkes.
Council men—Augustine D Smith, Joho H. Foot.
R. Sa uel Rand.
Warden—Rue 1 T. McLellan.
Clerk—J stab II. Drummond, Jr.
Corn-tables—Charles B, Moseiy, Benjamin L.

If you do not feel well try tie Health Lift.
Rooms 199J Middle Street, Portland, Me.

to

their

J. Perry.
Clerk—G. H Libby
Constables- J. H. Crowell, A. M. Sawyer.

We have several thousand testimonials in
favor of Adamson's Botanic Coogh Balsam. It
Cures a cough every time.
Trial size 10 cents.

circus exhibited

play consists of a Beries of seenes and incidents in the lives of Jesse aud Frauk James,
tbe notorious outlaws, the first act

Colesworthy.

T tie
burned

Churoli

same

Fire in Hiram.
graded echo'Ihcuxe
in

yesterday.
was

Vaughan sire t vestry tonight.
Make sure and secure seats for Gough's
lecture onj “Circumstances,” at Stockbridge’s,
while some good ones are left.

at

with power to exumi"e

The

wa

Congregational j

in great danger but
»

Hiram

was

saved,

J

the

Republican City

Committee, No. 12 Market Square, are
day and evening. Every Republican is
ed to call and

see

that his

name

open
invit-

is correctly

on

the voting list. The secretary of the canvassing
committee will be present for the purpose of

furnishing

any information desired.

THE REFORM SCHOOL.

Bearing Before the Legislative Committee at Augusta.

overflowing bouse lust everting, the bandit
iness evidently being a great attraction.

Pray.
Warden—.T.

AUCTION S'LES.
Furniture—F. 0. Bailey & Co.

correctly.

“Waliick’s dramatic

Ward 3.
Alderman—Samuel Thurston.
CouncHmen—David B. Ricker, Horace A. Hallett,
Alfred L. Turner.
Warden—John M. Stevens.
Clerk—Thomas A. Bowen.
Constables R. N. Field, B. K. Heath.

Ward 4.
Alderman—Wm. E. Thornes.
Councilmen—N. E. Redlon, E. 0. Libby. Lewis

House
For Sale—Fa ni.
Dresses Dyed—F<ench Dye House.
State of Maine
W .nted -Fifteen Salesmen.

voters

the lists

on

Tonight the play of “Jesse James, or the
Bandit King,” will be presented at Portland
Theatre. The Milwankee Republican says:

*

^Constables—Edwin A. Leighton, Freeman T.

W Mated

the qualification of

JESSE JAMES.

Clerk—Samue1 B. Grave*.

ENTEUTAIVMENTS.
Opera Season—Ideal Opera Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Towels—Owen, Moore & Co,
Wanted Youug Man.
Wa t« d—C'»ok.
Wanted—Sal**i*raan.
To Let—House.

every day

for the purpose of receiv-

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Zenas R. Farrington,
John F. Liscomb.

Couucilmen—Augustus H. Prince,
Kelsey. Fran kin Simo*ds.
Warden—Milton Higgins.

ADVfilHTI8JBMIliNTB TC-DAY

NfcW

names are on

Herbert G. Briggs.
William M. Bradley,

CITY AND VICINITY.

add

2 to 5

prison oonvicts for nothing under heaven but
a mere

Republican Headquarters.
The headquarters of

of qualified voters in and for the several Wards,
and for correcting said lists
See that your

COMMITTEE,

Ward 3.
Alderman—John C. Tukesbury.

from 9 to

from

whose names have not been entered

Constables—Frank M. Floyd. Israel Hicks.

[Foil Other Local Matter

Saturday night

ing evidence of

CHARLES F. LIBBY.

Clerk—H. K.

aud

o'clocR in the afternoon today
until

FOB MEMBEBS OF SCHOOL

Building

Aldermen’s Room in City
12 o’clock in the forenoon,

Ward 2.
Alderman—1 eonard Jordan.
Councilmen—Joseph Dow, Watson E. Coleman,
Ezra Drew.
Wa» den—Frank H. Plummer.

H. Pierce.

So. Paris A. M. Gerry.

Thomaston, S.

Republicans.

brought large quantities of caustic soda for the
me of fibre companies tin Maine.

The public hearing on the State Reform
School was held yesterday afternoon in Representatives’ Hall at Augusta. There were present the legislative
committee, Mr. E. T.
Stearns of Oxford county, chairman, Thomas

H. Haskell, Esq., and Frederick Fox, Esq., of
the Commission on Reform School, Albion
Little, of the Board of Trustees, J. R. Farrington, Superintendent, and E. P Wentwooth, Assistant Superintendent; besides many
of the members of the present Legislature and
other interested persons.
The first speaker was Thomas H. Haskell,
Esq., who referred to his appointment as one
of the* commissioners, and said that in accordance witn the request of some of the members
of the present Legislature he had made certain suggestions and presented them in the

form of

a bill, which has been referred to the
committee. The State Reform School, he continued, is a State institution. It was established by the State for tbe reformation of juvenile offenders. Society requires that tbe

wilful violation of its laws should be punished;
that punishment it requires for its own securi-

ty and for its own protection, and for its own
benefit. Within a comparitively short time
phiianthopists have seon occasion to consider
how far tbe ends of punishment may be ac
complished in securing peace, quiet, enjoyment
of liberty and property to society, and have at
the same

time

reformatory

sentiment on the part of thoee who
personal knowledge of the matter was
a
proceeding against which his heart revolted.
He then described the system of merits by
which boj8 earn their discharge.
The roles
and regulations of the trustees, the punishments used and the method of recording them
were also explained.
The introduction of a
mechanical industry was very desirable and he
earnestly hoped the legislature would grant the
sum
necessary to introduce it. He described
the present industries of the school, the cane
seating of chairs, work npon the farm and
garden which during tne summer months required a large number of boys, tailoring, cooking, eto.
At the olose of Mr. Farrington’s remarks the
committee adjourned to meet in the judiciary
room at 7.30 o’clock.
At that time they were
addressed by assistant superintendent Wentworth on the proposition of Senator East of
Waldo
and
others
to
substitute
short
sentences
for
the
senminority
tences now required by law.
He argued
that this change would make a peual institution of the Reform School, converting it into a
mere place of detention where boys wonld receive a definite punishment for a definite
crims. Such a changefconld destroy the usefulness of the School.
the early days of
reform schools before tn^ principles
underlying the.r proper management were fully understood short sentences were frequently imposed, As the managers of reformatories became belter acquainted with the work
they
learned that to secure the greatest good to the
iumates all sentences should be during minority, the managers having authority to discharge any boy when deemed reformed, to release him on probation to be returned to the
School if he does not properly conduct himself, to indenture him to any suitable inhabitant of the Stale under certain
specified conditions or to remand him to his alternative
sentence if fonud to be incorrigible.
Boys
sent to reform schools with
minority sentences
remain a sh irter time, on the average, than
those committed on definite sentences.
State
after State abandoned definite sentences to
reform schools as most pernicious in their effects; and now to adopt the proposed change
in the law would be to make a
long step backward in defiance of the
teachings of experience.
He read numerous extracts from the
reports of reformatories in other States and
from papers presented at the National Prison
Congresses to show the soundness of his position.
In referring to the boys now in the
School for high crimes he said that so far as the
management of the School was concerned it
made no difference whether the boys were allowed to remain or not, and if it could be
shown
that
the
greatest good to the
greatest number
their
removrequired
al they should be
at
ohce taken away;
but he had been in personal charge of those
boys every day for mouth after month and he
was fully convinced that
they did not exert an
evil influence upon the others.
He believed
they were as susceptible to good influences as
were
other boys.
Personally he had deep
feeling iu regard to the matter and thought it
would be unnecessary and cruel to send them
to the State prison.
Frederick Fox, Esq., again addressed the
committee, and censured the management of
the School referring to the commissioner’s report. He hoped the legislature would grant
the demand for money and see that some mechanical ii-dusiry was introduced.
Mr. Little tiieu called the attention of the
committee to the importance of establishing a
family house to which some of the better boys
could be transferred, and said that with such a
bouse the trustees would be enabled to make a
more thorough classification
of the inmates.
The committee then adjourned
[By reference to onr telegraphic columns it
will be seen that the committee are inclined to
report Mr. Haskell’s bill with some modificahave

effect upon the
offender. It was to this end that the State
Reform School was established. Unquestionably its purpose was the reformation of youthful criminals rather than their punishment,
aud it is the duty of the friends of the institution to see what are the best methods to be used
for ibai purpose. As the law now stands all
grades of offenders, except those guilty of
crimes punishable by imprisonment in tbe
State prison not for life, may be sentenced to
the Refoi m Sohool if the offender be betweeu
the age of eight aud sixteeu years: aud that
sentence is during his minority. Now it cannot be that boys committed to the institution
for petty crimes are sent there to be punished
for so long a time; they are sent there to be removed from bad influences and example, to be
brought ud in the way of right and truth, and
to become honest, upright citizens of the State.
Wh n these things are accomplished, when
the inmates have been sufficiently reformed,
tbe trustees at ouce release them either by indenting them to suitable persons or discharging them absolutely or conditionally,
Mr Haskell maintained that if reform is the
intended purpose of au institution of this kind
it is no place for offender who have been adjudged guilty of crimes which society demands tions!
should be punished; that it is no pi ce where
DEATH OP AN AGED SHIPMASTER
offenders should be taken aud kept which require from those who have them in charge a
strict surveillance and great watchfulness.
Boys who have been adjudged guilty of man- The Last of the Dartmoor Prisoners of
slaughter, arson, robbery, burglary,etc., should
Portland.
not be sent to this institution by the courts as
they now are. The reason for this is not so
much that boys guilty of these crimes have
To the Editor ej the Press:
proved themselves to be unfit inmates of the
Your paper of to-day brings the announceschool, as the fact that they have been gailty
of offences which society demands should be
ment of tho death at Lisbon ou the 26th inst
and
6uch ought not to be sent there
punished;
of Capt. James B. Moore, aged 91 years.
upon the same level with the truant, the vaI thi k be was the last but one of the Portgrant and the petty thief.
land master mariners, who were born in the
One of the objects of this institution, as declared by tbe law, is tbe instructing of boys in
last century.
mechanical trades. Near him sat the worthy
Oapt. Moore was born at Vassalbcrough
Superintendent aud Mr. Little, now a member
of the Board of Trustees, who has f«r many
July 1st, 1791. His first voyage at sea was
years labored in this institution with great sacmade in 1805, in th.e ship “Frederick” of Portcess for the State aud with great profit to the
land, of 230 tons. She took a cargo of “ton
inmates. He did not wish to criticise the mantimber” to Liverpool. His second voyage was
agement of the institution. He asked the
committee to bear in mind that when this
in the same trade, in the ship Franklin—both
school was first established it was provided
were owned by John Taber.
In 1814 he
ships
with barred windows and cells with grated
was second
officer and sailing-master of the
doors. Every boy slept at night in a cell with
a grated door—locked in.
There were then no
private armed ship Invincible of New York.
distinctions of grade. Now, under the direcShe had been a British prize to the privateer
tion of the trustees, and that list of trustees
Teazer, which brought her into Portland. She
contains the names of some of tbe very best
was sold to a French
merchant of New York
citizens of our State, great improvements have
been made from time to time
Those prison ! who filled her out, and she sailed from Port,
cells have all been removed, tbe boys have
laud in Seplembtr. She was of 450 tone. She
been divided into classes, schools have been eswas built in
France to cruise in the English
tablished and graded in the institution. Now
the institution ought to t<>ke auotber step in
channel in the winter, and was there captured
advance aud establish a mechanical school,
by a British mau-of-war. Her armament was
where the boys can be taught trades. Tnere
fourteen eighteen-pound carronades aud four
are such schools iu Worcester and other cities
where boys can become skilled m the use of
long ujne-pouuders. Afier sailing from Porttools. Cane seating is not an employment suitland as a privateer, the Invincible was within
able to those boys; it does not tend to mental,
a mouth (Aug.
1814) taken and carried into
moral or physical improvement. A room could
Halifax. Her ciew were imprisoned six
be fitted with all the tools and machinery necweeks on Melville Island, when they were
essary at au exnense of about $1250, and in
such a work shop, with one overseer and one
taken in the frigate “Akbar” to Plymouth,
assistant, the boys could be iaught useful trades
England. Of the 260 prisoners in the frigate,
by which they c *uld earn a livelihood when
they leave the Reform School. The total ex- ten died ou the passage. Those remaining
pense of fining up a proper workshop and runwere marched
eighteen miles through the
ning it for two years would be from $3000 to
Blent, to the infamousDarimoor prison, situated
$5000. The State must give up all idea of pein an unhealthy region in Devonshire. WithThere should be no expectacuniary profit.
tion of earning anything by tbe labor of tbe
in six weeks every filth man was dead. This
boys, but simply to give them such instruction
was a
mile in circumference composed
prison
and training as will make good workmen of
of seven separate buildings, three stories high,
t'-em.
It is a-'imperative duty that some employment be introduced that is interesting to and in April, 1815, contained 8,COO American
boys aud that may be useful to them in after prisoners, of whom 1000 died before being
life.
released.
Capt. Moore’s accouut of their
Mr. Haskell said the statute relating to the
preparafion of rules by the trustees for the gov- treatment there was horrible, often producing
ernment of the school was now merely direcrevolts. He was in the yard playing ball when
be
The
tory; it should
mandaytory..
the prisoners werp fired upon by the garrison
school
not
be
under
the
may
always
of 200 troops, under Capt. Shortland. Five
direction of so wise and good a Superintendent
as the present one, aud although
he knew the
were killed and 33 wounded.
The offence was
trustees now had their by-laws, a change in
The prisoners who had formerly had
this:
the wording of the statute would do no harm,
their ball thrown back to them by the sentry,
and at 8<*me future time might prove useful. He
was also in
favor of a board of visitors who
dug a bole under the gate to get it.
should visit the Reform School from time to
At the time of the massacre the treaty of
time and report annually to the Governor aud
peace had been signed, and it was three
Council. He described the present classificamonths after the signing, before the prisoner,
tion of the boys in the institution and thought
a law sufficiently elastic to allow of still furwere permitted to kuow the fact.
Pastports
ther classification, if at any future time#it
in April to those who bad the
were given
should become practicable, would be a desirato
of
whom Capt. Moore was
means
get home,
ble addition to the statutes.
He had been in prison six months.
one.
Commissioner Fox read a letter he had reMoore’s first voyage as master was in
Capt.
ceived from a gentleman living in another
the big Edwiu of Portland in 1818. He couState, which explained the working of the tiuueu in ihe command of several different
Worcester Technical School aud gave the esvessels for two years, when he left the sea aud
timated expense of fitting up a work Bhop
formed a partnership with his brother-in-law.
adapted to tbe ueeds of the Reform School.
Moses I. Plummer. Many will remember the
Albion L ttle, Esq., recently appointed a
grocery and shoe store on the north corner of
trustee of the institution said that when a boy
Fore and Market streets, kept by Plummer
was received at tbe Reform
School for any of
and Moore, where they continued twenty-four
the high crimes mentioned, he felt great apyears. The firm was dissolved in 1844.
prehension as to the result upon the school.
In the great fire of 1866 Capt. Moore was a
The names of such offenses grated upon his
Until within two or three
seyere sufferer.
ear
He had always watched the progress of
years, he has gone regularly to his son’s store
such boys in the school with solicitude, and
street
ou Fore
every morning. His appearance
alwavs kept himself informed as to their mental
drew attention, from the circumstance that he
ability and moral condition, and also as to the
wore his long white hair queued up in a black
influence they were exerting upon the other
rinbou, after the ancient mode, and was the
To his surprise and gratification he
hoys.
last in the city to adhere to that fashion. For
found as a rule that such boys are as easily
the last few years he has lived with his son in
are
as
to
influences
managed,
susceptible
good
Lisbon, where bedied.
aud as well behaved as others.
Neither do
Windham, Feb. 27th.
W. G.
they have auy evil influence on the school so
far as he could learn by inquiry aud personal
At a recent meeting in Bangor of the crediinvestigation. Some ot those boys came to the
tors of the Sebec Woolen Company an offer of
school ignorant, unable to read or write their
25 per cent, was made and refused. The meetown names.
Now they can write letters that
ing adjourned without day. It will be rememwould do credit to any man, and are rapidly
bered that the first offer of the company was
improving in general scholarship.
They ap- 15 cents on the dollar.
pear to he profiting
by the instruction
aud
discipline of the school and he
Stud ley’a dry goods store has been taken posbelieved
that
however great
the crime
committee such boys could oftentimes be re
The goods are besession of by the assignees.
formed. There is no place other than State
ing sold at retail. The sale will last ever a
or
to
which
such
can
be
sent.
jail
prison
boys
few days. There is a great rush for the barA long leim in either, confined with hardened
criminals and treated as adult convicts must
gains being sold.
be treated would not be in accord with the
For bis part
enlightened spirit ofathe times.
The convenience of sending goods by mail or
be could not think it right to take boys ten,
express is well assured by Lewaudo’s Freoch
twelve or fifteen years of age and condemn
them to a penal institution.
If the suggestion
Dye House, 17 Temple Place, Boston, U. 8. A.
made by Mr. Haskell be adopted and engrafted into the laws boys who have Deeu doing
well in the School for two years or more
Die Government Chemist Analyzes two
would be remaudei under the sentence of the
of the Leading Baking Powders, and
court to five and six years In the State prison.
He could not approve of such remaudiug unwhat he iinds them made of
less it be proved to him that their presence in
the School was injurious to the other boys; as
I have examined samples of “Cleveland's
When he
yet, that has not beeu shown.
thought of their bright faces aud pleasant Superior Baking Powder” and
“Royal
woros of greeting he was forced in tbe name of
Baking Powder,” purchased by myself in this
humanity to ask that they be not transferred
to the State prison.
city, and I find they contain:
Mr. Little explained at length the rules of
the trustees which had been approved by the
“Cieveluud’s Bupertor Baking Powder.”
Governor aud Council.
The question of inCream of Tartar
troducing the teaching of trades had been disBicarbonate of Soda
cussed by the trustees for many years but the
Flour
Slate had never felt able to carry on a mechanAvailable
carbonio acid gas 12.61 per cent,
ical industry at a loss.
He wished that the
Legislature could see the need of teaching equivalent to 118.2 oubic inches ol gas per oz.
boys useful trades at the .-'chool. The Tech- of Powder.
nical School at Worcestor is an endowed institution having all the money it can use and
“Royal Raking Powder.”
can afford to do many things that we cannot
Cream of Tartar
do with present meant*.
It would be a great
Bicarbonate of Soda
step in advance if mechanical industries were
Carbonate of Ammonia
introduced. He earnestly requested the comTartaric Acid
mittee to give the matter careful consideraStarch
tion and to reo unmend an appropriation of
Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 per cent,
10 carry out the idea.
j$5000
to 116.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
equivalent
Mr. Little said the management was deterof Powder.
mined to do al in its power not only to have a
Ammonia gag 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
i good Ref« rin schorl in this State, but to have
10.4 cubic inches per < z. of Powder.
as good a »-©*»ool of the kind as can be found in
Note —The Tartaric Acid was doubtless inthe United Slates.
troduced as Iree acid, but subsequently comMr. Farrington the superintendent of the
bined
with ammonia, and exists in the Powder
Reform School made a touching appeal in beas a Tartrate of Ammonia.
half of the boys now in the school for high
e. g Love. Pb. d.
crimes. To him it seemed little short of crime
New York, .Tan'y 17th, 1881.
to me rcerate those boys in the State Prison
for a long teim of years. He had seeD them
at w< rk, at play, and in school day by day
The above shows conclusively that “Cleveand week by week, had watched their steady
land's Superior” is a strictly pure Cream of
advancement in scholarship, in behavior ami
Tartar Bakiug Powder.
It has also been
in morals, and he could not contemplate their
removal to a prison without feelmgs of tbe
analyzed by Professor Johnson of Yale Coldeepest 8< rrow and compassion.
They had
lege; Dr. Genth of the University of Pennsylnever bo n troublesome, their influence was
vania: President Morton of Stevens Institute;
not bad, some of them might be reformed aud
Win. M. llabirshaw, F. C S Analyst for the
and he believed they would he if allowed to reChemical Trade of New York, and other omimain in the school.
To remove them just as
eut
all of whom pronounce it absoj they v ere giving the promise of useful and lutelyohemists,
puA and htalthfule-/TnK's Jtttrnf.l of
a

honorable manhood and

make them State \ Htmi.

AUCTION

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

no

SALES.

Oentecl Furn Dure

»

by

Auction.

TUESDAY’, March 6, at 10 a. m.. at hont*
831 Cong'e-s S.t, we shall ***11 Parlor Furniture, Easy Chairs. Sofas M. T. Table- Oil Paintings
Chromos and Engravings. Elegant' French Clock
Vases. Brussels • arpets, Hat trees, Dining Table
and Cliairs, Sideboard, Regulator Clock, Gilt band
and Decorated Ch ina. Plain French China. Choice
Cut Gla**waro, Stiver Plated T*a Service, Castors,
Ac., Mats, 'Tapestry and Oil C-rpetr, Parlor Stove,
Winthrop Range together uith the entiie Kitchen
Furniture. This furniture is of the best quality
and in line coudition.

ON

TO-DAY
We shall sell a lot of All Wool $1.25
Ladies’ Underwear at 75 cents. These
goods are bargains if not wanted until

F. O. BAILEl’ & CO., AlC’KS.

__<M*

marl

¥. O. BAILEY Sc CO.,

Auctioneers

next year.

Commission Merchant*

and

Salesroom IS Ezcl nnge S«.
#. 0.

batlsy,

o. W. 1IIJW

Regular .ale of Furniture and Genera Mercbam
dlse every Laturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
Consignments solicited

m.

Owen, Moore <fc Co.

m»ri

oct3dtf

MEETNGS

an

M C. M. Association.
STATED Meeting of the Maine Charitable
Association, will be held in tha
Library Room Mechanics’ Hall. THURSDAY EVENING, March 1st, at 7.30 o’clock.
feb27d3t
H. B. SWIFT, Secretary.

A

Mechanics’

DIRECTORY"

BUSINESS

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

PROBATE

Book

SPRING

NOTICES.

To all PernouN Interested in Either of the
Estates Hereinafter Named.
a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland on the
third Tuesday of February, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and eighty-three; the following matters having been presented for the action
there upon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby

AT

1883

istrator.

-1883

-

Executor.

Petition that William H. Looney may be appointed Administrator preseuttyi by Melissa Hadlock, a daughter of said deceased.
MOODY F. WALKER, late of Portland, deceased.

Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate
with
the Will annexed.

presented by Nathan Chaves, Administrator

HENRY C. PEABODY, Judge.
A true copy of the original Order.
SETH L. LARRABEE, Register
Attest:
w3w9

We keep a full stock
of everything belonging to a first class drug
tore.

Perfumes, from
Lubin,

Pinaud,
Piver,
Pontain,

Atkinson,
Coudray.
Wright,
Woodworth, &
Palmer.
Toilet

HATS.

Bazin &

Office of

TRUNKS
BAGS.

Hair &

Rent Wanted.
or

cenouse conven-

>•

ient for two -nutll fninilics.
Address KEvr,
Press Off'ice.

The Broadway SILK
0111. V» e exrhange for

MATS

good

3 mies above ihe
bounded on Royal

Physicians

marleod2w*

A

180 Middle street.

Wanted.
WOMAN as Cook in a Boarding House, good
Address
wages paid to the right one.

COE,
THE
HATTER
197 Middle Street.

Bi »X 31

marld2w*

AN

Cumberland Mills, Maine.

Wanted.
experienced salesman, or

a

young

man

marldlw»

SMART youDg man, fair penman, good accountant.
F. 0. BAILEY & CO..
inarld3t
18 Exchange Street.

FIFTEEN
marld3t

oodtf

School Music!
KOWHERE ELSE

Wanted.

A

feb24

about

1?0 years of age to learn the retail clothing
business at A. F. Hil,L & CO., 482 Congress street,

Wanted.
salesmen wanted immediately at
STUDLEY’S Dry Goods Store.

will find
stock of Elixirs,
Fluid Extracts, Tinctures
Ac.
complete.
Making most of them
in our ow n 3.»Moratory from the; crude materials. using only the
best quality.
Please give us acall,
and
can
save
you
our

village, 6« acres
River, with mill

story house, barn and shoo shop, tine
\oung o chard. 100 bushels app e* Iasi year, rear
scho 1 ami shoe factory plen y of w od and excellent pasture, good neighborhood.
Price $1200.
Apply to VV. H. WALURON.
2

Brashes.

are

stock of Spring Gloves.

Farm for Sale.

privilege,

the establishment of Oliver hit son & Co.
are published so large, so useful, to varied, so brilliant and every tray satitfictory aset of MHJ8IC

than in

money.

guppyT
KINSMAN

BOOKS for

Schools,
Seminaries,
Academics, Colleges.

We here mention, as among hundreds of others,
RE I.I.N,(r>0 cts.) for Common schools
h. O. Emerson as a great favorite, aud one that

&ALDEN,

our

by

For Rent.
April 1st, a de irable rent of seven large
rooni9. with modern conveniences,
in new
block No. 27 State street. For particulars apply to
A. G. DEWEY, No. 30 Exchange street,

ABOUT

marldlw*

Shaving

$3.00. flew

marldtf

laud
IN Freeport,

Sargent,

Robinson & McKeone.

Large assortment of
Tooth,
Nail,
Hand, Clothes,

AND

noiioe of surrender of its charter wdtli the Secretary
of state, its liability to redeem its bills will expire
on the 22 d day of January, 1884.
This is t he publication required by Section 84 of
Chapter 47 of the Revised Statutes
JOSEPH O SMITH,
marlood3t
Secretary of State.

location,

Soaps, from

Lubin,
Cuudray, Pinaud,
Eeckelaere, Colgate,

STATE OF MAINE.

A small convenient rent in

—

FOR EVERYBODY.

AND
STIFF

ed.

tral

Printer*

DRUGS,
ASD

SPRING
STYLES
IN
SOFT

SEWARD P. BARBOUR, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and Codicil and petition for the
probate thereof presented by Erasmus P. Doyen the
Executor therein named.
WILLIAM MORRISON late of Peitland, deceased
Third Acc unt presented for allowance by
William W. Thomas, Jr., Administrator.
SARAII TUKEY. late of Portland, deceased.
Petition that William S. Trowbridge may be appointed Administrator presented by Stephen 11.
Tukey, a sou of said deceased.
FREDERIC T. MEAHER late of Portland, deceased Account presented for allowance by Dennis
A. Meaher, Administrator.
GRACE N. INGALLS & &1. minor children and
heirs of Lucien Ingalls, late of Falmouth, deceased.
Petition for license t*» sell and convey Real Estate
presented by John W. Dana, Guardian.
ANDREW L. WINSLOW, late of Deer* ng, deceas-

NORTH BANK, Rockland, a State Bank,
having on the <5th day of Oc ober. 1877. filed a notice of the surrender «.f its charter with the Secretary of State its liability to redeem its bills will expire on the Gtb day of O tober, 1883.
l’heE'Sl’EHN BANK. Bangor, a State Bank,
having on the 22nd. day of January, 187*, filed a

(1,

CHEMICALS

HAS
THE
NEW

GLENDY MOODY, late of Falmouth, deceased
petition for tha probate thereof presented
by Mary M. Moody the Executrix therein named.
J( iNATHAN CHASE, late of Deering, deceased.
Third Accouut presented for allowance by William
W. Thomas, Jr. Administrator.
FRANK J. WOOSTER & als. minor children and
heirs of John E. Wooster, late of Portland, deceas
ed.
Third Account presented for allowance by
Mary A. Woos1 or, Guardian.
ELIJAH ADAMS, latb of Portland, deceased.
Account pre ented lor allowance by Clayton J. Far-

Secretary of State. I
Augusta, March 1.1883.1

Rmd

PATENT
HATTER
MEDICINES

Will and

The

Binder.

QUINCY,

THE

SOLOMON LOMB ARD, late of Standish, deceast hir and Final Account presented for allowed
ance by Charles Lombard, Executor.
LYDIA HAMILTON, late of North Yarmouth,
deceased, Petit i .n that samuel C. Loring be apjointed Administrator presented by Henry O. Hamilton, a nephew of said ectased.

rington,

A.

Exchange No. II* Cxchnngr Xlrret.

COE

Ordered,

That notice thereof be given to all persons lute*
ested.
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Maine $i»ie
Press, and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at said Portland on the third
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock in
the forenoon, and be heard thereon, and object if
they see cause.
J<»HN SCKIBNER, late of Otistield, deceasedPetition that Llewellyn Spurr be appointed \dmininrator presented by Sarah A. Scribner, widow of
said deceased.
NATHANIEL S. LAWRENCE, late of Pownal,
deceased
Petition for license to sell and convey
Real Estate presented by .James Lawrence, Admin-

Win.

may be universally used. The older books, t;OI.
DEN BOKIN (>0cis.) by Perkins, MERRY
C’H ■ M M (50 cts.) by Emerson, and others, have
a fixed reputation and are
always in demand. Send
for lists!
The Welcome Chorus, ($1.) by Tilden, High
School Choir, ($1.) and Dourit of Niugiug,
($1.) by E erson and Tlldnn. l aurel IV e«*tb,

DRUGGISTS,
Cor.
auU

Congress

& Preble Sts.
«odtf

($1.) by Perkins, Nong Echo, (76 cts.) by Perkins,
and Me (tool Nosy Booh, (60 cts.) by Everest, are
all good and successful collections for High and

Normal Schools. Send f«>r lists.
Well# flly College Collection, ($1) by Morse,
Vucnl Echoes ($1.) Choice I'mom, i$1.) by Til
den. are new and first-class collections for Female

Voices.

—

SB—;•U0T3

AliargCjand 'elegant

astsortment

PIANO COVERS,
ut astonishingly
the

low

{prices

at

Five Hundred Instructors for all Instruments,
including the world-famous RichordMon’M New
Method foe Fiuuof»rte.
($3.26,) and many
thousands of Songs and Pieces, au ays ready for the
Music Depart3ie.nt <>f Semin 4rtes and Colleges
Send for lists! Any book mailed ur retail price.

OLIVER OI L,SON &

CO.,

feb22

EASTER
CARDS!

Bo ston
dTufhS&w

Aii

SPECIAL SALE!

PIANO and ORGAN C.O.
HUDSON
Warerooms of

(Manufacturing Confectioner)

Elegant Assortment
Prang’s and all the

of

prominent Imported lines.
The Latest Styles in Stationery can always be
found at my store.
•

Samuel Thurston
3 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

(No. 3.)

13 MARKET
will'sell

SQUARE
on

SATURDAY, FEB. 17;

WILL YOU CALL!

a

fine lot of

new

made

of nil

—

LIQUORS

Ixindw, In the

ORIGINAL
—BOB

feb‘20

Lillie Juice Tablets,

IMPORTED

WINES &

AT

These

POUND.

go~ds have been retailing at 60 cts. They
thing in Confectionery, and are pure and

are a new

PACKAGES,

wholesome Will be fold in any quantity, either
more or lees than a pound at the rate of

40 Cents per Ponnd.

SON, Importers,

febl6

dtf

tlO.TEWNO. VIIKK STREET, PORT,
LAND, in AIN*.

Also, General Managers for

New

England,

FOR THE CELEBRATED

Summit Mineral

Spring Water,

FRO.T1 UAR1UNON, MAINB.1
a agio
d

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic Coals
Prices.

322

a

Specialty,

at

Lowest Market

Commercial Street,

Brown’s
PORTLAND

31AINE.

aplS-dtf

The Franco-Ainericau Form.
DIAGRAM for cutting
fitting
A VARIABLE
DRESSES for LADIES’
d CHILDREN,
all GARMENTS
from the chou).
and

a>

well

as

depending
The Diagram is very simple, being all figured,
it is adapted equally to PROFESSIONAL ani
HOME use with printed EXPLANATIONS; and is
especially arranged for beginners. Item be learned
perfectl* with leas practice than is required by any
other SYSTEM. It is also bused upon ihe original
tailor system. Full instructions given on and after
Jan. 1 6th. at the MILLINERY Store of Mrs. A. L.
NASH, 463 Congress St. Por tland Me.
MRS. M. E. ALLEN Gen. Agt.
AGENTS WANTED
feblOdeodlm*
as

der.

-A.T

Algernon Stubbs’
ART STORE.

Just Received : A complete line Of
ART COODS, Engraving*, a
large and line assortment,
including ilie latest subject*. 1 make a specialty of Frames,
of whirh I have a large variety.
(Soul (Silt > raming mi all the
latest patterns. Artist matcri Is and all the novelties to

Photographer
Fine Portraits

STREET.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Portland Mq.
detxitf

WORK FOR EVERYBODY
cau

ALGERNON STUBBS.

todtftW

own home in a new
no
is require ', from
c *n be made
One dozen earn plea
do to commence wo* k on
Seo4

have work in your

business where
yOU
day
to lo

8

f
per
free that will
four So stamps for
sent

*0027

specialty,

JxnB

decorate.

26 TEMPLE

a

OPPOSITE FAL9I0LTH HOTEL

OLD STAND OF STUBBS BROTHERS:

Wliarl

Orders weired by Telephone.

codtf

DIRIGO.

—

40 CENTS per

SALE BT—

R STANLEY &

515 CONGRESS ST.

\

dtf

DOT 14

Frank B. Clark,

peddling

postage

and

advertising,

doess, mentioning this paper,r H. HUNT « CO.
vf. ActTB, M*»»
rtbl7dlm

THE FTIESS.
Just as Bad as Ever.
The Boy’s Pa Becomes aa

Only

a

from

Becoming

groceryman
as

Burnt Offering,

[Peck’s Sun.]
Now I have got

“Hal lia!

ing,

Inventor, and

Pail of Cold Water Saves Him
a

to

said the

boy the other mornand jumped up on the

the bad

he came in

counter and tied the end of
to the tail of a

you,”

a

ball of twine

doc, and “sicked” the dog on

another dog that was following
sleigh, causing the '.wine to pay

a

passing

until
the whole ba'l was scattered along the
block. “Condemn you; I’ve a notion to
choke the liver out of you. Who tied that
twine to the dog’s tail?”
The boy choked up with emotion, and the
tears came into his eyes, and lie said he
didn’t know anything about the twine or the
dog. lie said he uoticed the dog come in
and wag his tail round the twine, but be
supposed tie was a friend of the family, and
di l not disturb him. “Everybody lays everything that is done to me,” said the boy, as
he put bis handkerchief to his nose, “and
out

they will be sorry for it when I die. I have
a good notion to
poison myself by eating
of your glucose sugar
“Yes, and you do about

some

that is

mean.

The other

everything els8
day a lady came in

and told me to send up to her house some of
my country sausages, done up in muslin
bags, and while she was examining them she

noticed something
bags, and
asked me what it was, and I opened it, and
I hope to die if there wasn’t a little brass
padlock and a piece of red morocco dog col
lar imbedded in the sausage. Now, how do
you suppose they got in there?” and the groceryman looked savage
The boy looked interested, and put on an
hard inside the

expression as though in deep thought, and
finally said, “I suppose the farmer that put
up the sausage did not strain the dog meat.

Sausage meat ought to be strained.”
The groceryman pulled in about half a
block of twine, after the dog had run agafcst
a fence and broke it, and told the boy
he
knew perfectly well how the brass padlock
came to be in the
was safer to have

sausage, but
the goTid will

than the ill will he offered him
prunes.

thinking
of

a

the

it

boy

haudful of

“No,” says the boy, “I have swore off on
musty prunes. Iam no kindergarten any
more. For years 1 have eaten rotten peaches
about this store, and everything you couldn’t
sell, but I have turned over a new leaf now,
and after this nothing is too good for me.
Since pa has got to be an inventor we are going to live high.”
“What’s your pa invented? I saw a hearse
and three hacks go up your street the olher
day, and I thought maybe you had killed
your pa
jnoi mucn.
mere will oe more than
three backs when I kill pa, and don’t you
forget it. Well, sir, pa has struck a fortune
if he can make the thing woik. He has got
an idea about coal stoves that will
bring him
in several million dollars, if he gets a royalty
of $5 on every coal stove in the world.
His
idea is to have a coal stove on castors with
the pipe made to telescope out and in, aud
rubber hose far one joint, soyou can pull the
stove all around the room and warm
any
particular place. Well, sir, to hear pa tell
about it, you would think it would revolutionize the country, and maybe it will wbeu
he gets it perfected, but he came near burn
mg the house up this morning aud scared us
all half to dt-a h, and burned his shirt off,
and be is all covered with cotton with sweet
oil on, and be smells like salad
dressing.
You see pa had a pipe made and some castors put on our coal stove, and he lied a
rope
to the hearth of the stove, ai d had me put
in some kindling wood and coal last night,
so he could draw the stove up to the bed and
light the lire without getting up. Ma told
him he would put his finger in it, and he
told her to dry up and let him run the stove
business. He said it took a man with brain
to run a patent right, and ma she pulled the
clothes over her head aud lei pa do the fire
act. She has been building the fires for
twenty years and thought she would let pa
see how good it was.
Well, pa pulled the
stove to the bed and touched off the kindwood.
I
ling
gu*-s8 maybe I got a bundle of
kindling wood that the hired girl had put
keroseue on, ’cause it blazed up awful and
smoked, aud the blaze burned out the doors
and windows of the stove, atid pa yelled fire,
aud I jumped out of bed aud rushed in and
he was the scartest man you ever see, and
you’d a-died to see how he kicked when I
threw a pail of water on his legs aud put his
shirt out. Ma did not get burned, but she was
pretty wet, and she told pa she would pay the
$5 royalty on that stove aud take the castors
off and let it remain stationary. Pa says he’ll
make it work if he burns the house down. I
think it was real mean in pa to get mad at me
bee use I threw cold water on him instead of
warm water to put his shirt out.
If I had
waited till I could heat water to the right
temperature I would have been an orphan
and pa would have been a burnt offering.
But some men always kick at everything.
Pa has given up business entirely, and says
he shall devote the remainder of his life
curing himself of the different troubles that
I get him into. He has retained a doctor by
the year, and he buys liniment by the gal-'

ion.”
“What

it about your folks getting up
in the night to eat?” The hired girl was
over here after some soap the other morning, and she said she was going to leave
your house.”
Pa said lie
“Well, that was a picnic.
wanted breakfast earlier than we had been
in the habit of having it, and he said that I
might see to it that the bouse was awake
early enough. The other night I awoke
with the awfulest pain you ever heard of.
It was that night that \ou gave me and my
chum the bottle of picklt-d oysters that hati
begun to work. Well, I couldn’t sleep, and
I thought I would call the hired girls, and
they got up and got breakfast to going, and
then 1 rapped on pa and ma’s door and told
them the breakfast was getting cold, and
they got up aDd came down. We eat breakfast by gaslight, aud pa yawned and said it
made a man feel good to get up aud cat
breakfast by daylight, the way he used to -do
on the farm, and ma yawned
and agreed
with pa, ’cause she has to, or have a row.
After breakfast we sat around for an hour,
and pa said it was a long time getting daylight, and bimeby pa looked at bis waich
When he begun to pull out his watch I lit
out and hid in the store-room, and
pretty
soon I heard pa and ma go back to
bed, and
then the hired girls, they weut to bed, and
when it was all still, and the pain had
stopped Inside of my clothes, I went to bed,
and I looked to see what time it was and it
was 2 o’clock in the
morning. We got dinner at eight o’clock in the morn
np, and
pa said he guessed he would call up the
house after this, so I have lost another job,
and it was all on account of that bottle of
pickled oysters you gave me. My chum said
be had colic, too, but he didn’t call up his
folks. It was all he could do to call up hisself. Why don’t you sometimes give away
something that is not spiled?”
The grocery man said he guessed he knew
what to give away, and the boy went and
hung up a sign in front of the grocery, that
he had made on wrapping paper with red
chalk, which read, “Rot'en eggs, good
enough for custard pies, for eighteen cents

a

was

dozen.”

A Stately Favorite Gone.
The Death of a Creature
Were

He
soft and fine, and of a tawny hue.
had a heavy, black-tipped mane, and a busby
He
tail that gracefully curled at the end.
had a large white cross on bis breast, and
his feet and tail were tipped with white.
They were large and of a Soft brown color.
His hark was strong and resonant and his
He was
growl lion-like in its fiercness.
known to nearly every member of the Socifor
the
Prevention
of
ety
Cruelty to Animals, of which his mistress is a member and
was a familiar figure in the streets of Car-

He had a very rubicund face, suggestive of
dissipated life As he was walking up the
street a gentleman remarked: “That fellow is

was

Whose Virtues

Many and Who Was Without

Vices.
[New York Sun.)
There is grief in the residence of Dr. Gid.
eon E. Moore at 103d street and Kingsbridge

road. “Lord,” a St. Bernard dog of the
original type, and the idol and defender of
the household, is dead. He had been sick
since July last.
His condition was not considered dangerous until two months ago,
when he caught a severe cold. He was tak.
en to the American Veterinary College for
treatment. He did not improve.
His coid
developed into pneumonia. He reseived
constant attention, but skadily grew worse.
On Saturday last he was placed in a carriage
and again taken to the
college. He was
greatly emaciated and could not walk.
His mistress was informed that bis disease was incurable.
To relieve his sufferings it was decided to chloroform him.
Wnen Mrs. Moore left him he tried to crawl
after her, but was too weak.
When the
chloroform sponge was put to his nose he
put up his leet and resisted, but he put
them dowu again when told to do so, and
the chloroform was administered. The body
It will
was sent to Mrs. Moore's residence.
be temporarily buried in the neighborhood,
and finally taken to Hungary for burial.
Lord was born in Chamounl, Switzerland,
on March 15, 1875.
One year later he was
He was thirty-two
brought to America.
Inches In height, and measured six feet
from his nose to the tip of his tail. His hair

mo.”

baldness and eradicates dandruff.
Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts are the best.

cares

The governor must have taken

so

promptly,

a

efficiently,

so

that

efficient and useful than the %fin. Colossal fortunes are built upon his labors by
the dealers and speculators in the fruit of
bis toil, while he enjoys too little of the results of those labors.
I feel that there is
something wrong somewhere, though what
it is I cannot see; but I have faith enough
in your wisdom to think you could teli me,
if you would look at it in the right light. Is
it the middleman, or the purchaser, or the
speculator? Or has political economy anything to do with ii?
I am not thinking lightly on this topic, nor
solely for myself; yet in my own case I cannot sec where we have been at fault.
I am
I have striven
forty-five and gray haired.
for years with all my nerve and strength,
and 30 has my good husband.
We have
practiced economy, self-deni <1, and frugality, along with our bard labor, to a painful
extent. We have done the very best we
could, and our toil has not been adequately
repaid. What we have to sell brings always
too little for what we buy. I can bear ordinary privations, if not with cheerful, at
least with patient submission; but when I
see no hope of anything hut the rneiest rudiments of an education for the bright, bonnie bairns the Lord has given me, without
sacrificing the home itself, I feel that it is
too cruel a Providence, if it be not man’s
injustice. The farmer is not properly paid
or there would not be thousands of mothers

similarly situated.
In vacation, before I left school, and before and since my marriage, I have taught
in rural districts, noth in Iowa, Illinois and
Missouri, where the soil is richer than

here. I’ve seeii many farmer’s children
with exceptionally bright minds, and others of nature’s best gifts. But in a few
years
ignorance and toil have laid their stampjupon them.
The girls marry farmers, and a
very few years changes their blooming youth
to a haggard old age. Where is there so overworked a drudge, with so few recreations
and so little rest as the farmer’s wife?
I would like to go into a few details to explain my meaning, but fear I’ve already
wearied you. Let me just add that the
prices the farmei receives for all products
such es grain, butter, fowls, and fruit do
not pay for the time and labor
expended in
theii immediate production, except for very
short periods in timp of great seal city, when
the benefit is only to the few, and not to the
farmer at large. For instance, butter in the
season of its abundance always
drops to so
low a price as to hardly pay for the labor of
milking, churning and marketing. For the
capital expended in cows and the land devuiru to ineir

maintenance

me

rarmer

is

paid nothing. Let any farmer teli you the
number of days he has worked on any one
crop, and the actual cost of the food his te ,tn
consumes during that time, with the cast of
seed and other expenses, and the prices for
which that crop would sell, or wt>at is actually worth to bis family at market prices,
and he will not be paid over from twentyfive to fifty cents per day and his board.
So it is in everything.
For his capital employed he is never paid. Oh, I have read
the long and labored articles trying to prove
that his home and his firewood, and improvement of property in value, pay for the
amount he has invested. It will not pay for
the stock and farming utensils, let alone the
interest on the price of the land, the chief
capital. The negative argument of improve
merit of hii
property in value is of no actual
benefit to him, unless he desires to sell in
his old age, after the
larger part of his time
has been spent in striving for the comforts
and conveniences of a home, and
begin
again without them.

I have not mentioned the absence of ail
social and religious as well as educational

advantages. This necessarily aris*a from
his isolation, but is nevertheless not the
hast of the deprivations of his hard, hard
lot. There must be injustice somewhere,
when the prosperity and wealth of this vast
country is founded upon his toil, and of all
who enjoy its fruits he has the hardest lot
and the least of its real benefits.
When farmers have neither opportunity,
time nor money for mental culture, it is not
surprising that they are ignorant even of
their own pitiable condition. If there is any
balm in Gilead, I wish you would show it to
me.

Wit and Wisdom.
The poorest shows have the brightest play
man with a
paste ring shows his
hand the most.— Wilmington Star.

bills, and the

Josh Billings says:
“Kext to a clear conscience for solid comfort corns an old shu."
He probably never suffered with a
cough or
cold, otherwise he would have referred to
Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup as being also a good
thing to secure rclM and comfort,

of Chester—New
City
...New
Helvetia..

York.. Liverpool,. ..Mch
York.. Liver pool,. ..Mch
Kansas.Boston..
Liverpool..Mch
Alaska.Neyv York.. Liverpool... Mch
Bothnia. New York. Liverpool_Mcb
Dominion.Portland... Liver pool_Mch
.Meb
Oil., >* asliington. ...New York. Havaua.
Newport.New York .Havaua.Mcb
Advance.New York..Eio Janeiro Mch
Parthia...New York. .Liverpool. .Mch
Alvena
.New York..Maracaibo..Mcb
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool. ..Mcb
Caracas .New York..Maracaibo...Mch
Andes.New York..Kingston &o Mch
Mch
Sarnia....Portland...Liverpool

remarkably honest Chicago doctor sent
certificate of death the other day with his
name signed in the space reserved for “Cause
of death.”—New Orleans Picayune.
a

Congress Yeast Powder contains no alum
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P'PPt_ 3 25@3 50 Pure Gr’d do. 6 75® 7 oU
Wmtergreen.
@3 00 Purs Dry do..
@7 25
Potass
DroAm. Zinc
6 00,®7 30
mide.
38@ 40 Rochelle el. 2 y2®
Chlorate.
3® 3%
20® 25 Eng. Ven. Red
I >dme. 1 75 @2 00 Red Lead.
7@ 7 y2
Rice.
Quicksilver
@ 50
Quinine.1 80@1 85 Rice.
tb....
6® 7%
R
Rhubarb..
76@1 60 Rangoon.
6@6%
Ri. Snake.
25® 35
Haleratus.
10®
16 Saleratus, J? tb
Saltpetre.
6@ 6y2
Sonna.
Halt.
15@ 25
jaro

....

..

Seed. Canary ft 4V9@5V9 Turk’s Island.
Cardamons .2 00@3 OO IP hhd.(bd.)2 00@2 60
.2 00@2 60
xia, bi-carb.. 384@ h*A i Bonaire
Sal.2V2®3
Cadiz. du.pd2 • »0® 2 60
Sulphur.3V2@4% Cadiz.b’dl 1 76@ 2 00
Sugai Lead... 20@ 22 Liverpool.
White Wax... 60@ 65 Duty paid 1 87 @2 25
3 50® 1 75
Vitrol, blue... 10@ 11 In bond
V anilla,
Gr’ad butter.. 16 p box
lean.10 00@12 00 Liv. fine sack. 1 25@1 75
..

Cassia
Cloves

8 oz......
10 oz.
Fi*h.
Cxi, per qti..
.6
Shore
it’ge
L’ge Bank....6
..

pure.28

95
24

85@
22@

Htarch.

50@G 75 laundry

< 0a6
'•mail.4 75 a 6
P »llocn.4 00@6
Haddock. 3 00 a3
Hake...
3 0U@3

25
00
'*0
60
2

oy2@

9

Hhot.

Drop
@ 7y2
Buck.
@ 8%
Teas.
Souchong.... 25@ 45
Oolong.
Herring,
25@ 30
Shore,.$>bbl.. 4 50@5 00 do choice. 46® 60
25®
Seal
box.
Japan.
30
27(a30

I8@22i

No. 1

Mackerel,

Bay
Bay

No. 1.
No. 2..
@
Shore No. 1.14 75® i 6 Bo
No. 2..11 76@13 001
Large 3 ....9 76@11 00|
Medium.8 75®10 001
Small
t
@
C'am bait... 4 00@ 5 0

Gunpowder.
4 u0@
Blasting
....

Spirting....

6

liny
Pres’d^tonl 2
Loose.13

26@

8
Lime.
Per cask.

Straw.

choice.
Tin.

35@

60

Strait
25 @26
..25 @26
English
Char. LC.. 7 00® 7 60
Char.I.X... 9 00@ 9 76
Terne.6 75@ 8 75
....
..

Coke. 5 60@ 6
18®
4ntimonv...
Zinc.-*--. 7 00@7
Tobacco.
4 25 Best brands.
60@
6 60 Medium....
60®
Common....
36@
Half tb.
@
80 @
Natl Leaf...
Varnish
Damar.1 75

Cement.
Flour.
Supertine and
low grades. .3 25@4
X Spring and
XX Spring.. 6 25@G

00
20
25

24
lots

...

Hutier.

»v*

aud

W. II WALDRON,
180 Mid

le Street.

Suburban Kes deuce tor Sale.
Peering, 2 miles from P> rtland, first clwss
IN buiidin
s ell aid shed, with
largo stable all
connected *n good as new. Wa»er in house and
stable. 7 acres best land, cut lo tons hay Iasi year,
nice orchard, full view of Portland. One-half can
remain on mortgage. Must e s Id, as he owner is
going west. Apply to W. H. WALDRON. 18o

The bottom is out.

Middle Street.

feb26eod2w*

SUBURBAN
FOB

RESIDENCE

_S^ IiB.

he late Rev.
Lincoln ^t.,
|
Peering Contains tine garden
and fruit trees. For particulars apply to
ZE AS THOMPSuF, Jr., or
FRED H. THOMPSON, 36 Union St., City.
desirable

very
Zeuas Thompson,
THE
Wo dforu’s Coiner

dence of
situate
on

res

feb22_dtf

FORJSALE.

re.

!

of the most desirab'e Rouse lots in town;
high l*n 1, sandy soil, good view. This land
i-situated on Brown street. between the thriving
villages of Saccarappa and Cumberland Mills. Plan
of 1018 and terms can be obtained of
J. C. KNIGHT, Saccarappa.
feb7
dOw*

SOME

^LE»$1,50oT

FO R

HOUSE No. 84 Quebec St. New
and in good repair, 7 rooms, 4
clothes presses, pantry and Sebago.
Enquire at 117 Congress Sr., or af
th premises.
J. N, MARSH.
febOdim*
For »ale.
of the best liouseiots iu Portland, has a nice
si able and stone for cellar now upon it;
w ill
sell on time and -dvance $25001» help build a good
house on the premises
For particulars ca'l on
L. TAYLOR, 386 Congress St.
jan22dtf

ONE

TO LET

Tub, ^ lb .128/8@12y»
Tierces.. 12%@ 2%
Pail .12% a.13 VA

Heeds.
Creamery.30@Hc
Gilt Edge Ver....30 31c Red Top.3 50®4 00
Choice..24@26c| Timothy.... 2 26@2 50
Go^d.20@21c Clover.16@15V2c
Raisin**.
Store.
18@19c
Muscatel.2 10@3 10
f’heene.
Vermont
13Viol4Vi London Lay’r 2 7 >@3 On
N V Fact’y 14V2@15
JnpluraVal ...,ll@12c
Apple*.
Oranges.
EaHng^i bbl. .3 60@4 001 Valencia.o 00@6 50
Evaporated p ft .1#@19' Florida.4 00@4 50
Dried A pples... 8 V* @9
J Messina.2 60^3 0
9
Sliced
@9 Vi Palermo.3 0l»@3 25

l.emous.
Mnifitr.
Granulated It* lb
9*4 Messina.3 00® 4 00
Extra C.8% Palermo .3 U0@3 25

ON convenied

good yard, a
SHAW, 160

cars
very
t lower rent of 8 rooms; gas. Sebago
stabie if wanted. Apply to H. H.
Mid ilo street.
feb24 <lw

1

j

To Let,
frHREX floors In store No. 446 Fore street, with
I
steam power. Apply on ih»* premises.
R. DUMIAM & SON.
Jan 12d tf

I
on

or

Inquire
19 Gray stree t.

Houlton.86® 90

Maine Central.
Grand Trunk

Prolidcs,

Eastern.

80@85

80^86

80
80
80
76

Burbanks.‘

Grand Trunk.
Jacksons and White Brooks.

Portland Daily
Coreefed by Woodbury & Moulton, Investmen
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Par Value
Ask
Offered.
Descriptions.
State of Maine Bonds.
112Va 114Va
..120
Portland City Bonds, Municipal.100
..121
Port’and City Bonds, aid R. K.107
100
..102
Bath City Bonds
..111
Bangor City Bonds, 29 years....109
Ill
Calais City Bonds.109
Press Stock List.

VERRILL,

G.

jan

a

..167

..120
..161
..106
Portland Company.100
..61
69
Portland Gas Company. 60
110
100.... 108
CMoan Insurance Company
..111
V. & K. R. R. Bonds. 109
..125
Mafne Central R. R. Bonds 7’e.123
.113
Leeds & Farmington R.R.b’ds 100 —112
..114
Portland & Ken. K. R. Bonds, 100... 112
B
&
R.
B.
Falls
Roc<»*vor
Knmford
111
1st 7s....199
P »rtland & Ogdonsburg R R at Gs.,1061/*.. 108Ma
1U7
r jrtlaud Water Co., le...
...

..

...

1(^0 |
'm I

..

"i.

8»..........

..;::iio

Miuitvd 'l ickriK Aral and aecoud clan far
John and (Snlifax unmlc at reduced
rate*.
PA v SON TUCKER, Gcn’l Supt.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
Portland. <»ct 16. 1882
octlBdtf

Boston & Maine

Railroad,

•"’ALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Monday, Oct. 16. 1882,

PASNENGEKTRAINN Wll.l, lAAVG
PORTLAND for RONTON
,-BK!S!fSMSa»t 8 46 a. m„ 1.00 and 3 3o n. m..
££g£)Hi(gjpSarrlvtng at Boston at 1.15. 6.10

or

W. J. SPICER. Superintendent.

is

Canton for Portland
and
4.16 and 9.30 a. m.
Leare Portland for Canton. at 7.30
a. m. and 1.80 p. m,
Leare Lewletoc at 7.10 a. m. and 1.67 p. m.
Stage connection, wltb Byron Mexico, Dlxdeld
Pom. Lirermore West *umner and Turner
'fHS HAVFORI
Sum
Portland. Oct. 16, 1882
octl4dtf

/Steamers!

saitr of

over

section of

_FARE

dtf

ALLAff LINE
Royal Mail Steamships,
Performing
between
& Glas-

‘orvice*
Liverpool
gow, and Halifax, Portland, Boston & Baltimore,
with calls at Jhoville, yueenstown, Galway &

Foyues.

s

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
by

a

sale uncqualed

any other alcoholic distillation have

iusured for it the reputation of

claimed for it.

salubrity

for sale by all Druggists

and Grocers.

18 BEAVER
JyS

STREET,

_•<11

PDRE COD

Dr. J£. C. West’s Nerve and drain Treatment, a guaranteed specific for Hysteria,

.

Dizziness,

Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache,
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco, Wakefulness, Mental Depression, Softof the Brain resulting in Insanity and leading
ening
to misery, decay and death, Premature Old Age,
Impotency, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contains one month’s treatment. $1. a box, or
6 boxes for $5.<)0; sent by mail prepaid on
receipt of
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case._ With
each order received for 6 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will send the purchaser our written guarantee

OIL^

AND

^
LIVER

LME.^J

IVilbor’w (’od*MTfr <*il nn*J l<i"»c.-THc
friends of persons who have been restored from confirmed Consumption by the use f th soriginal prep*ra ion, and the grateful t arties themse ves, nave
by recommencing ii and acknowl* dging i s wonderful efficacy, given the article a vast p pulaiTty in
• he Cod Liver Oil is in
his combiNew Em land.
nation robbed ot its unpleasant tast-, and rendered
th*- lime,
in
ed
with
effective
being
coup
doubb
which is 8 if arestora iv.- principle, -upplying ua
to
heal and
a-sistance
the
required
v.ith
ture
just
restore the diseased Lui.gs. A. B. Wilbob, Boston,
all
Sold
by
droggiste.
proprietor.

to

_

\

febZii

mencing

The

<

k, resumed, com-

Feb. 2

18s3.

,

HieSt«an-.«rCITV nf RICH
Capt Dennison, will
leave <.Hilro«* * arf, l ort)u>d
«» 11.16
or on arrival of Pul
man train from Boston, every (* i«iu
rveuimg
to
Om
Cuxiiut
ImI*
8e"fc».
K<M-kliii>ii,
WM-I.We We»* | and H
Ifinrhoix. Til De•vrt)
Jvscnpuri ttud Tl«»rhiu*part.
Hem rating will ’eave Wacbtaspor' pr«»y n«n
Jny Tiornina, ai 4.3< touching at intermediate
landings, irrivnij, in WovGand ■•ame evening, ioniic i g *i f Pu Irrk n Right Train for K .-mn,
Passengers will not be distu b*d until moruiug,
unless wishing to take Pull ft an Train.
I he Its It HUOiXO will co> nec> atSS«*cklnvd
with Boston A Bangor S.S- Co’s >te*
s ror i<no
gor and River Lar-dings, «very Sa’urday morning.
t’O
I Hi N- W KST- Connects Mondays foi Bostouand re reive passengers from Huogor and River
Landings for I'onlnu '.
All communications by mail or telegraph for
rooms should be addressed to

MOND,

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
From BOSIOJI

Every Wednesday and .Saturday.
From PHILADELPHIA
Every 1 uesday and Friday.
From I.ong Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
*
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.. and
South Dy connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

p

Philadelphia,

mission.
Passage TVu

de31tf

Dollars
Ruuntl Trip 919*
Meals and Room inc tided.
or Passage apply to
E. It. SAM NON, A&mt,

ALL desiring to

-, Dec.

nd for friends In the Old Coun-

try will sav*‘ money by having their prepaid
steerage tickets at the General ocean steamship
t’ffi e, No. 22 Exchange Street, don’t mi take the
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive at present reduced r te* by t> eCutia>d •« d other fast first
class mail steamers coming direct across t e ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream route, thus
avoiding all
dangers from ice and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown Londonderry and Belfast f-r $2 .CM; Dubliu, $22.CM; London, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway. $<4.00; Hamburg Antwerp Havre, Manhelm, Ams'erdam, Rotterdam Paris, Bremen and Har ngen, $27
CM;

Copenhagen, Christiana, Christi isand, Bergen,
Trond« jem, Gotebo g. Mali no, $4>8 *0; ch 1* ren un

SYMPTOM.
Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.:

TOl.ougWhnrf liwion.

CHEAP OCEAJV TICKETS.

REMOVED EVERY

derltf half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ.L. FARMER, A*ent,
change at low rates.
22 Exchange St.
jan 24dtf

29,1881.

I have delaye • thus long in
writing because I wanted to make “assurance double
sure” in the trial of S. S. S in my own
case,
a» d am most happy to report that it has entirely eradicated every sympt in of the disease from my system.
Had I followed the
advice of Tom Swift in years goue by, it
would have saved me ten years of intense
suffering. 1 have not felt the least return of
the disease, find can fully and truly recomme d
s. S. S. to all suffering from the
scourge, and especially to he physicians in
Macon, wlie knew my condit on; and when
can positively as ure them that it has not
only relieved me o* pain, t»ut has en’irely removed every s\mtom of the disease from my
system, it ought to convince even them of its
infallible
name to
he pubqualities.
do not
ashed
wish
but you
a e free to show my letter to those who
formerly kn w of my coi dition. It Ja a shame
th«.t human kind snould suffer from the
prejudice* of physicians to anything not laid
down in the text-books. Let me assure you
of my gratitude and believe ne ever.
Yours truly,
R. C. M.

Maine

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.

Steamers E(ean*»ra and Franconia

Will until further notice leave F anklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at d
p. m., and leave Pier 37, East kier, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, hi 4. p. ra.
These steamers are fitted up with tine accomodations for passengers making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maino.
the s immer mouths these
steame-s will touch at Vm yard Haven on their pasto
and
from
New
York
sage
Passage, including
State Room
meal- extra, Gol ds desi ined beyond
Portland or New York, forwarded to destination at
once.
For further imormati u, apply to
HENRY FOX.General Agent Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Her 36. E R. New York.
Tickets anti State Rooms can be ohtaiued at 22
Exchange Street Er-m Dec. 1, to May i.nopaeseugers will he taken by this line.
dec5dtf

Daring

PACIFIC MAIL 6. 6. CO.
FOB

weeks ago I was afflictvery aggravated type of B ood Disor

five

ed with a
I commenced using S. S. S. and after
taking the first bottle fe t so much relieved
that I b u^ht five more, aud am glad to
say,
after using tour of them, that 1 am entirely
cured, previously htving been under medical advice for several months,
C. G. R. Richmond, Va.
ease

i'hilnrielpbia

BEBK3 3X3.

steaii

ROUTE.

CALIFORNIA,.

JAPAN,
Sminmin

Sandwich

New
A naira II a.

£

II IN A.

Zealand

and

Steamers sail from New York on 10th, 20th and
30tb of each month, carrying passengers for San
Francisco and all of the above ports
Steamers sail from San Francisco
regularly for
Japan, hiua and Sandwich islands, sew Zealaxd

If you doubt, come to see us. and we will
CURB YOU, of charge nothing! Write for
pa’ 4culars and a co y of the little book
‘•A
a&g© to the LTnfortunate Suffering.”
Ask nv Druggist as to our standing.

Trains. Deuble Track Sic ne Base; 5

dtf

For Freight

F t passage apply to LKVR&
ALDEN, General
Passenger Agents, 15 State St. Boston, and E. A
WALDllON, 4o txebange St., T P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St. or for passage or
freight toH &
A. ALLAN, Agents No. 1 India
St., Portland.
febd
d ju2

About four

GEORGE L. DAY,
General Ticket Agent, Portland

CUSHING, General Manager
Portland. Dec. 7, 1882

E.

Port I and for Liverpool.

t’Jiiladelphia <Sc Rendin;* R. FI.
AND BltEEM STHEETS,

Sew

York and
NKW

Philadelphia,!

Australia.

an

For Freight, Passage,
sailing lists
information, apply to or address the

ter 1

and further
General Eas-

Agents,

L. L. RABTLCTT A- 4 0.,
II Slate Street. c«i Broad Hi., Oonicu
or to W. D. LITTLK & CO.,
**»38<U/
31 ffzohan^c St.. Portland.

By $1,000 Rtf WARD will be paid to any
find, on analysis of 100
bottles of S. S. S., one particle of Mercury,
Iodide of Potassium, or any Mineral substance. SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Proprietors, Atlanta, Ga.
Chemist who will

Way, U.,V.
Kxcnc-aion. 4.<K

ENBLAND ACBSfV,

%V»slitii«ton Ntmx, Boston.
U. P. BALDWIN
*+en. Pass. 4tfent r.. p. r o

Mize,
Large Mize,

.,1

wWiirZirU

$1

Price of Small

Eastern Railroad.

MOLD
D0V9

BY

ALL

ALLAN

OO

QUEENSTOWN, GLANGOIV.

1 73

LONIIONUKRBV and

GALWAT.

DRrOGINTM.

PREPAID
PASSAGE
CIRTIFI.
CATES 'or Friends auo Relatives from tin ui, f>
• OUN I RY, to any Railroad S'ation or Steamboat Landing in the tJoited states. The
only Line

ThS&Tulw

I

W AY.
The steamers are unsurpassed for safety and speed
and are fitted up with all improvements conducive
to the comfort of passengers. Cabin, S.iO, SJO
and S80.
Intermediate, * IO

This

plaster Is fafor its quick
action in
“dbearty
OB A CTCD
rbAO I UN | curing Rheumatism
Sciatica, Kidney Disease, Lame Back, Side or Hips,
Sharp rains. Pleurisy, Heart and Liv
Troubles,
Stiff Muscles, Sore Chest, Cramps, and all pains or
aches In every part. It soothes, strengthens and

J

I mous

w

Steerage, prepaid
Applyto E. A. VY 1ERR0N.40 Exchange St
r •*. McliOWAN, 4S4J Congress
St, Portland
®r I. FVE & A EDEN, 1 <3 State
St., boston.
J*®18
dtmyl

i

Train* leave Portland
At
9 a. an.
Rlddoford

Daily (Nigbi Pullman) for Saoo,
Keunebuuk, Kittery, Portsmouth
Newburyport. Satom, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special
at«.30a. m.
Bleeping Car will be
road* for 'xwmpanev In Portland station, at 9.00
p m. (Sunday uights lip. m., and is attached to

-H—

Anp

* V

4NTERXAT10HAI. STEAMSHIP CO.

VlsCH I
C||A/\PCC
O 1/
Ei 0 SB

I'astport, Me., Calais, Me.. St.
Jeini, N. B„ Halifax, M. S., *c.

<$^<S>

—H—

WINTER ARBUNGEMESITS,
TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

-H—

ON AND AFTER
’SON.
DEC. 4th .'tcam««
of
Ihu Ain.
will
AwSSmsSl l,.a»e Railroad Wharf,
of
foot
State
street,
every
Monday
and Thursday, at 6 p. m., for Eastport and
John, with connections for Calais. Robbinston St
Andrews.
Pembroke Boulton, Woodstock Grand

_9 DAT,

“Ja!l*S?3*naa»

_

F. E. WALLACE & CO.
(Members

of the

Boston Stock Exchange,)

s{

4.‘* Devonshire* St., Bonton,

\fenan, Campobelle, Btgby, Annapolis, Yarmouth
Windsor, Hallfas, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst’
Plcton, uhedlac,
Batbnrst, tvalheusie
char
lottetown fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othei
stations on the Neu Brunswick and Canada Inter,
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis. Western’ Conn.
Bee. Rail Roads, and Stage RonU,.
ET-Frelght received up to 4 p. m. and
Information regarding tlie s:uno may be had any
at the

TELEPHONE STOCKS
BOUGHT AND SOLD.

Car*.
trains
On
9.C0
m.
leaving Boston, at
12.30 and 7.00 p. in. and trains leaving Pox land
8.45 a. m., and 1 p. m. (Through Pullman Sleep
in* Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. xn

«®b3

!>«*.

Correspondence Solicited.
dim

F.

It.

fii;\K^OA

Ktaorelon Rontes, Tickets
P'ppl, a

o2SU^?omSd4f?u^rh»«ffi“t,on
C.HKF6EY rresident,

has opened n.u office in
Portland
and can be

!

found at

11

No. 27fi Kiddle HU

*__

and

Manager
dtf

over Edward*? and Walkera* I lari I v» arc More f»om
!?Imb*. I‘w io T!or< ‘jQ,

FISTULA AND PILES

DODD’S

N«m«j»ap.r Advertising Agency,

A

where at 29 cents.
Hop Plaster Co., Sole Manufacturers.
Mailed on receipt of price.
(!)
CARTER, HARRIS A HAWLEY, Gen Agts, Boston.

Parlor

at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to nil point* We*i au<{
South may be bad of J, M. French. Ticket Seller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car (Ticket* for Meat* tail
rI V>ev«i Ticket Office.
New, flret class dining room at Portsmouth.
Thr >ugb trains stop 10 minutes few meals.
LUCIUS TFTTLR,
General Passenger and Ticiet Agent,
O. W. 8 ANT JOHN Vaster Tre,n*i'< rtstlnri,
oc!6

the

stimulates

parts. Sold by
druggists, every-

tliis train for Boston.
45 a. m. for Cape
A’

and Portland

MU

taking passengers DIRECT FKO.R Gil-

■

At 9.00 a. m. and arrive In Portland at l.OU
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive m Portland at 6;0j
p. re. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), hud arrive in Portion
at 11.00 p. m.

FROM

PORTLAND TO LIVERPOOL

-w— <^>

Elizabeth Scarboro, Saco,
Biddelord, Kennebunk Wells, North and South
Berwick. Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Coo wav Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Uoockort,
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
A I p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, '-aco.
Bl deford. Kennebunk. Wells, No. Berwick, So.
Berwick, Conway Junction, Kittery. Portsmouth,
Newrburyport,**alem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston,
arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting witb Sound ar J
Rail Lines for all Southern and Western points.
Train* leave l5o*ion.

LINE

EVERY ALTERNATE T1UT.SDAY

FALL, ARRAIWOEMENT,
T'oniuieuciug Sunday, Octobrr 15, 1882.

Pullman

^WTiMivsroirpoumOP
^TREATMENT**”]

avoiding

-w rates.

dly

One Trip per W

—

via Halifax.
Sarmatian Capt. Graham,
15 Feb.
Nova Scotiau, Capt. Bicbardson
1 Mar.
For Olasgotv Direct.
Manitoban.
on or about 2'>th Feb.
Nestorian
on or about 6tb Mar.

public

country of Udolpho Wolfe

the uiedieai faculty aud

sail from

—

TSS1H

ra*‘2rttlt

30 years duration in every

our

1

FOR KT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

$1.00.

The favorite Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave b RANK I.IN
WHsRF,
Portland at 7 o'clock p. m. and INDIA
WHARF,
Boston, at 6 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminder! that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenienoe of arriving in Boston late
at night.
By Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Kail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freigti* taken as usual.
J. fit. tOYLE Jr., General Agent.

superior to every
A

BOSTON

\

Phitarielphife.

BKUOH

at

tlillbriilf(«,

STh AMKHS

STATION IN NE« Y08K •£.*&» Si.

BOUND

routes

$80 and $80; Ex-

niV I EU AKIUAGl iUEKT

'^•;rrf5?iS;|Lewl,ton.

-BETWEEN-

#11

other causes,

other alcoholic preparation.

oct7dtf

Deafe

.1

remcsoutherly

all dangers from icebergs Cabh
cursion $llo and $14 ; Steerage
sailings are as foil 'ws:

IRAXldROA]^.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
Manners running between Portland and Bangor
•tocklaod, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Kastport,
St .John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand frank
Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdeuburg trains at Trans•or Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Booms at
Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Laurence and
oston
I HKOUGH TICKETS to all
points West and
South may be had of M. I.. William-, Ticket
aine Depot, and at Cuiou
gent, Boston ft
ricltrt Office. 40 Exchange St.
J. T PUKBEK, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Ageut, Portland.
oct!3

or

•

del9

Itiiiiiford Falls & Bnufcflelti

Portland For Boston and Way stations at
1.00 p. m Boston For Portland at 8.00
p. m.

*>u* sicicecn (At any railroad
boat office to New England) rin

dly

Republic.Jan.

and

aeuthw.il.
JtiSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.

..

a

^

Germanic.Jan. 20 | Baitic..Feb. 1
26 | Brttania .Feb. 10
For sailing li ts, cabin plans, passage rates and
drafts, apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.

Nan Fruaci.co,
and all [iolnta in the

MCNDAV TRAINS.

•offlss

FOR

Hat« reduced for Fall and Winter Thw»e uteamers take the ex

Dearer,

ELL at B.45 a. m., 1 Oo anil 3.3" p, m
FOB
NEW MARKET at 8.45 a. m
3.30 p. m.
FOB BOCH ENTER and FABHINGTON.
N.H.. 8.45a. in., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOB
ALTON It a V at 8.46 a. m., 3.30 p. m.
FOB
JI ANCIII ST* B AND (
ONCOHDN.H.,
(Via Lawrence)at 8.46 a.m. (vl. New Market
■let.) at 3.30
m.
p.
HORNING TRAIN
LEAVES! KENNEBONK FOB PORTLAND at 7.25.
NOTE-The
1.00 p. m. train from Portland
will not stop at Scarboro
Heach, Pine Point, Old
• nchard
Beach or Well. except la
Take
F-taar.agera For Ho-ton. Parlor Carson all
through trains. Seats secured in advance at
1 ►(spot Ticket iffleo.
1rf?~ be 1.00 p. m„ train from Portland connects with steunri l.inr Nieanxer* for New
Vork and all Kail Lines for the
West, and the 3.30
p m., train with all Mail Lines for New Vork
and the South and West.

AND THIKD AND

sale of i*sssage tickets by the White Star,
Cunard. Anchor, '-late, American, Red Star,
North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian liues, all first class
last pass-tge Hteamers to at d from all p-ints in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin art! steerage ou. ward and
prepaid tickets fiom Portland at lowest L.rates.
EuSt^erag*' prepaid tickets from inland places
rope* to inland places in the United States. Sterrates.
lowest
at
ling and Scandinavian exchange
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plaus, circulars, sailing schemes
&c. and other information app y to -I L. FARMER
Agent. 22 Exchange at. P. O. Box 979.

INDIA NT.

Cinciuuati. Nt. I.oai.. Omaha, *agiaaw
Nt. Pual, halt l.alie City,
Won

BAOE.

WHITE STAR LINE.
0 8>. aaA Royal Mail Steamers
to Liverpool V ia Queenstown.

Tickets sold at Reduced Kates.
Detroit, < bicago, dlilwauhee

DOVER,
EXETER,
HAVERHILL,
LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND LOW-

Stations iu

PI

|anlO

To Canada.

Northwert,

from

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.

-ANDDEPOT AT FOOT OF

sailing

.$9 .00 G Id.
Cabin, return.
For urn-sage, Ac
appiy » >AVID TORRANCE,
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight OffiuoHxltmyi
ces, foot of India street.

74'EX« RANGE STREET

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aroinutic Schnapps

a. id..

6.10 p. m
Our)-,.

a. m.,
and

Dates of

Cabin.$60.00 Gold.

TICKET OFFICEN

3F-A3FUES,

corrective of water rendered impure by

as

Auburn, 8.40

and

Montreal.

-ami 8.0(1 p. m.
BOUTON FOR
PORTLAND atfl.no a. m., 12.30 and 3.30
p. m„ arrivingat Portland at 1.00, 6.00, and 8.00
m.
FORT* AND
p.
FOB 8CARBORO
REACH, FINE
anil
OI.D
FOINT,
OKCBAKD
BEACH,
8 45
a.
m.,
3.30
and
5.40
ni.
p.
FOB
(See note)
NACO.
BIDDEFORD AND KENNEHUNK at 8.45 a. m., 1 00, 3.30 and 6.4" v “.
fOR WELLN at 8.46 a. m., 3.30 p. m. (See
note.) FOR NORTH B *- RWICIA, NALHOx
FALLS!.
GREAT
FA! LSI.

New tork.Tremon &

their frieuds.

Portland to Liverpool:
BROOKLYN, C«pt. Williams.. .22 Feb.
MONTREAL. Capt. Rouchelle..IMar.
TuRONlO, Capt. Gibson.8 Mar.

*

SMEW YORK.

refund the money if the treatment does not effect
a cure. J. C. Webt & Co~ Proprietors, issue guarantees through H. H. HA & CO., Druggists, only
agents, rcrtwnd,Me.,junction Middle anotxcc £u<

*For Portland only.

s.

general beverage and necessary

vegetable decoinuosition

ffrewinton

12 35 p. m
Pullman Palace Slooplug Cars on night trail and
Parlor Care on day tiaiu between Portlain. and

Bound Brook Route.

SCHNAPPS.

y**—

..171
..164

From

12.35, 3.15 and 5.50 p.m.
From Ourbnu, mixed. 9 40
From Chicago, Moatrea

Cars attached, run daily,
Sundays included. between Boston and Bangor
Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skow
began Sunday Morning but not Monday.
Does
not. run to Dexter Belfast,
Bucksport, or St
John Snndav morning

Odtf

Schiedam Aromatic

rey. from Pensacola for Boston.
Feb 20. lat 28 42 Ion 71 37, barque John R Stanhope, De Winter, from Rio Janeiro for New York.

..59

ASRIfALX.

a. ra.

'<■

bringing out

cf

DIPAKTIIBGN:

Sleeping

t

WOLFE’S

As

Railway of Canada.

after MON DA V, October ti3<l
train, will run a, follow,.

Augusta. Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40
p. m. The Nigh' Pullman Express train at 1.60

****

a:

novl3dtf

—

BELOW

w.

thispo»tana
^JMsw—iPBLa .iverpool. The vessels are Clyde
built, full powered and have superior accommod*-tlon for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are Issue* 1 at reduced rate to those desirous

:

Fer Auburn and l.ewiatau, 7.20 a.
m„ 1.16
and 6.15 p. m.
For Uarbam. mixed 7.40 a. m.. and 4.00
p.m.
For Montreal, Quebec and Chicago 1.30
p. m.

for

the Post OfHce where all the large
Wholesale obbing Houses are located in dry
*oods, Fancy and other • lasses of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick «nd Iron Safe, Elevator, Counters. Tables, Gab and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect, repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E THOMPSON J64
Brackett St. where the keys may be found.
oct2
dtf

...

Cumberland National Bank.. 40.... 66
Canal National Bank.....100.... 169
first National Bank .100.... 163
Casco National Bank.100. .166
Merchant’s National Bank... 75.. .118
S ational Traders’ Bank...... 100 ....159

ON 1*89,

can
Middle or

TuLET.
Store to. 117 & 119 Middle St,

riPOftEN.
Feb 4. lat 11 N Ion 119 20 W, ship Win G Davis,
Wood, from San Francisco for Liverpool.
Feb 19, lat 16 31, Ion 36 30 W, barque Samuel B
Hale, from Portland or Buenos Ayres.
Feb 23 off Carrvsfort, seb Morris W Child, Tor-

Early Rose, ^bush—

and

at 12.40 and 12. 45 p.
trains
from
Waterrille,

afternoon

frnrnmThe
between
fortnightly
I

SITES OF

Desirable Residence To Lei.
State Street, rental
house
thren years
les*.
Immediate possession
FIRST-CLAS1*
be had.
W.
191
of

—

x'oiaiotR.

The

steamers of this Line will
during tbe winter season

Ogdensburg Burling

13.1882,

Grand Trunk

Calais!

To Let.
St. Lawrence s'reet. near horee

*1

m.

connecting roads

oi.

acres

feb!7eod3w

At Calcutta Jan 23, ship Aurora, Merriman. and
Pharos, Collier, for New York. Tabor, Snow, do
Sid tm Sourabaya Jan 4, barque Caprera Hiohhorn, Mauritius.
Passed Banjoewangio Dec 29, ship Invincible,
Strickland, from Hong Kong for Victoria.
At Honolulu Feb 7. ship Gettysburg. Tkeobald,
from Newcastle, N<W, ar 4th.
Sid tm Mauritius Dec 29, brig Don Jacinto, Herriman. Zanzibar.
Sid tm Buenos Ayres Jan 11, barque Celina, Tibbetts. New York.
At Accapuleo Feb 9. ship Austria, Delano, unc.
Old at Havana 22d. brig arcot. Cates, Delaware
h Ja ties A Ga. field, Woodbury, CarBreakwater;
denas.
Ar at Matanzas 2!s brig John C Noves, Tibbetts,
St Thomas.
Sid 19th -cb J D Kobinson. Otis, New York: 22d,
barque Norena, Cha-e, Portland.
At Matanzas 16tb iust, barks Cbas Loring, ThfStrup tor De aware Breakwater: l.evi S Andrews,
Watts, and John M
lerk, Conant. for New York;
J B Babel. Sawyer
tor Bosto
i b LK
ldg;
Munson, Smith, for North of Hatteras A J Petten
gill. Dewey; Carrie Bertha Hall; Wauban,< overt,
di-g; sebs Sarah & Ellen, York, for North of Hatteras. ldg;
anion. Whittier; T B Witherspoon,
Sheppard; Nelde J Dmsiuore, Parker, wig; Ered W
Chase. Manson disg. and othe'S.
At >aga* Feb 16 barque Hannah McLoon, Keen,
for North of Hatteras. Jos E More, Carlisle unc;
sch Tbos W Hyde, Hodgdon, for North of Hatteras.

...

Produce.
Provisions.
PorkCranberries, & bbl—
12 00@13 00
Maine
Backs
23 00®23 60
Cape Cod.15 O0@17 Oo Clear.22 00@22 60
Pea Beans
3 0o@3 16
Mess.19 6‘ *a.20 00
Mediums....2 76@ x 00 Me-s Beef.. J 2 00@12 60
German med2 66@2 HO
Ex Mesa..13 00@l3 50
Yellow Eyes3 2 @3 50
Plate.16 0< @15 25
Ex Plate. 16 00 a 16 25
Onions ■£> bbl. & 5o@2 75
SweetPotatoeB3 60@4 OO Hams.12%@l3c
Eggs Jp’doz.25@26c Hams covered 16y2i&16c
Turkeys, ^ ft.24c Lard—

ChickenB.18@20c
Fowl.16@18c

Balliui

feb24dl

Portland

LINE?

DOMINION

•*.* P AHIIIaTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Novembor
t.

13.20pm. g’hillip*.6.66
a.m.
^ttrtniBKinn,Ha2< a. m., IViuchrop
10.33 a. in. being due in Portland as follows
The morning trains from Augusta and Bath
8.36 a. tn, Lewiston, 8.40 a. rn
The day
trains from Bangor -nd all ntermediate stations

Small Farm tor Sale.
PEERING, three miles from Portland,

four
of nice land, good house and outbuild
tags, abundance of water, cherry trees >ielding four
bu-hel* cherries per annum, cuts three tons hay.
Price $8 0; on** half can remain on mortgige.
Must be sold. «s the o*ner goes to California first of
March. Apply to

IN

Philadelphia.

5<<@25

00
do bag
26 00
car
lots
26
50
Middlings,
do bag lots. 30 Od
130
Rye.

..

total wreck.

11.10a.m.,*4.15p.

an acre

ARD, Stroudwater.

At Sydney, NSW, Jan 25. ship Henrietta, Nickels,
for Newcastle and H«»ug Kong; brig Med White,
Parker, from Boston, disg.
At Melbourne Jan 2o, ship Kate Davenport, Mallett. for Hong Kong be-oiute. Nickels, unc; barks
Belle of Oregon. Matthews from Boston, disg. Albert Kuesell, Curtis, from New York, do.
Sid fm Newcastle Jan 8. barque Pri-cilla. French.
Hong Kong; both, Samaria Gilmore. San Francisco
In port oan 26, ba*quc lilie, Brown, from Sydney.
NS *V, ar 5tb for Manila, Tillie Baker. Boyutou,
from Melbourne, ar 19th, tor Hong Hong; barques
Ai bie Carver, Pendleton, from Melbourne, ar 19th,
for Hong Kong; Penobscot, Eaton, for do; Nicholas Thayer, Crosby. tr<»ui Melbourne, ar 3d.
At Adelaide, SA, Jan 20, barque Kstella, Poole,
Boston.
Sid Jan 9, barque C P Dlxoa, Carney, Newcastle.
Ar at Bombay Feb 26, ship Thomas
Dana, Sisson,

..

patents.7 25@7 76

For Sale.

HALF

Train* arrive in
10.50 a. si.—from Fabyans.
10.00 P. M.— from Montreal,
ton, &c.

m.;

'll .14 u. m. VYath. 6.66 a m.. 11.00 a. m.
»4.0<* p. cu. and (Saturdays only at 11.66
p. m.
HruuMwick, 7.25 **.
11.30 a.
tn.,
m.
*4.30 p. m„ tl2.35 a. m., ;nigbt.> tCocItlanc!!
8.16 a. m., 1.16 p. u»., Irwisiou.
7.20 a.m

F«>K >AI>
of In ml w-ith one half the home
situa ed in Stroudwater Villa e, on the Saco
road. Applv on the premises 10 JANE 0 HOW

FOKEI^m PtIKTg,
70
68
46

Coach.
Furui ure
O' ain.
H.M. Corn.car lots
78
251 New Corn, c*rlot*75@76
78
Corn, bag lots.
26 j Oats,' ar"lots.56 y2 |
Oats, bag lota.57
76 Meal
75
CottouSeed.car lots 28 0
25 CottonSeed,bag lots3*J 00
7o SackedBrau car lot,

Patent Spring
Wheats ....8 00@8
Michigan Winter straightsS 75@6
6 25^6
Do roller
St. Louis Winter straight 6 25@G 60
Do roller. ..6 50^7 00
Winter Wheat
..

do

!

p.

From IIulifax, 8.10 a
m., 6.16 p
a*.
«*.
J?«hn, 8.16 a m. 8.30 p. uk: Houlion 10 30
m., Si. itepheu. lo.4{; «i m.; ^orkHpori,
a. m.. 6. p. m,, Yanceboro, 1.35 a. m.
J-J^O
1.30
p. m. Hau^or,
7.ln a. m
17.45*
P n*
*>«*x«cr. 7.00 a.m, 6. l0p. tn, |3< |f««i
6.30 a. m., 3.< 6 p. tn. 8ko»» hegan, 8 20 a. m
3.16 p. ra., lymrrvHlF A.16a.ai. 1.66., M0.00
p. m.; and Mondays only at 6.15 a. ru it uxusta,
6.00 a. m lu.00 a. mM *2.45 p m., tlO.56 p. m.
hardliner, 8.17 a. m., 10.18 a.m., *3.07 p. m.

Kensell &

PROV IDENCE—Ar 27th, barque FL Genovcr,
Pensacola.
WAR EN Ar 27th, sch Normandy, Percy, lrom
Galveston.
NARRAGANSET-Ar 26th, sch Alary F Pike,
Good, Providence tor New York.
VINEYARD H vVEN Ar 26th, scbs Charles E
Moody, Cates, Gonaives for Boston; Laura, Lamsou,
Pascagoula fer do; Nettie Cushing, Pettee, N York
fordo, leunessee, B*-al, Amb »v for Portland; G vt
Braiuard, Ginn, do lor do; Caroline Knight. Lewis,
Pori Johusou for vVjgcasset; Silver -pray. Mahony,
and
aguolia, Reed, New York for Bootubay.
Sailed, unique Fred K Richards, brig unolaska
Susan N Pickering. > assia Jameson, Kben Fisher.
Lucy Ames, Caitawkmteak, David W Hunt. Levi
Hart, an Modoc.
BOSTuN—Ar 27th, sch Areola, Campbell, from
Portland.
Cld 27th. sch Lackawana, Closson, Baracoa.
Sid, barques Ella and Tremout.
GLuUCF'STER Ar 27th, scbs Alaska. MaMabon,
Rockland for New York; May Brown Duntou, Alexandria tor Bath; Ruth
obinsou, Fuller, Wood’s
Hole tor Portsmouth or Poitland; Teaser, McIntyre
Boothbay for Cambridge.
Gi TcER—Ar 22d, sch Cora Greenwood, of Bristol. from Grand Mauan, (and sailed 23d west.)
BELFAST—Sid 23d, sch Daylight, Hodgdon, for
Baltimore.
in port 23d, sch Herald, (new) Gray, load:ng ice
for Curacoa.

@30

Nutmegs.
Pepper.

@21

—

til.15

m.,

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND ABO BOSTON

No. 36 i'emp « St.
ry to handle. Address
novlSdtf

Veaxie,

.30
@33
Ginger.11 @13
Mace
80@ 1 00

@17

Shaw, Rockland

a.

AND MONTREAL.
On nud after tiondny, Nov. 13th,
I88i, Panneoavr Truias lenvu Portland
until furihvr notice
8.‘Ja A. M.—For Ffebyan’*. Littleton, Lancaster,
and ah points on B. C. M. R. R., St. Johnsburv,
Burlington, Ogdei sburg and all point* on O. A L,
C. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke Montreal and all
point*' on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
3 oo P. HI.
From Fabyan’s and Intermediate
station*.

Farmington,
Phillip.
Honaion'li
Wiuthrop. Beadtleld. Weal Wuterrille
Aowou 1.25 p. to, and Farmington
riu Hrunawiek. 7.00 a.m

_dlw

Perth Amboy.

HpiCCM.

@S7

Sam.

7.00

VT.,

OGDENS BURG, N. Y.,

•

ofMail Steamers

ISLAND, JAMAICA IIAVTI. POKL’DRICO, ISlUIMU-i OF PANAMA and CO MAM5LA. Sailing every week. Tourists are invited to
ivail of these trips, whioL th<s> can make on any
■oute which the Company’s steamers take, at
he extreme low price of i#A pcrdtiy, which m
iludes living on board tbe steamer the whole time,
rod they may trausfer to any other steamer of the
Ine they may meet on the voyage.
For passage applyto
PI f», roHWOUP A CO , A genie.
16 State street. New York.
deeS
d3m
'or TURKS

—TO—

BURLINGTON

RESORTS.
WINTER
graVo exaVkmonw.
Ytlas Li ne

Only Line Hirough In Same Day

and North

CAWASSEBU WANT CO.
/■'100D Energetic Canvassers to sell the Fagl
Wringer on installmenis. Men who can give
good re'ere ce or security can have outside territo-

BRUNSWICK-In port 24th, scbs Wdi Hayo*,
Smith K Bowers. Thompson, H J Cottrell, Haskell,
and L. T Whitmore, Blake, for New York.
DaIUEN—Ar 21st, brig Katahdin, Dodge, from
Charleston.
Cld 26th* sch Carrie Strong, Strong. New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 26tb, sch Spartan, Hodgdon,
Boston.
Cld 27tb, scbs Willie H Higgins, Jones, NYork;
O D Witherell. Gajfieid Boston.
PHJLADELPMIA-Cld 26th, sch Albert W Smith
Berrv. Boston.
Cld 27tb, sch -Susie P Oliver, Snare, Demarara.
Beiow 2»tb. sch Mima A Retd, Nash, Cardenas.
Sid im Delaware Breakwater 25th, sch Normandy
(from Galveston) for Warren; Ira D Sturgis, Maggie
Mulvey and Alice Oakes *eaward.
NEW YORK—Ar 27th, ship Win McGilvery, Dunbar, San Francisoo; scbs Addie E Snow Flanders,
Nuevitas, Viola Keppard, Ogier, Savaunab; Helen
At Simmons. Dowling, Baracoa.
Below, ship Deo Skotield, Otis, from Calcutta.
Cld 27th, scbs Fanny A Gorham. Welsb, Mayport Fla. S J Gilmore, Rhodes, Boothbay; Silver
Spray, Lamsou, Brunswick.
Passed tue
tie 27th, scbs Percy, Mitchell, from
New York for Easiport; Ira D Sturgis, Adams, fm
for
Boston.
Philadelphia
STON1KGT0N— Ar 26th, ach Volant, Sinclair,

...

@33

feb23

New York

oe a

Meady,

00^1

$£24

—

PENSACOLA—Ar 24th, sch Ada F Whitney,
B*rt<ctt, Galveston.
Cld 24th, brig Raven, Nash, Sagua.; sch Addie M
Bird, Fales. Point-a-P.tre.
ST AUGUS TINE—Ar 26th, sch Nellie Grant, Jordan, New York.
FERNANDINA—Cld 23d. brig Trlly Ho, McKown
Port Spain.
JACK.SCNV1LLE—Cld ,24.h. sch Hope Haynes,

4r>@'

No. j..
No. 3.
No. 10.

Gibson, Liverpool

Hrnn-wirk

Ladies and young1 men in city or country to lake a nice light work at their
h ones. Any one can do it.
Work sent
hy mail. Bowl salary. Distance no obAddress IKA BUltr.
jection.
Box 2178.
Boston, Mass.

Boston.

.....

Duck.

PORTLAND.

POUTM.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld Dab, barque C O Whitmore, Calhoun, Port Townsend.
Cld 27th, ship Snow & Burgess, Anderson, for
Liverpool.
San PEDRO—At 20th, ship Henry Failing, Herriman, New Tacoma.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 22d, sch Inez, Leighton,
Tampico.
MOBILE—Ar 27th, sch Jennie Lockwood. Poland

66
45
39

Ammonia.

S

and

15 samples and instruction s. Address
send
M aSON & CO. Montpelier, Vt.
febl7todl2t

DO viuvrit

Cienfuegos
Boilm*

Wanted

IUECITIOKANDA.
Barque N Boynton. Nason, from Manila f< r Boston, put Into Singapore Feb 27, leaky, and will dock
for repairs.
Sch Cbas L Mltcoell, ashore on Fisher’s Island
will

Muscovado.
NewOr leans
new crop..
Barbadoes

Angu-iu, Hallowcll, Gardiner, Riebuionri.and Hrun-wick 7.00 a.m. 1 30 p
“•.5.16 p. m„ til.16 p m.; (tilth 7.00 a. m’.'
1.30 p. m., 6.16 p m. and on
Saturdays only
at 11.15 p. m. Roekluad. and Knox A
l. incola
B.
IS., 7.00 a. m.
1.30 n
m.
Auburn and
Lewiston.
8.16 a, in”.
1.25
m.
5.05 p. m. Lewiston rio
p.

women to start a new bus-ness at their
own homes; no peddling; f*Oc. an hour n ade;

mona, New York. Heel*. Day, do.
Sid fm viatansas 17tb, brig Helen M Rowlev.Rowley, New York.
Feb 23. lat 32 35, Ion 77 16. sch Grace Davis,
from Matanzas for North of Hatter as.

Mafcheft.
1

••rave
P.illand for
Vonceboro, St
John, Halifax
nod
th«
Provin r,»
St. tuilrew,, at. stephea, Fredvrict on
AroontaoS
Count,, all stations on B. A
II.,
Pi-imnqnis K
and for
llaagor.
Back*port. Dexter. Helfaat and Show
begun, 1.26 p. m., 1.30 p. m., til.16 p m
Waterrille, 7.00 a. tn. 1.25 p. m„ l.30p. m
til.15p.m., and Saturdays only at 5.15 p. m.

dtf

MEN

follows

as

RARE CHANC’E fora light manufactur
ing business, protected by patent. Small cap

A

28th. steamer Newport, Havana
Cardiff 27ib, ship Edw O’Briou, O’Briou,
Liverpool; Eiweli Barstow, do, barque Belle WoosFerroll.
ter higgin
Sid tin Liverpool 27th ship J B Thomas, LerAr at
Ar at

Hola*MeH.

Porto Rico..

On and ai'ler MONDAY,
Oct.
16th, Passenger Trains will run

ital required. Goods sell quick: rnfits over one
hundred per cent. This is no humbug No Brokers
A'dress GEO. M. PATTEN,
n-edauswtr.
feb8 eodlm 70 State St., Room 3, Boston, Mass.

[from merchant’s exchange.]

Laths,
Spruce.... 1 75@ 2 00
Pine.
@

16Vh@17Va Star,$>gross

Manilla Bolt
Rope .18 @19V9
Sisal.10 @11
ft>rngM and l>ye*.
Acid Oxalic...
16@ 18
tart
58,a 60
A coho: <$g&1.2 3 5 @2 60
3a
6
Amr....

feb‘27

Harpswell.

3 26
2 00

75(a)

W anted.
First Class double entry Bookkeeper. OWE A, 910011L & CO.

Sch Willie & Alice, of
42 tons. Capt
Johu Liuecott, engaged in the shore fishery, has
stocaed over $10,0U>< this winter.

00@5000

00@

jel?

WANTED.

Sears, Turner, New York—L T Whit

Sch Uncle
Tabor.

Spruce, ex.28 00@30 00
do No. 1.17 00@19 00
Clear.. .26 00@28 00
2d Clear 20 00®24 00

Cedar No.l 3
Spruce. 1

the Wen.
Close connections made at Westbrook
June*
lion with through trains of Me. Contra! R. E and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer. Portland, with through
tr* u« of Grand Trunk K. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot ottces and at ffoUlns & Adams’ No. 22 Eiohange Street.
•
Does uot stop at
oodford’s.
«*• W. PETERS,
Supt.

HALVE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

_W ANTS.

more.

Cedar ex.. 4 25@ 4 50
Clear. 3 76*) 4 0

@18
@18
@22

mg.
Bronze do...
V.M. Bolts...
Cop oottoms

8
3
6
7
8
8
10
10
14
13
13
14
21
22

Cleared.

Clapboards.

25

never

b

Brig Mary C Mariner, Smith, Cardenas—Phinuey

Select.45® 66
Fine Comm*<n....36®60
Spruce .12 00@14 00
Hemlock... 11 00@13 00

....

varies.
A marvel or purity
More economl
strei ?th and wbolesomeues*.
the
and
cannot
be sold in com
than
ordinary kinds,
petition with the multitude of low test, short weig
or
Sold
alum
phosphate powders.
only in cans
Royal Bak ikg Powder Co., h>« W» 11-st.. N. Y

Sch Mary Elizareth. Duntou, Boothbay.

Uppers.$58®66

Shingles.

Pure.

Absolutely
Th*s powder

steamer Ke&eing, Smith,
Philadelphia-coal to
Randall & McAll sier.
Steamship Eleauora. Brags?, New York—mdse to
Heury Fox.
Sch Levi Hart, Giles, Cardenas—sugar to J H
Haoilen & >on.

@gy2

Pipe.7y2@
Pig.6%@

Pine

@30

phaa. ttalumore, Washington,
and
the
^outh and wUh Boatoa A Albany R. R. for

pa gangers and mdse to 1> Torrence & Co

Leather.
I
Rio.
12@12M» I New Fork,
Light.22 @24
Cooperage.
Hiid. Shooks and Heads
Mid Weight 26
@27
Mol.City.. 2 60@ 2 76 Heavy .2* @29
Sug. City.. 1 4‘>@ 1 5o Slaughter...36 @41
S ig Sawed slik 90 « 1 00 Gd.Dam’g’d24
@20
Fine Sugar
Am. Call....
90@1 10
Boxshooks
60
Lumber.
45@
South. Pine,30 00@40 00
Heading.
Clear Pine.
Spruce
35in.
23 a
Pine.
23 a
Hard Pine.
25®
Hoops, 14ft 30 00® 33
Short do 8ftl0 00@12
7ft 8 00®
P >p’rStavesl2 00@14

VmJu,ICr'vIt*1
JCJoion

NEWa

Steamship Toronto, (Br)

Lead.

Sheet...8

ti aiii from Portland connects aIHo<Mn1, Tumtel Kouif for
11< Wast, and at
Depot, Wore enter, for
New York via Norwich
Line, and all rail,
tt.*priiiKfleld, also with N. V. * N. E. R
ti. (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for IPhiladel*

WEDNESDAY, Feb. 28.

C.7%@ 7%

ru.
m.

1

ARRANGMENT,

Fitchburg,

at.

*«..SO p.
Tb© 1.05 p«

Arrive.l.

..5Va@ 5%

Russia... 13V2

Galv

OF

Jnac.,

For Rochentcr, Npringvnle, Alfred. Wn«.
crboroand *taco Fiver.7 30 it. m., 1.0.1
p. at., and (mired) at 0.30 p. in. Uetarnim
leave Rocheeter at (mired) B.46 a.
m., 11.16
a. m., and 3.36 p. m.,
arriving at Portland
(mired) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
For Gorham, Hacrnrappa, Cnriberlam
XI 111*,
Wmtbrooli and Woadferd’o.
0.40 and (mired

’Oc. for

Pilot Sup ...8 00@10 OO
do sq ^ 100.
@0 >0
Ship.4 76@6 00
6 60
Crackers ft
100. 25® 30
Candle*.
Mould ^ ft.
12@12Va
Sperm.26 @30

Al.w

l-.well) Windham, and Bp.
piny at 7.30 a. m. and i .03 p. in.
For ilunchester, Concord and point*Hortb. at

«unj a Turk alma nac. .march i.
8 m rises. .6 38 High wnte* p *»... 4 35
.5.48 > Mood rises.
8An
12.30

Portiaml Wholesale Prices Current,
Corrected tor the Press to March 1, 1883.

I have enjoyed them for
compensations.
many years. But, to say that they in any
way repay him for the lack of nearly all
life’s luxuries, graces and refinements, is to j
say, in my estimation, that the moon is
more

family

no

A

in

or

few

aDd

afford to be without it.

can

and has

has

“i'

""H, CI,n,onJ

1
1
1
2
3
3
3

...

wjroeste.

WINTER

m

KOI

FROM

Scotian.Portland... Liverpool.... Mch
Republic.New York Liverpool
Mch
of
Alexandria New York Havana.Mch
City
Alps.New York. PortPriuc. ..Mch
Niagara ..New York..Havana.Mch
Kbynland. New York. .Antwerp ...Mch
Batavia.Boston.
.Liverpool.. .Mch

tongh membrane, like leather, is very rapidly
formed. Perry Davis’s Pain Killer has
cured thousands of caties of diphtheria. It acts

worldly inheri-

he

JJ

^TFATIaU||>8i

Nova

R. K

of Trains.

.°°

27, suddenly, Mary A. Brigham

OS'

ROCHESTER

after Monday, Oct. (0,
y-rrynini nrj. 1
W»a,PiM»enger Train* wlii leave
at 7.30 a. d>..
-^.Porilaat
hfhi
77- |
.03 p. m
arriving at
*.®°
m.
Pleave
Returning
¥'
rSni
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7 30 a. m. and 11.16 a
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.46 n.

3 months
In Gardiner, Feb. 25. Franklin Pray, aged 61 yrs
Cliffie Blai-dell age 1 4 years 6 mouths.
In Fast Pittston, Feb. 22, Delia H. Cleaves, agod
32 ydars.

because it attacks the sufferer with such rapidity and iD such a way as to stop the air passages. The throat is violently inflamed, and a

tance parents can give their children? If
so, how is the farmer to obtain it? He works

I also know that

lesson from

a

What is Diphtheria?
The name is comparatively new, bnt the disease is as old as sin itself.
It is a condition of
the throat something like croup, only worse,

A fanner’s wife writes to a city paper detailing a few of the miseries of her lot, in
which shesays: Let me ask you, is not a

matter.

Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R.

p-m*
Bit...

[Funeral sei vice Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
her late residence, 454 Cumberland street.
Burial
at convenience «»f the family.
in Powual, Feb. 27. virs. l izzie, wife of David
Sweetsir. aged 22 years 2 months.
In vt est Baldwin Feb. 26. Mrs. Emma S., wife of
W. H. Thornes, aged 29 years 9 months.
In Bath, Feb. 26. Miss Sarah Lnnt, aged 90 years

Superintendent Richards of the Metropolitan
Horse Railroad.
“Trust the warden," he
said. “Not to do it is wrong.”

The Mys'eries and Miseries of her Lot in
Lite—Her Fears and her Anxieties.

villages. He cauunt “have his cake and eai
it, too;” and if his luxuries are not all saved to sell, he has nothing with which to
buy
his plain clothing, tools, and a few
grocer
jes. He and his children must work early
and iate, or they cannot be clothed and fed
Not from early spring until late autumn is
there anything like leisure for the farmer or
any member of his family. The few weeks
which then can be devoted to study are insufficient to complete even a thorough English education, provided he has school advantages, a blessing he does not always enTime, money and opportunity for
joy.
st idy are his chief lacks.
I know'you will speak of his independence.
I grant that, although the Indian and savage have a similar independence for that

In this oity, Feb.
wif of J. N. Fogg.

_

A Farmer's Wife.

few^r luxuries than the dwellers in cities

Portland and Worcester Line
Arrangement

UBATUN

mer.

_

harder, sieeps less, lives plainer,

RAILROADS.

1.05 p.

A bank president left a Southern town the
other day forever, without taking a cent of the
bank’s money with him. He died.—The Drum-

bteamerk._

RAILROADS.

PORTLAND &

In Sacevrappa. Feb. 27, by Rev. C. W Bradlee.
Elmer U Gaichell aud Miss Lillie M. E kins, both of
Westbr ok.
In Gardiuer, Feb. 11. Amos N. Corson of Lynn
and Mis* Carrie M. Weeks of Gardiner.
fn Gardiner. Feb. 14 John N. Muncy of Gardiner
aud Miss Eftie J. Arthur of Amherst, N. 8.
Aj80>
Joseph B. l owed of Gardiner and Miss M. Brann
of Charlestown. Ma*s.
In Batu, Feb. 27, Ocea Cahill and Mlsa Lucy Ella
Morse, both of Bath.

Has
Received Universal Endorsement.
No other preparation possesses such remarkable properties for embellishing and strengthening hair and rendering it dark and glossy. It

Moore went iti with
duugbuuts.
him and purchased a few. The storekeeper
offered tin m to him, but he would not touch
them until he got them from the hand of his
He was very fastidious.
mistress.
He
would not drink water that was not perfectly clean. A crumb of bread floating in
it would cause him to reject it. H
would
never eat unless his teeth had been previously cleaned aud his mouth washed out.
Two of his teeth were filled with gold.
He lived five years iu Lafayette, a suburb
of Jersey city, during which time he was the
Constant playmate and
protector of the
school children there. While walki .g in
Comiunupaw aveuu<, Lord saw a woman
whipping her child. He ran up to her,
cauglu her by the drees, and made her let
the child go. He then bent down his head
and gently rubbed his nose up and down the
child’s face.
He then stood guard over it
until his mistress called hitu away. He
would allow children to stick pins in him
until he howled with pain, but would never
harm the children. "Any little dog could
take a bone from him without the slightest
protest on his part, tut he would allow no
large dog to trespass on his rights in any
way. He was never rowdvish.
He was taken to Coney Island for thg first
time last summer. His first exploit was to
seize the clothes of a woman bather, whom
he probably believed in danger, and endeavor to drag her ashore.
When Mrs. Moore
called him away the bather dived in the
surf. Lord ut.ered a howl of distress aud
swam to where she had gone under.
It was
some time before he understood that the
bathers were in no danger.
Two ragpickers were in front of Mrs.
Moore’s residence beating a broken down
horse attached to a heavy load of old iron
last summer. Mrs. Jloore protested against
the inhumanity of the act. The ragpickers
became abusive and threatening.
Lord was
iu tne yard. He seemed to understand the
situation.
the
fence
at
a bound
Clearing
he was at the side of his mistress in a trice.
He leaped into the wagon, grabbed the stick
from the hand of one of the ragpickers,
and hurling it from him, pushed the othei ragpicker
off the wagon.
The two
immediately became meek and apologetic.
Mrs. Moot e made them allow her to have
the horse fed before they continued Iheir
journey. He was never knowu to bite a
human being.

the best

MISCELLANEOUS,

MABBLUJLS.

BURNETT’ COCOAINE

Mm.

thorough education

highly

colored that he remiuds me of a chro"
“He reminds me more of an engraving
than a chromo,” remarked a bystander. “How
so??”
ell, you see, an engraving always
has a glass in front of it and a chromo hasn't.
—Texas Siftings.

so

mansvtlle.
He would accept food
only from the
hands of his mistress.
He had a partiality
for duugbuuts.
One afternoon while going
through Carmansville with his mistress he
espied a lot of doughnuts in a baker’s shop.
He leaped up against the window and Indicated, by several motions of the head and a
pawing of his fore feet that he would like
some

“Have a Shine, Madam?”
A box of the noted silver polish, Electro*
Silicon, and cook book, sent postpaid to .any
address in the United States on receipt of 15c.,
Address Electro-Silicon
cash or stamps.
Co., 72 John street, New York.

a

<

MS WS»mJKST«l» NT..
RONTON
i
Advertisement* r.idveii for every Paner tu the
Unity*! Stai® and Hrltinli Province! at the lowest I
Contract Price*
Information
cl,-®
Any
cheerfully
«ud estimate* promntly furnlthed.
File e' ihc Pntta. -C t for iuaoectton at any tttse
Estimate* furnished.
Send for Circular
A list ot 100 choice netTipf.pcri.
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